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Abstract

The groundwater and surface water resources were historically modelled separately because of

laws ofthe governing bodies. Movement towards equity and sustainable development demands

theintegrationofgroundwater and surface water in decision making and modelling ofthesewater

resources.

This research attempts to simulate the contnllUtions in river runofffrom surface and groundwater

resources, by conceptualizing the flow pathways ofthe different resources present in a river's

catchment. It utilizes the spatial information of the catchment, along with the observed flow

hydrograph characteristics, to createamodel ofthe flow componentsin the riverrunoffsequence.

The model conceptualizes the observed flow hydrograph from a rainfall event as a combination

offlow from three different pathways. Excess rainfall (the part ofmeasured rain that causes the

storm hydrograph) is separated into the surface runoft; thethroughflow (through the unsaturated

soil structures and macropores); as well as baseflow (throughthe deeper saturated soil structures

ofthe catchment): All ofthese components contribute to the measured flow at the catchment

outlet.

Analysis ofobserved flow hydrographs (i.e., the separation ofthe observed flow into different

flow components); indicates constant recession rates for each flow component present in the

hydrograph. Information derived from observed flow hydrograph analysis includes the recession

rate ofeach flow component, the percentage ofwater that is allocated to each flow component

for a particular storm event, and the times to peak and recede. This information is used along
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with the spatial information ofthe catchment, to derive a simulated flow hydrograph for a rainfall

event, for each flow path.

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the catchment and geological features are used to

detennine thepathways and distances that water travels to the outlet. Flowvelocities, alongthese

pathways, are influenced by the slopes and the roughness ofthe medium over/through which the

water travels. The flow velocities are estimated from adaptations of recognized hill slope and

channels flow velocity equations. The channel geometry, that detennines the flow rate through

each catchment segment in the DEM, is derived from the contributing area and scaled bythe total

catchment size.

Cumulative flow times along each pathway are used to derive a flow response function for each

flow component. These response functions are unique to each catchment and represent the

equivalent ofa unit hydrograph for each flow component. These response functions are scaled

and superimposed to simulate the observed storm hydrograph ofa rain event.

Stormevents are divided into four scenarios representing a combination ofhigh and low intensity

rainfu.ll events, as well as events oflong and short duration.

The model is applied to a rainfall series offive months in the Ntuze research catchments, during

which various rain storm types occurred.

Model parameters are applied to the much larger Goedertrouw Dam catchment to evaluate the

transferability ofthe model.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge about water resources and how they interact in the hydrological cycle ofa catchment,

is essential for best management practice (Arnold and AlIen, 1996). For example, knowledge

about the quantities of water in different water resources and the contributions from different

water resources can influence management decisions about the allocation oflimited resources for

the most beneficial use ofaquatic systems (Figure 1.1). It is therefore important to understand

the role, function and magnitude of the different water resources. This broadens our

understanding ofa catchment's water cycle and contnbutions from the water resources (Arnold

and AlIen, 1996).

Evapotranspiration
..4 ..4 .. .. ..

,
}

Precipitation

Figure 1.1: The different water resources within the hydrological cycle.
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Prior to 1998, the surface water and groundwater resources in South Afiica were managed

separately in legal and political forums, and therefore also in the hydrological arena (Braune,

2000). Previous South Afiican legislation (Water Act No 54 of 1956) recognized surface water

resources as being separate from groundwater resources. Under this legislation, most

groundwater was regarded as private water. Consequently, most land owners had sole rights to

the groundwater except in demarcated areas. There were very few attempts at integrated water

resource management that included all systems in the hydrological cycle (Kelbe and Rawlins,

2004). However, the South AfiicanNational Water Act, No 36 of 1998, (NWA) states that all

water components, descnoed by the hydrological cycle, are to be managed as a single unit.

The recent holisticview ofwater resource management in South Afiica is in line with international

trends in resource protection for sustainable development (DWAF, 2003). Globally, there has

been a changeinattitude towardwater management: moving from exploitationofwater resources

toward more environmentally friendly policies that protect natural resources for sustainable use.

This has led to the changes in legislation dealing with water management (DWAF, 2003) based

on the principle ofsustainable development.

In 1992 the United Nations (UN) hosted the Conference on Environment and Development

(UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. At this conference, 178 governments adopted new policies

formanagement ofhumanactivitieswhich impact onthe environment (includingwater resources).

The official report from this conference, the so-called Agenda 21, is a blueprint for global action

into the 21" century, designed to solve the twin problem ofenvironmental degradation and the

necessity for development. Agenda 21 proposes an integrated approach to poverty relief, via

commnnity and stakeholder participation. It also addresses the issues ofsustainable development
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along with management ofall natural resources, including water resource management (DWAF,

2003).

In the year 2000 the UNreaffirmed their support"...forthe principles ofsustainable development,

including those set out in Agenda 21." (United Nations Millennium Declaration, 2000). The UN

web pages (http://www.un.orglmillenniumgoalsl, 2005) states that all 191 member states ofthe

United Nations pledged to meet the eight UN Millennium Development Goals by the year 2015.

The seventh goal is to ensure sustainable development of the environment which binds

governments (quoted from web page http://www.un.orglmillenniumgoalsl, 2005):

I) to integrate the principles ofsustainable development into country policies and to reverse

the loss ofenvironmental resources,

2) to reduce by half the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking

water and

3) to achieve significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers, by

2020.

The South African Bill"of Rights embraces the concepts outlined in Agenda 21 towards the

development ofpolicies and legislation that are socially enabling, while also ensuring sustainable

development (DWAF, 2003). The NWA (1998) provides specific guidelines for the management

ofwater resources, which attempts to bring about this holistic approach to management and to

ensure sustainablemanagement. This act specificallyencouragesmovementtowardsthe integrated

management ofsurface and groundwater resources.

The NWA (1998) requires the classification ofall water resources. After classification ofwater
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resources, the resource quality objectives must be determined. "The purpose of the resource

quality objectives is to establish clear goals relating to the relevant water resources." (NWA,

1998.) But before these objectives can be established and before the classification can be

determined, "TheReserve" must be established. The Reserve ofwater resources is definedbythe

NWA (1998) as "the quantity and quality ofwater required to satisfY basic human needs ... and

to protect aquatic ecosystems in order to secure ecological sustainable development and use of

the water resources."

Chapter Three of the NWA (1998) sets out the legal framework for the protection of water

resources. This framework has been constructed as a series of management functions

implemented as Resource Directed Measures (RDM). The RDM includes:

1) the classification ofresources in terms ofits past, present and future conditions;

2) The Reserve determination, in terms ofthe ecological water rights for the resource; and

3) the setting ofresource quality objectives that are required to protect the resource.

The NWA (1998) requires that water resources must be managed hoIisticalIy. This requirement

defines a different approach from previous legislation toward the modelling ofwater resources.

The new approach in management requires a reassessment of current knowledge of resource

dynamics. It also requires the development ofnew analytical techniques to assist water resource

management in determining The Reserve for the different resources. Insome situations one water

resource is partially or wholly derived from another resource. In these cases the management of

both resources must recognize the contnoutions from each resource. Where river flow is derived

from groundwater (i.e., baseflow), the groundwater management forms part ofthe surface water

management. Research is being done, both in South Africa and abroad, to develop a wide variety
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ofanalytical methods to determine the ecological water requirements; as referenced throughout

this report. Research areas also focus on the interaction between rivers, estuaries and

groundwater. The methodologies for establishing the ecological water requirements ofsurface

water resources are presently not well established, especially where the surface water resources

receive some contnbutions from groundwater.

Hydrologicalprocedures andmethodsfor determining the ecologicalwater requirements for rivers

have been developed by Hughes and Munster (2000). Similar procedures and methods for

determining the resource quality objectives for groundwater are being developed by Parsons

(2003). Hydrological procedures and methods have also been developed to establish the

ecological water requirements of estuaries, but their groundwater contributions are still not

includedin theROM procedures (VanNiekerk, 2004). However, all these assessments are limited

to a single resource and the levels of estimating the contributions from different resources, are

limited.

In order to establish The Reserve for a river system, some basic knowledge about the

groundwater component (or basetlow) needs to be established. Hughes, Hannart and Watkins

(2003) applied a statistical method for continuous baseflow separation from time series ofdaily

and monthly streamt10w data. The method determines the quantity component ofinstream flow

requirements needed during implementation ofthe NWA (1998).

There are numerous methods available in the world for estimating river runoff; but only a few

extremely complex models, such as Mike-SHE, can provide the estimates of the various

contnbutions to surface water (from Beven, 2003). This research aims to develop a method for
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simulating various components ofriver runoff that can be associated with different pathways,

using the spatial information ofa catchment.

This study examines the contributions from surface water and groundwater to streamflow, and

attempts to develop a method ofsimulating the main water resource components ofriver runoff

(in particularthegroundwatercomponent) usingphysicallymeasured infonnation(suchas slopes,

soil types and vegetation). The methodology makes use of the spatial characteristics of the

catchment to generate the flow at the catchment outlet. It seeks to adopt and integrate the

physically based spatial techniques to simulate river runoff. It utilizes the spatial information to

simulate more than one hydrological flow pathway down the catchment slopes; pathways that

define the subsurface flow, as well as the surface flow, down the catchment slopes.

1.1. Existing models simulating interaction between slIrface and

groundwater resources

Recent development in modelling of surface water and groundwater interaction uses the

combination ofa "traditional surface water model" and a "traditional groundwater modef to

"work alongside" each other. They include the interaction ofthe water resources as an added

feature to existing models. Each "combined model" covers different aspects ofthe interaction,

like the recharge ofgroundwater from rainfall (descnoed by Gupta and PaudyaI. 1988), or the

effects of irrigation on groundwater recharge (for example the work of Criss and Davidson,

1996), or the effects ofland use change on groundwater levels (for example the work ofBorg,

Stoneman and Ward., 1998, as well as Ben. Schofield., Loh and Abri., 1990). Thestrearn function

linked to theModflow groundwatermodel (Guiguer and Franz. 1996) provides an estimateofthe
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base flow but cannot simulate storm flow events.

1.1.1. Interaction of surface water models and groundwater models

A method ofintegrating surface water and groundwater modelling has been achieved by Chiew,

McMahonandO'Neill(1992). Their studyutilizes the surfacewatermodel HYDROLOG (a daily

rainfall-runoffmodel) and AQUlFEM-N (a finite-element groundwater model). The integration

ofthe two models was achieved by optimizing the two sets ofparameters from the two models:

Two objective functions were formulated during the (automated) calibration ofthe models, to

minimize the difference between the simulated and observed flows and potentiometric head.

Thus, during the calibration, the two objective functions were optimized together to get the best

setofparameters for boththe surface and groundwater models. Certain interaction ofsurface and

groundwater resources was incorporated into the calculations ofthe two models, utilizing input

and output from each. Advantages ofthe integrated model include a higher level ofaccuracy of

the groundwater recharge simulation, especially during months of irrigation. The biggest

advantage is the ability to optimize parameters for both models against both streamflow and

potentiometric head data (Chiew et aI, 1992).

Berger and Entekhabi (2001) investigated the long term hydrologic response with an equilibrium

surface water/groundwater interaction model. Their model couples the surface water and

groundwater by descnoing the land-surface hydrologic partitioning as a function ofwater table

depth. Upstream areas in the catchmentwith deep groundwater depths are groundwater recharge

areas during heavy rainfall events. Riverbankswith shallow groundwater depths are groundwater

discharge areas. For the areas between these recharge and discharge areas, the model assumes

that the groundwater energy slopes parallel to the surface slopes (Berger and Entekhab~ 200I).
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Their model applies at a catchment scale to long term equihllrium conditions.

1.1.2. Contributions from both surface water and groundwater resources

Some attempts have been made to directly model the contnllutions from both the surface water

and groundwater, where the interaction between water resources is the foundation ofthe model,

instead ofan added feature to existing models. However, these models are few and often specific

to certain conditions (catchment's characteristics, antecedent storm conditions, etc.).

The work ofWrttenberg and Sivapalan (1999) is an example ofsuch an integrated model, but the

emphasis oftheir work is on the determination ofgroundwater recharge, and not on the amount

ofwater which moves from the groundwater flow component to the river runoff (groundwater

discharge).

Ledoux, Girard and deMarsily (1989) jointly model the surface and groundwater resources with

a deterministic physically-based model. Their "Modele Couple" simulates the available water

resources for surface water, river flow, flow in both the saturated and unsaturated zones, as well

as the interaction between the different water resources. They also summarise research on

integrated surface and groundwater modelling, and acknowledge that some of these models

require the estimation ofa relative large number ofparameters.
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1.2. Aims and objectives

The aim ofthis study is:

To adapt and integrate existing models and methods of spatial analysis

of river runoff to simulate the main hydrological components of river

runoff in ungauged catchments.

To achieve this aim, several specific objectives were set. These include:

1) Reviewing of the main hydrological pathways along which surface and groundwater

resources travel.

2) Determining and applying methods for evaluating the contributions of the different

hydrological pathways to river runoff in gauged catchments, for model validation and

verification.

3) Evaluatingmethods and techniques that canbeused to simulatethehydrological pathways

using spatial information.

4) Adapting and combining the methods and techniques to create a model to simulate the

main hydrological components ofriver runoff.

******************************
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2 Conceptualized flow processes

The previous chapter indicated the world wide movement towards integrated water resource

management and the necessity to manage and model the contributions from both surface water

and groundwaterresourcesononeplatform. This chapterwill descnbe conceptualunderstanding

ofthe contributions from the surface and groundwater resources to the flow in a river system.

Itwill thenintroducethe conceptualizationofthe different flow processes within a catchment that

are used in the description ofthe conceptualized model which simulates the flow components,

making use ofthe spatial information, descnbed in Chapter three.

Simulation ofwater resources are based on conceptual and perceptual models ofa catchment's

flow response to rainfall. These perceptua1 models are influenced by the mode1ers' hydrological

perceptions, which again are influenced bytheir training; networking; hydrological data they have

analysed; observations made during field trips to catchments ofdifferent environments; etc. The

mathematical model is then the simplifieddescriptionderived from the perceptualmodel. Despite

the oversimplifications implemented in hydrological modelling, some mathematical models still

remain sufficient to provide adequate predictions (Beven, 2001).

2.1. Introduction

Wittenberg and Sivapalan (1999) concur with Cey, Rudolph, Parkin and Aravena (1998) who

have found that "even in flood periods, discharge from shallow groundwater is the major
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contnbutor to streamflow."

It is important to distinguish between deeper lying groundwater and more shallow groundwater.

Accordingto 5eilerandLindner(1995), deepergroundwaterparticipates inthe hydrological cycle

only in intervals ofhundreds or even thousands ofyears. It can be distinguished from shallower

groundwaterbyincreases inthe measurementsofthe concentrationsofradioactive environmental

isotopes in the groundwater for tritium (haIfIife 12 years) and carbon-14 (haIfIife 5730 years).

In this study, the deeper and "older" groundwater resources are assumed to make a negligible

contnbution to the river runoff. In reality it could be a constant and very Iow flow. Therefor, it

is not considered for the model development.

2.2. Conceptualization ofthe river flow components

Beven (2001) indicated that there can be as much as five to six different flow components

contnbuting to river runoff. Analysis ofobserved streamflow ofheadwater catchments by Kelbe

and Gennishuyse (1999) indicated that the observed hydrograph consists ofthree distinct flow

components that constitute surface, unsaturated subsurface and saturated flow processes. Figure

2.1 depicts the processes that contnbute to the pathways as conceptualized for these three flow

components.

The quickflow is regarded as the water that flows fairly quickly over the catchment's soil layers

into the rivers and runs down to the catchment outlet along a "surface" route, causing the sharp

high peak in runoffafter a short duration storm. This is often conceived to be the contribution

from the various processes shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic catchment diagram ofthe flow component concepts from a hillside.

The unsaturated subsurface flow contribution is represented by a delayed flow that moves more

slowly through the top layers of the soil and back to the surface the form channel flow. It is

usually referred to as throughflow, intermediate flow or macropore flow. It is often associated

with flow through preferential channels (or macropores) in the soils in the unsaturated soil

structure, or the vadose zone. Some water percolates deeper into the soil to reach the saturated

zone. It moves more slowly to reach the catchment outlet, as it follows longer, more arduous
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paths through the saturated zone. The groundwater contribution is commonly referred to as

baseflow.

The main flow components and the way they are viewed and conceptualized in this study, are

summarized in Figure 2.2

and descnbed in more detail

in the following paragraphs.

It is highly probable that

most, ifnot all, ofthese flow

processes exist at some stage

of the runoff process in a

catchment following a

significant rainfall event.

Consequently, the runoff in a

river usually represents a

combination of flow paths

that flow over surfaces and

through porous material to

the outlet.

Figure 2.2: Division of measured rainfall into flow components
(after Beven, 2001).
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2.2.1. Overland now

The Hortonian quickOow model assumes that all rainfall in excess ofthe infi1tration capacity of

the soil will flow over the surface to the discharge point in the stream. Hortonian overland flow

is then descnoed as the rapid overland flow which does not penetrate the soil (Ward and

Robinson, 2000). The main controlling factors are the rainfall intensity and the infi1tration

capacity ofthe soil, as well as the slope of the surface.

The Hewlett quickOow hypothesis of overland flow was originally developed because no

Hortonian overland flow was observed in some areas (Ward and Robinson, 2000). Hewletfs

hypothesis (Ward and Robinson, 2000) states that all precipitation which falls on the catchment

will initially infiltrate the soil surface. It then states that the top soil layers will become saturated.

These saturated areas grow steadily from the streams to areas adjacent to the streams, and up the

catchment slope, untilsaturatedoverlandjlowtakes place on substantial areas. Unsaturated areas

will either transfer or store the water in subsurface soil layers. It is important to note that

saturated areas grow (or shrink) as rainfall proceeds (or stops). Thus, the source of saturated

overland flow changes with time during a storm event (Ward and Robinson, 2000).

2.2.2. ThrougbfJow (unsaturated flow or macropore flow)

Some models of streamflow only recognize two components of flow: a quicker and a slower

flowing component (W'"tttenberg and Sivapalan, 1999, Yue and Hashino, 2000, Cey et ai, 1998,

Amold and AIlen, 1996, Ponce and Shetty, 1995). However, studies by Kelbe and Gennishuyse

(1999) clearly identified a third component in river runoff from small research catchments in

South Afiica, which they atnoute to macropore flow or the throughflow component. They make

use ofthe sequence of dissolved solids measurements in response to storm events in the river
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runoff; to support the existence ofan intermediate flow component (Figure 2.3).

Water enters the soil1ayers through infiItration. Once it is in the soil structure, it flows along

preferential pathlines. (pathlines are the exact lines along which water particles flow.) Musy,

Soutter and Perrochet (I989), acknowledging the complexity of the throughflow drainage

systems, suggest that all evaluation of hydrological response of throughfiow leads to several

oversimplifications at all levels of the throughflow analysis.
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Figure 2.3: Electrical conductivity supporting the concept of the throughflow component in the
river runoff (after Kelbe and Germishuyse, 1999).
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Tbroughfiow has been described by Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) as flow through the upper soil

matrix which causes a displacement response. They propose that the rain (new water) replaces

the water in the soil structure (old water) to induce quicker flow response in the rivers, as

indicated by increasing electrical conductivity measurements. They indicate that, ifa soil column

in a laboratory is drained to field capacity, adding another drop ofwater at the top will result in

somewaterflowing from thebottomalmost immediately. Ligon, Wllson, Alien and Singh(1977)

used tritium as a tracer to indicate that the flow rate is much faster than predicted by the complete

displacement ofinitial waters. They suggest that, in their research catchment, only about 50"10 of

the initialwater storagewas displaced, due to some rapid flows through large macropores. These

rather fast movements ofwater through the macropores are confirmed by other tracer studies by

Omati and Wdd (1979).

The model developed in this research assumes that pathlines in the topsoil layers are created by

the macropore structure. There it is able to move quicker than the baseflow component, because

it behaves like flow in small open channels through the macropores. An example ofunsaturated

macropore flow in the research catchment is shown in plate 2.1. The flow velocity is dependent

on the soil moisture, as well as the macropore development.

2.2.3. Baseflow

The groundwater that contnbutes to the river runoff; generally called baseflow, is derived from

flow within the saturated part of the soil and rock structure. Water reaches this saturated zone

by infiltrating the upper soils, then continues to percolate downwards through the unsaturated

zone until it reaches the saturated zone. The baseflow movement is influenced by the hydraulic

head gradient ofthe water table and the soil properties along the flow paths (Beven, 2001).
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Plate 2.1: Water flow from the macropores ofthe channels several days after a rainfall event in
the catchment oftheNtuze River. This flow is conceptualized as throughflow (photo: BE Kelbe).

For the purpose of this study it is assumed that the saturated zone will flow according to

groundwater principles and governing equations that are dependent on the hydraulic head gradient

or piezometric profile and soil properties.

2.2.4. Fractured rock outflow

The contribution to catchment outflow from fractured rocks and faults will be significant if a

continuous fracture network exists in the catchment. The form of the bedrock surfaces will

dominate the flow pathlines ofwater that percolates to the saturated wnes. Ageneral assumption

ofan impermeable bedrock that underlies a study area, is often applied to baseflow simulation for

hill slope processes. This is not always a valid assumption. Secondary permeability, in the form
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ofrock joints and fractures, can alter the flow pathlines ofgroundwater (Beven, 2001).

These fractures, iffilled with water, can act like water pipes: Ifa water pipe is filled with water,

it will transmit water immediately from the bottom end as soon as water is pored into the top end,

regardless of the size of the pipe and the velocity of water in the pipe (Beven, 2001). Thus,

fractures in bedrock (if filled with water) provide a divergent pathway in an otherwise

homogeneous soil for groundwater to flow more quickly after rain has infiltrated the saturated

zones (Beven, 200I). On the other hand, fractured rocks and joints can also provide storage of

subsurface water. Ifthese areas of storage are recharged during a rain storm, it causes a time

delay before discharge is released from the groundwater resources. These sources can also

maintain flow in the river long after rain events (Beven, 2001).

Thus, fractured rocks can have a diverse effect on the average travel time ofwater along the

baseflow pathlines; depending on the characteristics and extent ofthe fracture network in the

catchment. Like macropores, fractures provide a pathwaythrough the hill slope profile. Fractures

have to be modelled carefully, due to the uncertainty that surrounds their positions and the flow

processes along these pathways.

2.3. Interaction between the surface and subsurface flow components

In this study it was found, for the small headwater catchments, that only about 200/0 ofthe rainfall

from a storm event will discharge at the catchment outlet within the first 24 to 48 hours after a

storm event. Somewaterwill be lost from the catchment's flow componentsthrough evaporation

and evapotranspiration. Nonetheless, the small fraction of water that discharges from the

catchment straight after rain, indicates that large amounts ofwater will penetrate the soils during
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storm flow conditions. It confirms that water moves from the surface to the groundwater

resources during storm flow conditions. Waterfrom the subsurface resources moves slowly back

to the river, contnouting to the river's baseflow long after the rain event.

It is recognized that there is a difference between the geochernical quality ofwater stored in the

catchment before a rain event, and the quality ofrainfall(Beven, 2001). The high percentages of

storm water contnouting to the storm hydrograph, which originates from the catchment storage,

is indicated by Cey et a/ (1998). The quality of the pre-event water, which contributes to the

observed storm hydrograph (Figure 2.3), indicates that the water in the storage zones of the

catchment is displaced quite quickly. However, the velocities ofsubsurface flow are traditionally

estimated to be much slower than those ofsurface water. The explanation for this contradiction

is in the physics ofthe flow processes in the saturated zone (Beven, 2001). The disturbance in

the saturated zone, due to a rainfall event, causes a pressure wave. This pressure wave is

"translated" to the rest ofthe saturated zone very quickly. The theory proposes that very small

disturbances will propagate very quickly, and that larger disturbances will have smaller wave

velocities. The magnitude ofthis disturbance is a function ofthe inverse ofthe effective storage

capacity in the soil. The effective storage capacity is the difference between the soil moisture

content in the saturated zone and the soil moisture immediately above the water table. This

simply means that, in a wet catchment, the wave velocity may be much faster than the actual flow

velocity ofwater. This then suggests that the water stored in the soil profile close to the streams,

will be forced out much faster than the water that travels the full length ofthe pathway.

For a more explicit explanation, see Beven (2001). It is important to note that the pressure wave

(described byBeven, 2001) is assumed to operate in the saturated zone and not in the unsaturated
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zone; unless an artificial water table (wetting front) is created that traps air in the unsaturated

zone.

For the purpose of the model developed in this study, a simple conceptual model of the

groundwater flow paths is adopted. The amount ofwater which emerges at the catchment outlet

is comprised ofseveral flow components (Figure 2.2). Water following the quicker pathIines (the

paths ofleast resistance) down the catchment slopes through overland flow or surface flow, is

lumped into one component called quicktlow. Water infiltrating and percolating through the soil

layers into the saturated zone (paths ofmaximum restrictions), will be classified as groundwater

which emerges in the river as basetlow. The throughtlow component follows lateral pathIines of

less resistance through the upper unsaturated soil structure (macropores).

This simple conceptuaIization ofthe flow ofwater through the soil structure of a catchment is,

for most catchments, an oversimplification. More detailed and complex modelling offlow paths

along the hill slopes ofcatchments is suggested by Lorentz, Thomton-Dibb, Pretorius and Goba

(2003). They descnbe sequences of tensiometer responses measured on the hill slope of their

research catchment, called the Weathedey catchment (situated in the Eastern Cape province of

South Africa). These time series were used to observe a perched water table relatively close to

the surface of the catchment. This water table is formed during the rain season when it causes

rapid lateral flow in the macropores. Water then seeps out at the toe of the hill slope over a

bedrock outcrop. The perched water table dries up during the dry winter season.

Lorentz, Bursey and Idowu (2006) used measurements ofsubsurface resistivity to show that the

river bed in the Weathedey catchment is not connected with the regional groundwater table. They
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concluded that perennial water in the river originates from the fractured sand stone, situated

higher up the hill slope, some distance from the river. This source will discharge into the river in

a similar manner to the baseflow, from a diverted groundwater source.

2.4. Partitioning of measured rainfall

The resources feeding the various pathways flowing to the river are dependent on the form and

duration ofthe rainfall. Literature often refers to the excess rainfall as that part ofthe measured

rainfall that causes the peak in the observed flow hydrograph after a storm event (e.g., Ward and

Robinson, 2000; Shaw, 1994; Maidment, Olivera, Calver, Eatherall and Fraczek, 1996). Some

use the term effective rainfall for the same concept (e.g., Chow, Maidment and Maize,1988;

Wtlson, 1983; Beven, 2001). However, there is reference in the literature to effective rainfall as

that part of the measured rainfall that infiltrates into the lower soil structure, and eventually

becomes part ofthe groundwater resources (e.g., Besbes and De Marsily, 1984). In this thesis

the term excess rainfall isused to refer to thatpartofthe measured rainfall that contributes to the

observed hydrograph at the catchment outlet after a storm event.

The conceptualization ofthe rainfall that falls on a catchment and that causes outflow via various

pathways, suggests a partitioning ofthe rainfall into different resources (Figure 2.4). Some ofthe

measured rainfall will follow the route of evaporation and evapotranspiration, and some will

infiltrate deep into the soil where fractured rocks and joints can cause detention ofwater (also see

Shaw, 1994 and Beven, 2001). Some will follow the route ofwater flowing back to the rivers

along the four conceptualizedpathways. (A pathway is defined as a set ofpathlines conceptually

grouped together.) These pathways are associated with Hortonian flow, Hewlett flow,

througbflow and baseflow. Both the Hortonian and Hewlett flows have been lumped as
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quickflow runoffresponses (Figure 2.4).

The excess rain that falls on the catchment might not be that exact same water flowing from the

catchment outlet during the peak flow, but may cause existing water in the soil layers of the

catchment to flow out and to be replaced by the rain (Cey et ai, 1998). Should this happen, some

ofthe measured rainfall willbe 'left behind' in the soil structure to add to a follow-up rain event's

runoff. The more excess rainfall, the more runoff is measured from a catchment. Similarly, the

less excess rainfall, the less runoffis measured. Thus, antecedent catchment conditions (be it wet

or dry catchment conditions) play an important role in the estimation ofexcess rainfall ofa storm

event.

t Rain on catchment

J---.... Evaporation and
evapotranspiration

HortDfIi.,. .flow ~

H...IdtfWw
, Quickflow

Excess
,

f-----.. Observed~

~ Throughflowrainfall , runoff
, Baseflow

Deep groundwater percolation

Figure 2.4: Partitioning ofrainfall among different conceptualized pathways.
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2.5. Conceptualization of water flow velocities down the catchment slopes

The preceding sections have highlighted the various hydrological pathways that water can follow

over/through the catchment to the outlet. The rate at which the flow occurs, measured at a point,

is defined as a volume per time unit. Consequently, it is necessary to determine the velocity

profile along the different pathways in order to derive an estimate ofthe discharge profile.

The velocity at which water travels through the different paths is dependant on the path length

and a time unit:

Velocity =

Distance

Time unit

While the pathway (or stream1ine) is a vector that reflects the physical characteristics of the

catchment profile (slope, slope length, etc.); the velocity profile is likely to differ among the flow

components' pathways. These velocity profiles vary along each pathway and will determine the

time that water takes to reach the outlet. The three different flow components, as described

earlier, are distinguished mainly by the different travel velocities along their respective pathways.

2.5.1. Surface flow

Surface flow is usually the fastest moving flow component and will reach the catchment outlet

first. Stuface flow travels along the pathways determined by the slopes and aspects of the

catchment's surface. It's travel velocity is a function ofthe surface roughness, the surface slope

and the hydraulic depth of flow. These travel velocities can be estimated from Manning's

equation. Kelbe, Snyman and Mulder (1996) used this method to estimate the flow rates for a
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rainfall event on a small catchment in the Ngoye hills. They assume:

1. that the land use indicates the surface roughness (indicated by Manning's n),

2. that there is a constant hydraulic depth for a unit ofrainfall for each unit area, and

3. that the slope ofthe catchment indicates the slope ofthe surface flow.

Manning's equation has also been used to determine the velocity of channel flow (V, in mls)

(Chow et aI, 1988):

R 2/3SIJ2

v=--
n

where R = the cross sectional radius ofthe channel flow (in metres)

S = slopes ofthe channel

n = Manning's coefficient (a roughness coefficient).

The Manning's equation is derived for the concept of flow in a circular pipe ofhydraulic radius

Rwhere (Chow et aI, 1988):

R=A=;r;[)2/4_D
P ;r;[) 4

where

A = the cross sectional area ofthe pipe,

p = the wetted perimeter of the cross section ofthe pipe,

D = diameter of the pipe.

Kelbe et al (1996) adapted Manning's equation to determine flow velocity ofsaturated surface
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flow by replacing the hydraulic radius R with the hydraulic depth ofthe flow. Chow et a/ (1988)

explains this assumption for turbulent flow, where the fiiction against flow in a pipe depends on

the surface roughness.

2.5.2. Baseflow

Baseflow travels through the soil structure until it reaches the saturated zone, from where it

follows thepaths ofleast resistance along the hydraulic gradient. The travel velocity is dependent

on the the soil permeability and the hydraulic gradient of the groundwater along the flow path

through the soil matrix or fractured zone.

The flow rate is determinedby thehydraulic properties ofthe saturated zone that can be described

by Darcy's Law (Todd, 1980). The Darcy velocity (specific discharge) is directly proportional

to the hydraulic gradient (ah/aL) of the drainage surface and the hydraulic properties of the

porous material (the hydraulic conductivity K).

Where Q = the specific discharge

A = cross sectional area (m')

K = hydraulic conductivity (in metres per day)

Ch = difference in vertical height

CL = difference in horizontal length

The hydraulic gradient is generally described by the slope ofthe water table (Figure 2.5).
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Drainage swface
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Swface of catchment

Figure 2.5: Groundwater slope and surface of the catchment.

The hydraulic conductivity strongly depends on the nature of the soils. Typical values of the

hydraulic conductivity are available in most groundwatertext (e.g., Table 2.1 from Todd, 1980).

The flow path through fractured rock and joints and their travel times are not easily defined,

although the geochemistry of the water can indicate the nature of these pathways, especially in

the case oflong residence times (Beven, 2001). The necessity to determine these pathways has

been motivated by a concern ofwater quality (Eagleson, 1986). Estimation oftravel times along

these pathways in fractured rock is still an open field for research (Beven, 2001).

2.5.3. ThroughOow

Tbroughflow is a slightly delayed flow through the unsaturated soils. It has been described

(paragraph 2.2.2) as a mixture ofwater flowing through the soil matrix and macropore openings

in the soil structure. The rnacropore flow would function like surface flow, while the soil flow

would be equivalent to Darcy's flow. Flow along the throughflow pathways is dependent on the

soil properties and the level ofmacropore development. Velocity ofthe throughflow is dependent

on the soil moisture and resistance against flow. Tbrougbflow will firstly infiltrate the soil

structure and then follow the way of least resistance through the macropore structures. Flow

velocities are influenced by the macropore development (which could be influenced by land use
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and soil types) and the hydraulic gradient of the subsurface flow paths. The flow rates of the

throughflow are assumed to be a composite of the subsurface unsaturated flow matrix and

saturated subsurface flow inside the macropore channels.

Flow along the baseflow pathways has generally been described by Darcy's law, while Richards'

equation was developed as a generalization ofbaseflow to include unsaturated flow (De Backer,

1989; Richards, 1931). Richards (1931) viewed baseflow (flow in the saturated zone) as a special

case of unsaturated flow. It applies the same linear relation between the flow velocity and

hydraulic gradient (Paragraph 2.5.2), but allows the hydraulic conductivity to vary with soil

moisture content. In order to apply the principles suggested by Richards, a full mass balance of

soil moisture content in the catchment must be considered.

Beven (1989) gives a full description of the processes involved in the modelling of flow along

macropores on the hill slope scale. He lists the variables that play a role in a water movement

matrix for unsaturated conditions, where water flows in both vertical and horizontal directions:

The compactness ofthe soil surface, the change in water content, the wetting front velocity, the

depth to the water table, the saturated zone wave velocity, the distance to the river and time to

reach the river, as well as the time to reach the water table. Some of these variables changes over

time according to some function and need one or more parameters to describe the flow (Beven,

1989).

A more simplistic approach is adopted in this research. Throughflow is conceptualized as flow in

the unsaturated soil matrix along a surface profile corresponding to the upper surface gradient,

along parallel macropores of similar (average) size and lengths. Flow velocities in these
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macropores are restricted by surface roughness related to the soil structure, soil moisture and land

use. The model considers flaw velocities along the throughflow pathways. The model

conceptualizes the flow along throughflow pathways to be dominated by macropore flow. It

utilizes the fast movement ofwater along the macropores in the soil structure to simulate the flow

with an adaption ofManning's equation (where Manning's equation is described in Chow et al

(1988».

2.6. Influence of catchment morphology on the flow times

The flow velocity in each segment of the catchment is influenced by the upstream area (or the

contributing area) ofthat catchment segment. The larger the upstream area, the more water will

be flowing in the stream (pathways) which channels the water through the segment. Also, for a

smaller contributing area of a catchment segment (like areas on the catchment boundaries, with

no contnlJUting catchment area), it is unlikely to have any stream that channels the water through

the segment. In this case the flow times along the segment of the pathway will be much longer

than those ofwater in a river channel close to the catchment outlet.

This brings forth the necessity to add the catchment characteristics, in the form ofthe contributing

area ofeach point in the catchment, when considering the estimation ofthe resistance against flow

over segments of the flow paths.

2.7. Partitioning of flow along pathways

Conceptually, the excess rainfall will be divided among the different flow paths in the catchment:

quickflow, throughflow and baseflow. The amount ofexcess rainfall partitioned as quickflow is
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dependent on the interception, infiItration and evaporation rates. The amount of excess rain

partitioned to the throughflow and groundwater components depends on the infiItration and

percolation rates. Both infiItration and percolation are dependent on the antecedent conditions,

the soil properties and the amount offractured rock in the soil structure.

The kind of rainfall event determines how quickly the soil structure gets saturated during the

rainfall event, and thus determines the partitioning ofthe excess rainfall among the different flow

pathways. Soil infiItration rates play a major role in this case. A rain event oflow intensity and

long duration will allow enough time for a high percentage ofthe rain to infiItrate the soils (even

through crusts on the surface) and percolate down to the saturated zone.

On the other hand, a rain event ofhigh intensity and short duration may exceed the infiltration rate

ofthe soil, limiting the amount of infiItration and percolation. This depends on the antecedent

catchment conditions. In the case of a wet catchment, the wetter soils will saturate faster and

allow a higher percentage ofrain to flow through the surface routes and to reach the river runoff

as quickflow. When a dry catchment receives a high intensity storm of short duration, the

infiItration of water into the soils might be delayed due to hard crusts on the land surface

(depending on the soil type and land use ofthe catchment). This will also cause a high percentage

of surface flow to the rivers.

The rainfall properties, which determine the proportions offlow along each pathway, have been

characterized on the basis of duration and intensity. Four basic classes have been arbitrarily

defined at this stage ofmodel development: High and Iow rainfall intensities, both combined with

longer and shorter durations of the rain events.
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2.8. Mixing of flow components in larger catchments

The three different flow components of river flow are distinguished by their different flow

characteristics, derived from the travel paths and the different travel velocities. However, a

certain amount ofmixing ofthe three components takes place during and even while the water

flows down the river course. These conceptualised flow routes are extreme simplifications of

reality where the actual flow is represented by an infinite large number of pathways. Each

conceptualized flow pathway is expected to represent the average conditions for a range ofpaths

that exhibit similar characteristic (mean) travel lengths and time scales. The distribution of the

travel lengths for the three conceptualized flow components is represented schematically by the

diagram in Figure 2.6. The quickflow

component is expected to occur over

smaller time scales than the

throughflow component, while the

baseflow component is expected to

have the slower pathways, peaking at

a point in time much later than the

other flow components.

Streamline length (or a time)

Figure 2.6: Streamline frequencies in the flow net ofa
catchment.

This concept applies to the physically defined processes in the hill slopes when the flow reaches

the nearest channel. The three flow components are immediately mixed in the stream channel.

The mixture ofwater belonging to the different flow components becomes more evident in larger

catchments than smalIer catchments, so that the different flow components may not be analytically

detectable in the river's hydrograph for large catchments. Not only does the water from different
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flow components mix, but also water from different subcatchments that is routed along different

channel lengths.

This study develops a method for separating the amount of water belonging to each flow

component that is validated for small headwater catchments. The transfer process to larger

catchments must be done with great caution, because it is not possible to detect these individual

flow components for the larger catchments in the same analytical way as headwater catchments.

Despite the mixing ofwater components in the channels, assumptions ofthe method only relate

to the relative time span that a flow component flows along the hill slopes. Thus the method

described in this chapter should theoretically be applicable to larger catchments, making use of

spatial information at an appropriate scale.

2.9. Conclusions

This chapter described the conceptualized flow processes of the model. The concepts will be

utilized in the determination ofa unit hydrograph (defined as a response function) from a rainfall

event, using spatial information ofthe catchment.

Thenext chapterdescribes the concepts around the unit hydrograph and response function theory,

as well as the separation of flow components in an observed flow hydrograph. It goes on to

indicate how these concepts (along with the spatial information ofthe catchment) can be used to

determine a response function for each flow component.

***********************************
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3 Conceptualized model

The previous chapter outlined the conceptua1ized catchment with its hydrological processes,

including some concepts regarding the flow ofwater from the catchment, through the different

pathways. This chapter will provide more detail on the hydrograph observed in the streamflow

after a rainfall event and the responses along each ofthe flow pathways to a rain event that is used

to validate the model. These responses, in turn, describe the different characteristic flow

components. This chapter details the concepts on which the spatial storm hydrograph model is

built.

3.1. Conceptual model of the unit hydrograph

Wuson (1983) describes a hydrograph as follows (Figure 3.1): When a rainfall event starts, most

ofthe initial rain is infiltrated into the top soil layers until the soil becomes saturated. Thereafter,

water flows either overland or through the soil layers to the streams, which start filling up,

indicating the rising limb of the hydrograph. This continues until the rain event ceases.

Streamflow will reach a peakflow and then starts to decline along the recession limb. At the

inflectionpoint, it is assumed that most ofthe quickflow has stopped running from the catchment.

Meanwhile, water, which percolated to the groundwater resources, will gradually move through

the catchment soill> toward the streams, creating the extended depletion curve. During this time

the river flow conditions are called baseflow conditions.
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Figure 3.1: Example ofa flow hydrograph during and after a rain event.

This model of a hydrograph is a composite of the surface flow hydrograph, the throughflow

hydrograph and the baseflow hydrograph.

The unit hydrograph [as described by Chow (1988), Shaw (1994), Wilson (1983) and many

others] is the streamflow hydrograph produced by only one unit ofexcess rainfall which falls on

the entire catchment as an isolated rain event during one unit of time. The unit hydrograph

concept invokes the following assumptions (Shaw, 1994):

1) The excess rainfall is directly proportional to the river runoff This indicates that a rainfall

event oftwo units ofexcess rainfall in one unit of time, will produce a hydrograph with

ordinates twice as high as the ordinates of the unit hydrograph. For example, a rainfall

event of4 mm excess rainfall will produce a hydrograph which is calculated by multiplying

the ordinates of the unit hydrograph (ifone unit = 1 mm) by four.
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2) Theassumptionofsuperoosition indicates that two consecutive rainfall events (the second

event T hours after the first) will produce a hydrograph which can be calculated by adding

the ordinates ofthe two hydrographs, with the second one being delayed T hours after the

first.

3) The assumption of invariance indicates that the direct relationship between the excess

rainfall and the runoff does not change over time. This means that the same unit

hydrograph applies for different pre-storm catchment conditions. This is the reason for

introducing the concept ofexcess rainfall: The excess rainfall is that part ofthe measured

rainfall that causes the peak in the flow hydrograph after a storm event.

Weaknesses of the unit hydrograph concept stemming from these assumptions, include the

following (from Shaw, 1994):

1) Excess rainfall must be estimated for different pre-storm catchment conditions, i.e., wet

and dry conditions, as well as the type ofrain event.

2) The assumption of superposition implies that the river responses of consecutive rainfall

events are independent from each other. In reality, the response ofthe catchment on the

second rain event will very likely depend on the catchment response on the first.

However, this weakness is handled by the difference in excess rainfall from one storm

event to the next.

3) The assumption ofuniform rainfall over the entire catchment is unrealistic in areas where

rainfall varies in relation to the size of the catchment.
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Cey et al (1998) have indicated the importance of pre-stonn catchment conditions for the

estimation of the stonn hydrograph. They conclude (on the issue of stonn events) that

"antecedent soil moisture conditions may have the largest influence on stream flow

response...effecting the magnitude...of stream f1ow...during a single stonn event.. .In particular,

it appears that the riparian zone has a considerable influence on the magnitude and timing of

strearnflow during a stonn event."

The invariant unit hydrograph concept has been adopted in this study and is used as the basis of

the spatial model.

3.2. The runoff coefficient from the literature

Peak runoffofa stonn event can be calculated from the runoffcoefficient ofthe catchment. Shaw

(1994) defines the runoff coefficient as:

Qp= CAI

where Qp = the peak flow of a stonn event

C the runoff coefficient of the catchment

A catchment area

I = the intensity ofrainfall during the time of concentration T,

The time ofconcentration, To is the time required for water, which falls on the farthest catchment

point, to travel to the catchment outlet. This assumes that the entire catchment is contributing

to the flow at the catchment outlet, and that the peak of flow has been reached (Shaw, 1994).

The value of the runoff coefficient depends on the catchment's characteristics and can vary

between 0.05 for sandy catchments, to 0.95 for impervious urban areas (Shaw, 1994).
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Gottschalk and Weingartner (1998) describes the runoffcoefficient as the amount ofrainfall that

appears as quick runoff. Hebson and Wood (1982) describe CA as the catchment area

contributing to peak runoff, C being the fraction ofthe catchment area (A) active in contributing

to quickflow. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 as described by Newson (1995), for a time-

dependent C. Chow et al (1988)

define a catchment's runoff

coefficient as the ratio of RIM,

where M is the measured rainfall

and R is the corresponding depth

ofrunoff. Beven (2001) indicates

that C must give account of the

antecedent catchment conditions,

varying from storm to storm for

the same catchment, and from

l:ft-_~Salurated
areas

TL\IE

Figure 3.2: Presentation ofa changing contributing area to
catchment to catchment for a runoff(afterNewson, 1995)

given storm type.

Although the runoff coefficient is traditionally assumed to be a constant, Gottschalk and

Weingartner (1988) use a stochastic Beta distribution function to describe a varying runoff

coefficient C over time, where 0 ,;; C ,;; 1, or a varying catchment area that contributes to the

storm hydrograph.
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In this study the runoffcoefficient C establishes the fraction ofmeasured rain that contributes to

the observed hydrograph (Figure 3.3) as defined by Beven (2001):

u'+b'+C=l

where u '= the fraction ofrain lost from runoffdue to evaporation and evapotranspiration, and

b '= the fraction ofrain lost from runoffdue to deep groundwater losses.

l Rain on catchment

a' Evaporation and
evapotranspiration

HOt1onUm f/.otfJ ~

HewoIet! am. , Quickflow
C Excess Observed

ramfall Throughflow
,

runoff
, Baseflow

b'

•t a'+b'+C=l

Deep groundwater percolation C-l=a'+b'

Figure 3.3: PartitlOning of the observed runoff mto different flow components.

Thus, 1 - C will account for the undetermined losses that occur while water moves over/through

the catchment from rainfall to streamflow. These processes of loss include the evaporation;

evapotranspiration; as well as percolation into deep groundwater resources, which does not form

part of the daily hydrological cycle (paragraph 2.4). The runoff coefficient will vary among

different catchments and rain storm types.
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3.3. Response functions

The triangular three parameter approach (Shaw, 1994) is an idealized hydrograph model that is

descnbed by the time to peak (TTP), the time to recede (TR) and the peak flow ofthe hydrograph

(Figure 3.4). In this study it is recognized that the characteristic unit hydrograph is neither

triangular, nor the same for each flow component.

The concept ofthe unit hydrograph is adapted in this study to represent a responsefunction from

a catchment for an individual storm event that lead to river runoff from an identifiable pathway.

The unit hydrograph concept (Shaw, 1994) links excess rainfall to river runoffthrough one direct

pathway, using a set of parameters (the time to peak, the time to recede and the peak runofl)

interrelated by a mathematical function. This study extends this concept to several preferential

pathways with very different response functions. These include the quickflow pathways; the

Peak flow

,
I,
I,,,,,,,,,,,,

Time to peak

,
'~

Idealised triallf!.nlar wnt hydrog.raph

Time
Figure 3.4: The triangular idealized unit model of the unit hydrograph estimations, using the
time to peak, the time to recede and the peak flow.
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throughflow pathways; the baseflow pathways; as well as the channel flow pathways. It attempts

to overcome some ofthe weaknesses on the unit hydrograph model (described in Paragraph 3.1).

The spatial features ofthe catchment replaces the mathematical function which relates the time

to peak, the time to recede and the peak runoffin the traditional unit hydrograph calculations. It

introduces the concept ofdifferent pathways ofdifferent flow components for the estimation of

the hydrograph. The end result will be the convolution of the individual stonn hydrographs for

each ofthe flow components, from spatial catchment infonnation, to derive the river runoff

The response in the river flow to a rainfall event in the catchment, as described in tenns of a

hydrograph, is represented by a response function. A hydrograph is the response that is measured

in the observed streamflow after a rain event in the catchment. However, the responses of the

different flow components to a rainfall event cannot be easily measured individually. They can

only be derived from the observed hydrograph using hydrograph analysis. They will be referred

to as the different response functions for the different flow components. After scaling them to

conserve the total rainfall, they will be called the stonn hydrographs of the different flow

components.

3.4. The instantaneous unit hydrograph

The concept of the unit hydrograph (UR) was initially described by an American engineer,

Sherman, in 1932 (Shaw, 1994). Subsequently, Nash (1957) proposed the concept of an

instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH), for calculating the total runoff, using a cascade oflinear

reservoirs to route the excess rainfall down the catchment. The rainfall sterns from one unit of

instantaneous rainfall that is applied uniformly over the entire catchment.
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Different IUH models have been developed for various applications, some of which are

summarized by Franchini and O'Connell (1996).

A further development on the IUH concept was the geomorphological instantaneous unit

hydrograph (GIUH) described by Rodriguez-lturbe and Valdes (I 979). The GIUH is a statistical

probability function that describes the distribution oftravel times for a water drop falling on any

position in the catchment and flowing to the catchment outlet. It is summarized by Francini and

O'Connel (1996) as: "The basic idea ofthe GIUH is that the distribution of arrival times at the

basin outlet of a unit instantaneous impulse injected throughout a channel network, is affected

both by the underlying natural order in the morphology of the catchment and the hydraulic

characteristics of the flow along the channels themselves ... the underlying natural order in the

morphology is represented by the Rorton ratios which, in turn, are based on a classification ofthe

channel network ofthe catchment according to Strahler's ordering scheme, whereas the holding

time ofa drop ofwater within a stream ofa given order is represented by means ofan exponential

law which is, however, a conceptualizing of the true flow dynamics"

3.5. Spatial modelling

The digital spatial map has its origins in the mathematical matrix (often referred to as a raster or

a grid), where each individual element in the matrix represents a square (or a rectangle) on the

ground in the real world (called a pixel, from PICture ELement, or called a cell). The different

pixels contain digital values, representing characteristics ofthe square that it represents in the real

world. These digital values can represent land use characteristics, or soil types, or mean heights

above sea level, etc. The matrix containing the heights above sea level, called the Digital

Elevation Model (DEM), is ofspecial importance to spatial modelling ofa catchment's hydrology.
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The DEM is used to derive the slopes at each point in the catchment, the flow direction ofwater

in each pixel (the aspects) and the river courses (from flow accumulation grids). The flow

directions ofwater from each pixe1 will provide the travel paths that water travels from each pixel

to the catchment outlet. These concepts on spatial modelling will be illustrated in Chapter six.

3.5.1. The geomorphological response function

Using a DEM, the cumulative travel distance ofwater from each point ofimpact on the catchment

to the outlet can be calculated by determining the vector describing the flow path. The frequency

histogram of the cumulative travel path lengths is a reflection of the geomorphological

characteristics ofthe catchment. It is referred to as the geomorph%gica/ response function for

a catchment, because it is a representation of the catchment geomorphology's influence on the

observed hydrograph of the catchment.

The effect of the catchment shape on the hydrograph is described by Gordoll, McManon and

Finlayson (1992). Examples are shown in Figure 3.5.

The effect of the catchment's shape on the hydrograph will be dealt with inherently within the

methodology ofthe unit hydrograph construction from spatial information. This is accomplished

by considering the paths that water flows from each catchment segment to the outflow.

3.5.2. Replacing flow paths with flow time

The first implementation of a unit hydrograph based on spatial information was initially

implemented by Ross (1921) who split the catchment up into different zones (Figure 3.6). The

travel time of water from each zone to the outlet determined the area (and position in the
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catchment) of the zone. The

amount of runoff generated

from each zone was routed

through the different zones to

the outlet. The delays of the

Basin Shape

•

Hydrograph

runoff from each zone of the

catchment can then be

presented in a time area

histogram, to produce a flow

hydrograph (Figure 3.6).

The time that water takes to

run over or along an element

•

•
r

ofa flow path (or a pixel) in a
Figure 3.5: Demonstration of the effect of catchment shape

DEM, can be estimated by on the hydrograph (after Gordon, et aI, 1992).

using conventional water flow equations. Thus, the cumulative travel distances to the catchment

outlet can be replaced by the cumulative travel times along the flow paths. Calculating the

cumulative travel times for each pixel, along the flow paths, will result in an array oftravel times

that will provide a more realistic representation of the unit hydrograph.
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Figure 3.6: A time area histogram can be constructed by dividing the catchment into n areas (A)
at the different travel times from the outlet (after Beven, 2001).

3.5.3. The travel time response function

Ifthe velocity offlow across a flow path segment can be estimated, then the time taken to flow

across the segment in the flow direction is given by:

T=D
V

where T= travel times

D = travel distances, represented by the (rectangular) pixel dimensions and

v= travel velocities.

A cumulative summation oftravel times along the entire path length gives the total travel time that

water will take from each location to reach the outlet. The frequency histogram of the

cumulative travel times is then referred to as the travel time response junction, which is assumed

to represent the unit hydrograph response.
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Travel velocities ofwaterovereach pixel can be estimated, making use ofthe conceptualized flow

paths ofwater over the pixe!.

3.5.4. The instantaneous unit hydrograph in the spatial arena

The concept ofthe IUH has been extended to the spatial arena with the evolution ofGIS and grid

based DEM's, as described in the previous three paragraphs. The initial concepts ofNash (I957)

that is of routing a drop ofwater down the catchment through the river network; was extended

by following a drop ofwater from each pixel represented in the catchment, down to the river,

tracing the routes indicated by the DEM ofthe catchment.

Kelbeetal (1996) implemented this spatial modelling technique using a GIS and a DEM. The

DEM for the catchment was used to define the flow paths of water down the catchment, along

the paths of steepest topographical gradient. They used flow direction and pixel dimensions to

estimate flow path lengths. A raster grid ofthe total path lengths from each source area (or pixel)

in the catchment to the outlet, was used to calculate the frequency histogram ofcumulative path

lengths, or the geomorphological response function. The geomorphological response function

was then comparedto observed flow hydrographs caused by isolated high intensity, short duration

storm events. They were effectively investigating only the quickflow component.

The studies of Kelbe et al (1996) determine not only the distances that water travels to the

catchment outlet, but also the travel times of water flowing over each individual pixe!. They

applied the flow lengths, the slopes, the aspects and the pixel's land use in an adaption of

Manning's equation. They then summed the travel times to the catchment outlet along the flow

paths. The frequency histogram ofthe cumulative travel times (the travel time response function)
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is then assumed to represent the hydrograph.

The equivalence between the unit hydrograph and the time response function rests on the

assumptions of the unit hydrograph, namely that one unit ofuniform excess rainfall falls on the

entire catchment in one time step. Kelbe et al (1996) used high intensity rain storms of short

duration which fell on a relatively small research catchment (3.2 km2
), to minimize errors in

uniformity of rainfall and mixing of flow components. They concluded that these two factors

contributed to the successful implementation of the analogy between the observed hydrographs

and the travel time response functions.

Muzik (I996) used similararguments to explain, in simple mathematical terms, howthe frequency

histogram ofthe cumulative travel times is in fact an estimation of the hydrograph.

The travel time response function can be derived for any catchment from a DEM in most grid

based GIS software packages. However, the underlying assumptions ofthis unit hydrograph need

careful investigation and refinement. One ofthe underlying assumptions ofthis approach is that

the summation of travel times along the travel paths indicates that the flow in each pixel is

independent from the flow in every other pixel (Maidment et ai, 1996). However,

interdependency offlows amongst pixels is introduced to this model by considering the catchment

area contributing runoffto each pixel. It has been discussed (Paragraph 2.6) how the catchment

area ofeach pixel influence the flow velocities (and flow times) along the flow paths.
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3.6. The conceptual model

This study utilizes the concept ofdifferent preferential flow paths to estimate the time response

functions of different flow paths, for various kinds of storm events in a catchment.

Previous studies (Kelbe et ai, 1996; Muzik, 1996) have assumed a single pathway for each

location ofthe catchment (i.e., each location in the catchment can lead water to the outlet through

only one pathway). The partitioning of the flow through the various conceptual pathways is

controlled by the dominating processes for a unit ofexcess rainfall. Low infiltration leads to a

greater proportion ofquickfIow. High infiltration and percolation rates promote more subsurface

flow. These pathways are interrelated and dependent on rainfall and catchment characteristics.

3.6.1. Singularity pathway model

Lindsay, Kholer and Paulhus (1972) have described the features ofan elemental hydrograph for

a catchment, that contains only one flow path from every location in the catchment, called a

singularity pathway model (Figure 3.7). This singularity model assumes that intercepted rainfall

is stored in the catchment before runoffcan proceed. The discharge rate I(t) will increase until

it reaches the uniform rainfall rate 1and the detention volume (area above the discharge curve in

Figure 3.7) becomes constant. At this point the system is in equilibrium until the uniform rainfall

rate changes.
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Rainfall = Runoff

I(t)

I Duration of rainfall ----+---4...~
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I I eceSSlOn

Time to equilibrium • f I

(no change in storage after this point) I I

Time (t)

Figure 3.7: Conceptual model ofdischarge I(t) for a single pathway model from a small catchment
under uniform rainfall rate 1 (after Lindsey, KohIer and PauIhus, 1972).

The shape ofthe discharge curve/(t) (the recession limb ofthe hydrograph) for a uniform rainfall

rate lis dependent on the physical characteristics ofthe drainage area that determine the pathway

that the intercepted rainfall follows to the catchment outlet (Figure 3.8). For a singular pathway

model, the characteristic summation curve (S-curve) should be the inverse ofthe recession curve.

In reality, the detention storage occurs in different reservoirs (surface detention, soil moisture and

groundwater). These reservoirs each have very different rates of recharge and discharge.

Consequently, the summation curve is generally very different to the recession curve when

multiple pathways through different reservoirs exist.
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Figure 3.8: Concepts ofthe singular pathway response function.

The singularity model can be equated to the elemental hydrograph for surface flow described by

Lindsay et al (1972). This model has been frequently used to simulate the rising limb and the time

to peak of small catchment response functions.

In a multiple pathway system it is proposed that several of the singularity models can be

superimposed for each catchment segment, if the pathways are well defined. This concept is

applied in the development of a multiple pathway model in this study.

3.6.2. Multiple pathway model

Rainfall impinging on a dry soil surface will be expected to infiltrate and percolate until the

infi1tration capacity is exceeded. It will then be likely that some ofthe flow will be diverted along

the surface pathlines, as well as the subsurface pathlines. These changes between the pathlines
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are generally dependent on the rainfall regime, as the geomorphological features are static.

Low rainfall intensities (smaller than infi1tration capacity) will invariantly induce flow through the

subsurface pathways. When saturationis achieved in the subsurface zones (or infi1tration capacity

is exceeded), many ofthepathlines linked to subsurface pathways can switch to surface pathways.

The switch is usually progressive, leading to more and more pathlines changing between different

conceptualized flow pathways.

This study examines the pathways in order to develop a spatially based model ofcatchment runoff

components. It assumes that the discharge hydrograph is composed ofseveral well-defined flow

components. These components have been attributed to the predominance of different

hydrological processes that can force the flow of water through the catchment to follow a

predominance of pathways. The Hortonian, Hewlett, throughflow (unsaturated) and baseflow

(saturated) pathways would create distinctly different response functions for hill slope processes.

It is conceptualized that intermixture ofwater along different flow pathways occurs in the river

and not along the hill slopes ofthe catchment. Once the flow reaches the bottom ofthe hill slope,

all components become channel flow.

Hydrograph analysis suggests that it is possible to simulate the composite discharge response

fimction in the river by superimposing the four characteristic response functions for each pathway

(Paragraph 3.1). The dominance ofthe different hill slope pathways is a function ofthe different

storm types. For example, rain storms oflow intensity and long duration will induce minimal

Hortonian response; while the baseflow response function will play a significant role in the total

flow hydrograph.
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The shape of the response function curve for each pathway will be dependent on the physical

characteristics ofthe catchment, and the processes that govern the flow along the pathway. The

main contributing factors controlling to path lengths are:

I) the shape and size ofthe contributing area, and

2) directions of flow in pathway segments that are related to geomorphological and

geological slopes.

The times taken to travel the full path lengths are affected by several other factors that include:

I) hydraulic gradient,

2) hydraulic conductance ofthe medium through/over which the water flow, or resistance

to flow over/through the medium (influenced mainly by land use, soil types and geology,

as well as antecedent conditions), and

3) the amount ofupstream water that is accumulating and contributing to the flow at each

point along the pathway to the outlet. This increases the depth offlow over a surface or

induces saturation with increasing upstream flow. It will also detennine at which point

that flow become channel flow.

3.6.2.1. Hortonian quicldlow on overland flow

The Hortonian S-curve (orresponse function) will be directly related to the catchment size, shape,

slope and surface roughness. An example of a response function of Hortonian flow is given in

Figure 3.9 for a small urban catchment in Richards Bay. The Hillside culvert is situated at the

outlet of a partially paved urban catchment. The measuring point of the catchment flow is

indicated on the aerial photograph of the catchment in Figure 3.9. Measurements include the

rainfall; runoffin the river; conductivity ofsurface runoffand groundwater elevation in a borehole

situated within the culvert catchment area, close to the culvert. A rainfall storm ofhigh intensity
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Figure 3.9: The aerial photograph of the Hillside culvert in Richards Bay. The insert graph
indicates the measurements during a rainfall storm ofhigh intensity and short duration (50 mm
of rainfall in one hour).
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and short duration (52 mm rainfall measured within one hour), occurred on 22 Oct. 2001 (Day

Of Year 295). The inserted graph shows the rainfall, observed surface runoff and water table

elevation, along with conductivity.

In this example, the rainfall on impervious area was diverted directly to the outlet point as

discharge, where hourly flow measurements were being conducted (Figure 3.9). The graph

indicates the Hortonian flow as the very first sharp peak in the runoff hydrograph that peaks at

the same time as the rainfall. The flow causing the subsequent hydrograph peaks (six hours later)

relates to proportional contributions of the (Hewlett) quickflow, the throughflow and baseflow

from the pervious section ofthe catchment.

Electric conductivity (EC) measurements for the example on DOY 295 (inserted graph in Figure

3.9) indicate a minimum value during the time ofthe Hortonian flow response. EC dropped from

220 mS/m to 100 mS/m within the hour of the rainfall, indicating the presence of rainfall water

at the outlet. The EC then rose slowlyback toward pre-storm measurements during the time that

flow changed from overland flow to storm flow. During storm flow, the EC again dropped to a

minimum during quickflow conditions before increasing toward pre-storm conditions.

Studies by MuIder (1984) have indicated little or no Hortonian surface flow on the hill slopes in

the Ngoye range, so it is unlikely that this flow path is important in catchments consisting of

mostly pervious soils with no urban development.

3.6.2.2. Hewlett quickfIow

The Hewlett concept recognizes the large role that the saturated areas have in the flow ofwater
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over the catchment slopes. It is assumed that the runoff from some variable saturated areas

contributes to the quickflow response function. Manning's equation is used to describe the travel

time ofwater along the surface pathways, as discussed in the following paragraph. Rain storms

ofhigh intensity over the entire catchment would promote Hewlett mnofffrom a large fraction

ofthe catchment.

3.6.2.3. Channel flow and surface runoff

Chow et a/ (1988) indicated that channel flow velocity can be calculated by using the slope; the

hydraulic gradient; the cross sectional area of the channel and Manning's 11. Kelbe et at (1996)

adopted this model to estimate the travel time of water over a saturated surface by using the

square root ofthe slope; the slope length; Manning's n and replacing the hydraulic radius with the

hydraulic depth, or the depth ofwater flowing over the surface. Thus the flow velocity can be

equated to the square root ofthe slope and a coefficient (which is then related to the slope length,

Manning's 11., and a uniform hydraulic depth). Having a uniform slope length for similar sized

pixels, means that only Manning's 11 changes with a change in the flow surface roughness, for

different pixels:

Overland flow velocity ~ (slope)'" * (a resistivity factor)

where the resistivity factor is dependent on the hydraulic depth and the surface roughness.

3.6.2.4. Baseflow

Water infiltrating into the soil surface will percolate downward from the surface through the soil

structure until it reaches the saturated zone. This part ofthe path length is very much dependent

on the antecedent conditions ofthe catchment. The flow pathway then flows down to the river

discharge point along a slope similar to the groundwater gradient. These flow paths follow the
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paths ofleast restrictions. Rocks or impenneable soil structures, joints and fractures will create

barriers and conduits to deviate the water from the most direct route. The travel time of water

along this pathway is dependent on the depth from the soil surface to the saturated zone, the

porosity (storativity) and the hydraulic gradient ofthe saturated zone.

In shallow water systems the baseflow is usually dominated by the saturated flow through a soil

matrix. When fractured rock systems become important for baseflow, the pathways are diverted

along the fractures rather than down the topographical surface. This creates a concentration of

flow paths through the fractured zone.

The velocity ofwater moving through a cross sectional area ofa porous material can be described

by Darcy's Law (Shaw, 1994):

Baseflow velocity = (dz/ds) * (the hydraulic conductivity)

where the hydraulic gradient is dependent on the change in piezometric head (dz) along a flow

path1ine (ds) and hydraulic conductivity, K.

The hydraulic resistivity can be described as the inverse ofthe hydraulic conductivity (K), i.e., the

hydraulic resistivity is lIK (American Meteorological Society's electronic glossary of

Meteorology: http://amsglossery.aIIenpress.com/glossery, 2005). Therefore, the hydraulic

conductivity is a function of the soil resistivity profile along the flow pathline.

3.6.2.5. Throughfiow

Flow through the unsaturated soil structure is controlled by the infiltration rate of the soils, the

depth of the unsaturated zone, the type of soils and the macropore development of the soil
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structure. It will also be affected by land use, where the land use plays a role in the development

ofmacropores. Flow will take place from the point of infiltration, down into the soil structure

and along the paths ofleast resistance in the unsaturated zone. These paths ofleast resistance are

often the burrows and decaying roots that develop a network of macroscopic subterranean

channels, forming the macropore structure ofthe soil.

Determination ofthe throughflow travel velocities can be equated to the calculation of either the

surface flow processes in the macropores or the flow through porous media based on a resistance

model down a gradient. It has been indicated that both the surface and groundwater flow

velocities are related to the slopes ofeither the surface slope or the piezometric head gradient of

the groundwater. Detailed information, to derive the flow paths of throughflow to the stream

through the paths ofleast resistance, is absent. Thus, it will be assumed that these flow paths are

similar to the surface flow paths, if the macropores in the soil structure are well developed and

generally close to the surface. The average hydraulic gradient is assumed to be similar to the

slopes ofthe catchment surface for all throughflow pathways in this study. Thus the conceptual

throughflow pathways are also related to the surface slopes, via a coefficient that is dependent on

the amount ofrestriction against water flow through the soil.

3.7. Flow velocities and flow times

The path length of quickflow can be derived from the surface topography. However, the flow

velocity will vary along the pathway due to changes in surface features such as the slope and

surface roughness. The DEM has been used to determine the most probable pathway from the

direction of the steepest gradient. The gradient can be used in conjunction with other surface

features to determine the flow rate (the velocity). Other characteristics of the soil and land use
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can be used to derive an estimate ofthe resistance (or resistance coefficient) to the flow rate.

3.7.1. Resistance along the travel pathways

As indicated (in Paragraph 3.6.3), the cumulative travel time ofwater down a flow path is given

by:

i",Ou.t!et D
T= L-j

J . V
1= JangiJ< I

Where

i, j = the ,-fu catchment segment along the1'" pathway, varying from the origin to the catchment

outlet.

Dj = the distance that the water travels over catchment segment i

v; = the average velocity at which the water flows over/through catchment segment i

~ = Total flow time ofwater along pathway j to the outlet over every catchment segment i.

The distances Dj are a function of the model resolution (the pixel dimensions). The travel

velocities V; are a function of the physical properties of the catchment at the pixellocation (as

described in Paragraphs 2.5.1 and 2.5.2), namely the slope gradient (which is again a function of

the catchment topography) and a coefficient, indicating resistivity or resistance, caused by land

use, soil types, etc. This resistance is indicated by the depth of flow and a surface roughness

along the surface flow pathways, or the permeability of the soil along the saturated subsurface

pathways. The resistance ofthe throughflow pathway has been described in Paragraph 3.7.2.5

and the role ofmacropore development in this regard has been highlighted. These measurements

ofresistance to flow depend on local conditions within the pathline segment (or pixel), but they
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exclude the flow conditions upstream ofthe pixel.

Calculating travel times over individual segments ofa flow path (pixels), has been done by Olivera

and Maidment (2005) and Maidment et al (1996). The cumulative travel times (from each pixel

to the catchment outlet) are calculated as the sum ofthe travel times over individual pixels along

the travel pathways. This summation indicates that the flow of water over individual pixels is

independent of upstream flow conditions. However, flow of water in each pixel is strongly

dependent on the amount ofwater flowing through the pixel. For example, a river pixel contains

more flow, with less resistance, than a catchment boundary pixel with the same slope, where there

is little inflow and more resistance against flow.

Calculatingthenumber ofpixels which contribute water to a particular pixe!, provides an estimate

of the discharge contribution to flow from that pixel. The contributing area of each pixel is a

model parameter that incorporates the morphology ofthe upstream catchment into the estimation

of the resistance against flow over/through each pixel via the volumes and pathways. The

upstream catchment area ofa pixel is a calculable parameter, and its effect on the resistance can

be incorporated into the model.

3.7.2. Hydrograph recessions and travel times

The determination of the flow velocities (and thus the flow times) for each pathway segment

(pixel) is, for all flow components, related to the hydraulic slopes and a resistance coefficient.

This coefficient will vary for the different flow components and will depend mostly on the degree

offriction against the flow ofwater over/through the soil.
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This resistance against movement ofwater along the flow components' pathways, is inherent in

the rising limb and the recession curve ofthe observed flow hydrograph as a factor that indicates

a delay or acceleration in movement ofwater along the pathlines. A longer travel time ofwater

through the catchment will result in a flatter rising limb and recession curve of the hydrograph.

Similarly, a quicker travel time ofwater through the catchment will result in a steeper rising limb

and recession curve ofthe hydrograph. Therefore, it can be assumed that the recession curve of

each flow component can be related to the travel times of each flow component. Quickflow

travels the quickest down the catchment slopes and causes the sharp high peak in the storm

hydrograph. The recession of this peak is much quicker than the recession of the flow during

baseflow conditions, when the slower moving water finally reaches the catchment outlet. Thus,

ifthere is a lag or an acceleration in the movement ofwater down the catchment slopes (caused

by the different friction processes), it should influence the recession rate of the flow path's

response function.

3.7.3. Quickflow discharges into river flow

One ofthe underlying assumptions of the method suggested above, is the independence of the

flow amongst different pixels. The calculation ofcumulative flow times along each pathway from

the individual flow times over each pixel suggests that the flow in each pixel is independent from

the flow in every other pixel (Maidment et aI, 1996). However, water that flows along the

surface down the catchment slopes, gathers together more and more to form rills and gullies

before forming little streams which ultimately converge to bigger streams. In this way the surface

flow becomes river flow in a gradual natural transition process, changing the restriction ofthe

flow in a gradual manner, although the pathlines remain the same. Therefore the flow in

individual pixels is dependent on other pixels in that it is influenced by the amount of upstream
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flow.

This model suggests that, as the upstream area, contributing to a pixel's flow, increases; the effect

of surface flow restriction on the flow velocity decreases. So this transition from surface (or

"laminar sheet") flow to river flow is modelled by using the amount ofcontributing area ofeach

pixel.

3.8. Model ofthe conceptual flow processes using a spatial derived response

function

The model, presented in this report, is based on the concepts of a unit hydrograph for each flow

component, depicting each preferential pathway represented above, by incorporating the physical

properties of the catchment, which include the following:

1) The slopes derived from a catchment's DEM will define the flow pathlines ofwater flow

through the catchment in order to determine the directions and distances travelled and the

travel times ofwater flowing down the catchment slopes.

2) The travel times of flow response to a rain event will be weighted according to the

resistance to flow and the upstream area contributing to the flow through each pixel.

3) The frequency histogram of the cumulative travel times of water down the catchment

slopes, will define a response function for each characteristic flow component (surface and

subsurface flow) for a catchment, per unit of rainfall.
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4) The rainfall rate and duration ofdifferent rain events will define the probability of flow

through the surface or subsurface flow paths, by partitioning the excess rainfall into the

different preferential pathways.

In summary, this research develops a model whereby the spatial information of hill slopes in a

small headwater catchment is used to generate the different flow components ofriver flow in the

catchment. Most of the information necessary to derive the travel times, as well as the travel

paths ofeach flow component, can be derived from standard catchment spatial information; i.e.,

the slope and direction offlow, the land use and the soil type. Observed flow data is utilized to

interpret the hydrograph, as well as to verify and validate the model for a research catchment in

the Ngoye hills ofZululand.

***********************************
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4 Description ofthe study catchment

The identification ofdifferent flow regimes in observed storm hydrographs for the separate flow

paths, can onlybe done in small headwater catchments where there is insufficient time to complete

the mixing of flow from different areas and different flow components. A suitable site for

establishing the model is the University ofZululand's research catchments in the Ngoye hins, the

Ntuze River catchments (Figure 4.1). The identification of different flow regimes in the

catchments has been presented by Kelbe et a/ (1996). The model development has been based

on measurements and observations from these nested subcatchments.

River runoffprocesses and water quality studies have been conducted in the Ntuze River research

catchments of the University ofZululand since 1974 (Hope and Mulder, 1979). These studies

have been used to evaluate existing hydrological models and to veritY (or calibrate) new models

(Hope and Mulder, 1979). These research catchments have also been used to study the impact

ofIand use on catchment runoff (Kelbe and Snyrnan, 1993) and hydrological response to high

intensity and short duration storms depicting quickflo}ll conditions (Kelbe and Germishuyse,

1999). These research catchments were intensively monitored for hydrological processes

(including water quality analysis) in a manner that is suitable for the validation of the model

described in this study. Consequently, the small nestfd catchments monitored by sharp crested,

compound V-notch weirs in the Ntuze River, code named WIHOI6, WIH017 and WIH031

respectively, were chosen for this study.
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The model has subsequently been evaluated in its application to the much larger catchment ofthe

Goedertrouw Dam (now also known as Lake Phobane). Details of the Goedertrouw Dam

catchment are provided in a later chapter.

4.1. Location and setting

The study areas are situated on the northern coastal region ofnorthem Kwa-ZululNatal, South

Africa. Figure 4.1 shows the location of the Ntuze catchments and the Goedertrouw Dam

catchment. The catchment ofWIH017 is a subcatchment (situated in the headwaters) of the

catchment of WlHOI6. The catchment of WIH031 lies adjacent to the catchment of

WIH016 (Figure 4.2.). The confluence ofthe rivers from WIH031 and WIHO16 feeds into the

perennial Ntuze River. Table 4.1 lists the catchment sizes.

Table 4.1: Catchment sizes:

Catchments Ntuze research catchment areas (km')

WIHOl6 WIHOl7 WlH031

Catchment size 3.2 0.78 3.1

4.2. River flow measurements

The Ntuze weir gauging stations were equipped with autographic water level recorders and

continuous electronic flow monitoring devices (recordinghourly average data). (Simultaneously,

rainfall data was measured on an hourly basis at each weir.) These hourly records are available

from 1989 to 1996. Rivers in the Ntuze catchments usually keep flowing throughout the year,

including the dry winter months ofJune and July. Table 4.2 lists hydrometeorological values of

the research catchments.
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4.3. Rainfall climate

Hot and humid conditions characterize the climate of the area during the summer months from

October to March. Rainfall varies between 1000 and 1500 mm/year, while evaporation has a

slightly smaller range (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2: Climatic information ofthe research catchments.

Catchments Ntuze research catchments' climatic data (mm/year)

Annual Rainfall • 1000 - 1500

Annual Evaporation
.

1300 - 1400

Annual Runoff" 200 - 500

* Source: Midgley, Pitrnan and Middleton (1994)

Hope and Mulder (1979) indicate that the mean monthly rainfall is between 235 and 215 mm per

month during wet summer months (October to March), and mean monthly rainfall of70 to 75 mm

during the drier winter months (April to September). They estimated the area's mean annual

rainfall at 1800 mm, which is much higher than the figures listed in Table 4.2. However, Hope

and Mulder (1979) acknowledge that their estimates are based on a rather short period of

observations - all rain gauges were installed during 1976 (Hope and Mu1der, 1979).

Hourly rainfall measurements were obtained from the flow gauging stations (at the catchment

outlets). It is assumed that the small sizes ofthe catchments allow the use of rainfall measured

at the catchment outlets as a true representation ofthe catchment rainfall.
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Rainfall often occurs as high intensity short duration rainfall storms during the summer months

while lower intensity storms generally occur throughout the year. Figure 4.3 displays th~

relationship between the rainfall duration and rainfall intensities measured at W IRO16, for storms

shorter than 24 hours in duration, and storms with more than 5 mm rain per day. These storms

were classified arbitrarily into high or low rainfall intensity classes, as well as long or short

duration classes, as indicated by the vertical and horizontal red lines in Figure 4.3. This ensured

the inclusion of the full spectrum of rain storms, that occur in the research catchments, into the

rainfall types.
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Figure 4.3: Partitioning of measured rainfall storms in the catchment ofWlH016.
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4.4. Morphology and geology

The topographical features of the catchment have been captured in a DEM for the entire Ntuze

catchment from 5m and 20m contours (Figure 4.4). The topography of the catchments was

surveyed by the Department of Survey, University ofNatal, Durban in 1982. This information

was supplemented by field visits to derive a !Om by IOm DEM for the catchments. Catchment

boundaries and rivers derived from the DEM (Figure 4.2) and those derived from observations

were closely correlated, as described by Kelbe et at (1996). Table 4.3 lists the morphological

information of the research catchments.

The catchment ofWIH017 drains into the catchment ofWIHOl6 (Figures 4.2 and 4.4). In the

catchment ofWIH031 there are a number of tributaries which flow parallel to each other, with
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Figure 4.4: The Digital Elevation Model of the Ntuze River catchments.
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the confluence situated just upstream ofthe outflow ofthe catchment at the weir W1H03 L

Table 4.3: Morphological information of the research catchments and the DEM of the

catchments.

Catchments Units Ntuze research catchments

WlH016 WIH017 WlH031

Catchment size km2 3.2 0.78 3.1

DEM: highest point m.a.m.s.1. 342 342 350

DEM: lowest point 210 260 165

DEM scale ~ 10m by lOm pixels

The catchment ofW1H017 has almost a circular shape, while the shape of the catchment of

W1H016 is more elongated (Figure 4.4). The parallel drainage system in the catchment of

W1H031 causes it to react with a flow response similar to that of a circular shaped catchment.

Mulder and Kelbe (1992) showed that the hydrographs for the catchments ofW1H016 and

W1H031 were related to the form ofthe river network.

4.4.1. DEM calculation: Input

Five metre digitized contour vectors were transformed from an arbitrary chosen coordinate

system, to the Transverse Mercatorprojection, on the GRS80 spheroid, with central meridian 31

degrees East, and reference latitude 0 degrees (the LO 31 coordinate system). The Srn contours

were supplemented with20m contours from the 1:50 000 topographical maps (ChiefDirectorate:

Surveys andMapping, http://w3sli.wcape.gov.zaISURVEYS/survrnain.htm. 2005). The two sets

of contours were carefully overlaid to create a data set from which a DEM with a spatial

resolution of 10m by lOm grid pixels was derived.
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4.4.2. DEM calculation

In previous research done on the Ntuze catchment, a DEM of the catchment was created in

IDRISI3 (Kelbe et aI, 1996, Kelbe and Snyman, 1993). This model was created in an arbitrary

chosen coordinate system which was at an angle of13.8 degrees northwest from north. Updating

the DEM from the old IDRISl 3 format to the IDRISl 32 Release 2 file format, involved the

transformation of the coordinate system from the arbitrary chosen system to an internationally

recognized coordinate system, which is required in the later releases of IDRISI. This involved

rotating the coordinate system ofthe images containing the DEM through 13.8 degrees. Modules

in IDRISl were applied to assist in the image rotation, but with no success. However, individual

contour vectors were transformed successfully. The IDRISl 32 release IT module, called

lNTERCON, was used to calculate the transformed DEM used in this study (Figure 4.4).

The calculated DEM was created for a pixe1 resolution of lm by lm. It was then contracted to

a lOm by IOmDEM (using the means ofevery ten pixels). The IOmby IOmDEMwas smoothed

with a mean pass filter to reduce the pits in the DEM. The remaining pits and loops in the DEM

were then removed with an IDRISI module, called PIT REMOVAL.

4.4.3. Evaluation ofthe DEM

The DEM in this study was to be used to derive flow paths and times based on the slopes of

specific surfaces. The process ofgenerating a DEM often produces pits and flat areas that create

zero slopes. These flat areas have a big influence on the estimations offlow times. Consequently,

special attention needs to be given to the flat areas. These need to be either removed from the

DEM, or the zero slopes need to be replaced with very small values (this second option preserves

the original DEM's altitudes).
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Flat areas with zero slope in the DEM were mostly restricted to flood plains, hilltops and areas

outside the research catchment boundary. Thecalculated catchmentboundaries and derived rivers

compared favourably with the digitized rivers and catchment boundaries derived from aerial

photographs.

4.5. Soil types

The soil types are published by MidgIey, Pitman and MiddIeton (1994) for the whole of South

Africa. They list the soil types of the study area as predominantly "sandy clay-loam to sandy

clay." Soil types ofthe catchment were also classified by Hope and Mulder (1979) according to

the Binomial system of Southern African soil types (Experiment Station of the South African

Sugar Association, 1984) (Figure 4.5). Identified soils included Hu16 (Hutton), Fw/We13

(Fernwood/Wesleigh) and Cv16 (Clovely). Rocky soils and some rock outcrop also occur in the

catchment (Figure 4.5).

4.6. Land use

Land use surveys ofthe catchment done in 1995 were used to create a land use map (Kelbe etaI,

1996). The land use varies from extensively informal (subsistence) agriculture for most of the

catchment area of WIHOI6, to a pristine nature reserve situated in WIH031's catchment

(Figure 4.6). Table 4.4 lists the proportions ofland uses ofthe catchments.
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Figure 4.6: Land uses in the catchments of the Ntuze River.
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Table 4.4: Land use ofthe Ntuze Research catchments.

WIH016 WlH031

trees 15% trees 30%

grass 60"/0 grass 63%

rocky soils 5% rocky soils 5%

sugarcane 15% roads 2%

roads 4%

human living 1%

**********************************
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5 Hydrograpb analysis

The conceptual model ofthe river runoffrecognizes several characteristic flow regimes based on

separate flow paths. This thesis reports on the development ofa spatial model which simulates

different hydrological flow components. Calibration ofthis spatial model is accomplished, like

all hydrological models, by comparison ofthe model results to the observed flow hydrographs.

Model calibrationis also accomplished by comparisonsbetweenthe simulated flow hydrographs'

characteristics and those of observed hydrographs. This chapter descn1les the derivation of

hydrograph characteristics, from observed flow data, used during the calibration ofthe spatial

model.

The occurrenceofseparateflow regimes is dependent onthedominanceofhydrologicalprocesses

during the storm events. It has already been established that Hortonian flow processes are

unlikely to occur in the study area. The exceptions are special conditions like impervious surface

structures, such as roads, pathways and exposed impervious rock (Figure 4.5).

The proportion ofquickflow from long duration, low intensity storms is expected to be low in

comparison to short duration, high intensity storms, ifit is assumed that most ofthis rainfall will

be absorbed into the soil. Similarly, short duration, high intensity rain storms would be expected

to produce more quickflow. Consequently, the hydrograph analysis is based on the different

classes ofrainfall.
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5.1. The hydrograph features and the catchment characteristics

Manyresearchers have connected the hydrograph features, like to the timeto peak (TIP) and the

timeto recede (TR), with the topology and form ofthe catchment. Snyder (1938) related the TIP

to the catchment length; the distance from the outlet to the catchment's centroid and a regional

coefficient. He distIibuted the width ofthe hydrograph around the time ofpeak flow with one

third before the peak flow and two thirds afler the peak flow.

Jena and Tiwari (2006) modelled the unit hydrograph oftwo medium-sized catchments (158km2

and 69km2
, respectively) with geomorphological parameters ofthe catchments, such as channel

and basin parameters. They used a correlation matrix between the unit hydrograph parameters

(TIP, TR, peak flow, etc.) and the geomorphological parameters to select those parameters that

best descnoed the unit hydrograph. Their geomorphological parameters included an extensive

list ofcatchment characteristicsthat included the catchment length ratios, basin shape factors, the

number ofstreams per unit area, etc. All ofthese parameters are calculated with ease in a GIS.

However, these spatial parameters are inherentIyincluded inthe modellingofthe unit hydrograph

ifevery flow path from every entry point to the outlet is included in the modelling process.

5.2. Observed storm characteristics

Different storm types were chosen for hydrograph analysis. An extensive list ofall storm events

were used to ensure that the full spectrum ofrain storm types were included in the analysis. Rain

storms ofmore than 5 mm rainfall per day and shorter than 24 hours in durationwere considered.
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High intensity and long duration storm rainfiill.

High intensity and short duration storm rainfall.

Low intensity and short duration storm rainfall.

Low intensity and long duration storm rainfall.

The storms were classifiedintothe following types, based onthe analysis in Paragraph 4.3 (Figure

4.3):

1.

2.

3.

4.

The divisionbetween high and low rainfall intensities were arbitrarily chosen at± 17 mm/hour for

maximumobservedrainfall intensities. Similarly, the divisionbetweenthe long and short duration

rainfall events were arbitrarily chosen to fall between seven and eight hours of rainfall

(Figure 4.3). Another criterionplaced on storms selected for recession analysis, was a fairly long

-dry period after the rainfiill event, to ensure that a significant period ofrecession after the storm

event, was analysed.

Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 lists examples of storm characteristics measured in the catchments of

WIHOI6, WIH017 and WIH031 respectively. The observed flow after the storm, for those

storms listed in the tables, was observed, either until a follow-up rain event caused a rise in the

flow hydrograpb, oruntil the flow at the catchment outlet returned to the same flow conditions

prior to the rain event. The duration of the storm flow (as listed) includes the time from the

beginning ofthe rainfall event until the flow returns to pre-storm conditions. However, for most

ofthe storms examined, the flow recession process was interrupted by follow-up rain events.
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Table 5.1: Examples ofstorm characteristics in the catchment ofweir W1HOI6.

Stonntypes Date Total Durntion Maximum Observed Observed Observed Durntion
rain of rainfall measured flow rate peak flow flow rate ofstonn
for the event rainfall before rate after flow
event intensity storm stonn

Units: mm hours mmlhour m'lhour m'/hour m'/hour hours
Low Intensity,

25 Joo 1990 47 13 12 45 833 95 >76
Lon" Duration
Low Intensity,

6 Ape 1990 17 2 15 140 618 140 52Short Duration
High intensity,

27Dec 1995 30 1 30 365 3005 365 51Short dnration
High intensity,

15 Dec1989 51 10 17 177 4592 200 > 135
Ion" dnration

Table 5.2: Examoles ofstorm characteristics in the catchment ofweir WIH017.
Stormtype Date Total Durntion Maximum Observed Observed Observed Durntion

rain ofrainfall measured flow rate peak flow flow rate ofstorm
for the event rainfall before rate after flow
event intensity stonn storm

Units: mm hours mmlhour m'lhour m'lhour m'lhour hours

Low Intensity,
290ct 1994 20 10 3 27 149 29 64

LoOl~Durntion
Low Intensity,

4Dec 1993 45 6 11 8 462 35 >45
Short Duration
High intensity, 1Mar 1995 86 4 36 0.6 1036 9 >45
Short duration
High intensity,

13 Oct 1994 61 19 21 19 521 19 80
Ion" dnration

Table 5.3: Examoles ofstorm characteristics in the catchment ofweir WIH031.
Storm type . Date Total Duration Maximum Observed Observed Observed Duration

rain of rainfall measured flow rate peak flow flow rate ofstorm
for the event rainfall before rate after flow
event storm storm

Units: mm hours mmIhour m'lhour m'/hour m3lhour hours

Low Intensity,
26 Ape 1990 34 12 4 42 886 70 >85

Lon" Duration
Low Intensity,

29 Joo 1991 13 4 8 188 463 183 45
Short Duration
High intensity,

10 Joo 1994 64 3 52 90 3682 90 170
Short dnration
High intensity, 4Dec 1993 49 8 13 50 1660 90 > 130
Ion" dnration
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5.3. Storm flow duration and time to peak

The time to peak (the time from the beginning ofthe rainfall event, to the peak ofthe observed

hydrograph); as well as the time to recede (the time from the peak flow until the stream returns

to prt>-storm conditions) were derived for each storm event. The total durations of the storm

flow, as observed in the hydrographs, are listed in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. The beginning ofeach event

was assumed to coincide with the start ofthe rainfall event, which, for most storms, was also the

time ofthe initial rise in the observed hydrograph.

Times to peak for 29 storms of short duration and high intensity, measured in each of the

catchments ofWIHOI6, WIH017 and WIH031, were determined by Kelhe and Germishuyse

(1999). The times to peak listed by Kelhe and Gennishuyse (1999) were used to find the most

frequently observed TIP. This TIP ofstorm hydrographs was used for the TIP ofthequickflow

component (Table 5.4). The TIP for throughflow and baset10w (listed in Table 5.4) was

estimated for application in the hydrograph analysis, using the following assumptions:

I. The TIP for the fastest flow component present (be it the quickflow or throughflow

component) coincides with the observed TIP.

2. The TIP for the throughflow is twice as long as the TIP for the quickflow.

3. Ifquickflow is present, the TIP for the baseflow is three times as long as the TIP for the

quickflow, otherwise TIP for baseflow is twice as long as TIP for throughflow.

4. All storm flow components present start flowing at the beginning ofthe rainfall event.

Assumption four canbe justified by noting the increase in observed flow at the catchment outlet,

even during the first hour ofa rain event, for all storm types and weirs.
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Assumptions regarding the TTP were made as an interim arrangement. It is now stated that the

spatial model's timeresponse functions calculatethepeak: ofeach flow component implicitly. The

TTP estimated by the spatial model is not directly affected by any assumptions made during the

hydrograph analysis about the times eachflow component might peak, but ratherbythe processes

that governs the flow down/through the catchment slopes, as descnDed in Chapter eight. The

spatialmodel applies physicalprinciples (flowvelocities) to determine the entireflow hydrograph.

The four assumptions listed above were only regarded during the empirical analysis of the

hydrograph separation. Changes to these assumptions will result in changes to the division of

excess rain among the flow components in the observed hydrograph. However, these divisions

ofexcess rain among the flow components were calibrated again during the final model runs, via

-a process ofcomparisons between observed and simulated storm flow hydrographs.

The analysis ofthe TTP and TR were supplemented with information derived by Hope and

Mulder (1979) for the catchments ofWIH016 and WIH017 to estimate storm flow durations.

Hope and Mulder (1979) analysed rainfall events from 1977 and 1978 and found that the TTP for

average rainfall events was between six and eight hours for the catchment ofWIHOI6, and three

to five hoursforthe Catchment ofWIHO17, which are similar to values calculated from the storm

analyses descnDed in this research. Hope and Mulder (1979) observed that the ratio ofthe TR

and TTP for the catchments were:

TR
For the catchment ofWIHOI6: -- = 1.5 to 1.8 (average 1.65)

TTP
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TR
and for the catchment ofWIHOI7:--= 0.9 to 1.2 (average 1.05)

TTP .

Althoughno analysiswas done by Hope and Mulder (1979) for the catchment ofWlH031, it was

assumed that the ratio wouldbe similar to WIHOI7, as both catchments have a similar shape, and

the two catchments' sizes are within the same orderofmagnitude (3.2 and 0.7 km2 respectively):

TR
ForthecatchmentofWIH031:--= 1.05.

TTP

These ratios were used to calculate the TR (in hours) from the TTP (in hours) for both the

quickflow and throughflow components. The total times to peak and recede again (total flow

time) ofeach flow component, are listed in Table 5.4.

It is expected that the TR is a function ofthe catchment shape and size and not ofthe storm type.

Hence it is anticipatedthat the total storm flow duration remains constant for a given catchment,

for one unit ofrainfall.

Tahle5.4: I1PandTR(allvaluesinhours),asderivedhyKelheandGermishuyse(1999),Hope

andMu/der, (1979) and the assumptions listed in Paragraph 5.2.

lWeir TIP: Duration of TIP: Duration of TIP: basellow Duration of
Quickflow qnickflow throngbflow tbroughflow (bows) qnickand

(TIP+TR) (TIP + TR) ow
Derived from Derived from Derived from Derived from Derived from Derived from
Kelbeand Hope and assnmption Hope and assnmption Hope and Mulder
Gennishnyse, Mulder (1979) one Mulder (1979) three (1979)
(1999)

rwlHOI6 4 7 8 I3 12 20
IWIHOI7 3 6 6 12 9 18
IWIH031 3 6 6 12 9 18
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5.4. Methods of separating flow components

Ward and Robinson (2000) descn"bed some ofthe traditional methods for separating slower and

quicker moving flow components of river runoff. Most of these separation techniques rely in

some or other way on the time of arrival ofwater at the stream channel (Ward and Robinson,

2000). Most techniques also make use ofa straight line projection from the beginning ofstream

flow rise to the pointwhere it intersects a specific condition onthe falling limb ofthe hydrograph,

to separate a quicker flow component from a slower flow component (Figure 5.1). The slope of

the straight line will depend on the separation technique and interception point. Different

techniques incorporate different processes, which affect the flow down the catchment to the

rivers, e.g., the impact ofbank storage on the different flow components. Separation techniques

whichuse water quality characteristics (liketemperature, conductivityand ionic composition) are

also descn1Jed by Ward and Robinson (2000).

y

i

x

Time ~

Figure 5.1 :Different methods ofbaseflow separation, indicated by the different
straight lines (after Ward and Robinson, 2000).
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the graphical separation methods between quicker and slower moving flow

components. Line 1 indicates a separation which stans at the rise ofthe hydrograph (point X)

and is extended to some point after the peak ofthe hydrograph (point Z). The position ofpoint

Z can be established to fall on a point N time units after the peak ofthe hydrograph (line 1). N

can vary with catchment size, or can be chosen as the point of highest curvature close to the

bottom end ofthe recession limb (line 2). Another method (line 3) is to extend the recession

curve prior to the storm hydrograph until the time of the peak in the hydrograph (point Y),

fonowed by another straight line upwards to the arbitrarily chosen point Z. The simplest ofthe

separation methods (line 4) is to draw a straight horizontal line along the base ofthe hydrograph

from the start of the rising limb (point X) until it intersects with the storm hydrograph again

(Ward and Robinson, 2000).

Wllson (1983) indicated that the choiceofseparation technique depends onthe data available and

he suggested the use of a "master depletion curve" if a continuous record of streamflow is

available over a period ofa few years. He indicated how the "master depletion curve" ofa weir

can be utilized to separate the baset10w from the quicker flow components observed at the same

WelT.

5.5. Flow separation method applied in this study

The foUT flow regimes have distinct different flow rates that produce different characteristic

hydmgraphs shown.schematica1ly in Figure 5.2. The shape ofthe individual flow component's

hydmgraphs is defined by their magnitude Qi' duration I; , time to peak and recession rate for

flow component i. The occurrence and magnitude of each hydrograph is dependent on the

partitioning ofrainfall into the different flow paths. For example, in many storm events oflow
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TIme from start ofstonn Ti

Figure 5.2: Conceptual diagram ofindividual stormflow response
functions for overland flow (A), quickflow (8), unsaturated
througbf1ow (C) and saturated baseflow (D). The observed flow
is a composite ofthe four scaled response functions.

-intensity, neither the overland flow (curve A) nor the quickflow (curve B) are likely to be

detectable and consequently the observed storm flow wi11 be a composite ofcurves C and D.

Schulz (1976) descnOed the method ofseparating the individual storm hydrographs. The model

assumes that each flow component present in the observed flow hydrograph, wi11 each have a

unique recession rate which is constant for each flow component. This assumption is then

implemented first1yby the observation ofa recession rate.

It is then fonowed by the assumption that the particular flow component occurs in the observed

hydrograph at that observed recession rate from the assumed time ofthe peak flow.
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Schulz (1976) used the reservoir routing model to define the recession curve of each flow

component:

Where Q. = the discharge at some time 1(or 0 + I)

Qo = the discharge measured 1time units earlier

K,."= the recession constant

1= the time interval between Q. and Qo

The presence ofeach flow component (A, B, C or D) in the storm hydrograph is indicated by a

unique recession rate. Thus, based on this model, the equation will plot as a straight line on a

semi-log graph, provided Knc is constant. The Knc can also be solved by taking a unit time step

(/= 1):

QIKrec=-
Qo

K,.. is determined as a constant value for those parts ofthe hydrograph that plot as straight lines

on the semi-log graph. Different flow components will have different recession rates, thus

plotting with straight lines at different angles on the semi-log graph. These are then extrapolated

back in timeto the estimatedTIP ofthe flow component. The recession ofeach flow component

is determined to distinguish between different parts in the hydrograph, each part having different

recession rates.

Applying this flow component separation technique to an observed hydrograph is a purely

mathematical exercise, but subjectivity does play a role to some extent. Results from the studies

ofKeIbe and Germishuyse (1999) were used to guide the analysis around subjective decisions.
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They identified changes in water quality measurements (pH, conductivity and twbidity) that they

inteq>reted as flow from different pathways in the observed hydrographs in the catchments of

WlH016, WlHOl7 and WlH031, in the Ngoye hills, which supported the conceptual model of

different pathways.

Assumptions regarding the times to peak of each flow component (paragraph 5.2) were

necessary. The hydrograph separation method descnoed above assumes that the different flow

components peak at the same time as the observed peak in the hydrograph. However, this

assumption did not fit the observations fromthe research catchments. Assumptions descnoed in

Paragraph 5.2 were made as an interim arrangement. These assumptions were replaced in the

spatial model by estimations ofthe travel time ofwater flowing down the catchment slopes.

5.5.1. Antecedent flows

Most ofthe storm flow hydrographs which were analysed, include some flow in the river prior

to the storm (or antecedent flows). The observed hydrographs had to be normalized for

antecedent flow conditions before the flow component separation. The reason for the

normalization is that; once the flow is classified into different flow components, the amount of

water that belongs to each flow component is estimated. Large amounts ofbaseflow that are

present in the river from a time prior to the observation ofthe storm hydrograph, will continue

throughout the event and thereafter. This baseflow, already present in the river, must be

separated from the baseflow which occurs in the river due to the rain event.

Normalization ofthe observed flow hydrographs was achieved by subtracting a declining flow

from the observed flow hydrograph from the first time step ofinereasing flow in the hydrograph.
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The rate ofthis declining flow is assumed to be similar to the river's long tenn recession during

dry winter catchment conditions, discussed in Paragraph 5.6.

5.5.2. BaseOow

The antecedent conditions are often associated with baseflow. This becomes the only period in

most observed stormhydrographs where one ofthe flow components (baseflow) can be uniquely

identified and its recession rate determined.

The flow component separation method applied here, is based on the assumption that each flow

component can be associated with a distinctly different recession rate after it has reached a peak

flow during a storm event. These different recession rates can be observed in the hydrograph by

plotting the observed flows along a log y-axis, against time, on a linear x-axis, since the start of

the storm (FIgure 5.3). The part ofthe graph which depicts the start ofonly baseflow conditions

after the storm event, is under discussion here. Drawing a straight line over the log-graph and

extending the line back: in time, the flow values on the line indicate the values of the baseflow

hydrograph. The constant recession rate ofthe baseflow is indicated by the slope ofthe straight

line. The baseflow recession is then extended back to the time of the assumed peak of the

baseflow (Figure 5.3).

Assumptions regarding the time of the baseflow peak were made, as listed (Table 5.4) and

discussed inParagraph 5.2. The rising limbofthe baseflow component was estimated by drawing

a straight line from the flow rate at the start ofthe flow storm hydrograph to the flow rate at the

TTP ofthe flow component, on a normal axis. Flow rates along this line were assumed to

represent the rising limb ofthe baseflow hydrograph.
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W1H017: Seperated flow components: 1 Mar. 1995
Separation of baseflow component
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Figure 5.3: A graphic display of the separated baseflow component from the observed flow,
calculated during flow component analysis.

5.5.3. Througbllow

Once the baseflow hydrograph has been determined and subtracted from the observed

hydrograph, the residual flow is a combination of the throughflow and quickflow. The same

separation process can then be applied to the residual flow, in order to extract the throughflow

in a similar manner to baseflow. The hydrograph of the throughflow will be delineated by its

distinctly different recession rate. Like in the case of the baseflow hydrograph calculation, it is

the "tail end" ofthe graph which is considered here (Figure 5.4). This recession rate is indicated

by the slope of the straight line through the log graph of the residual flow along the tail end.

Again the straight line is extended back in time to the TTP of the throughflow (assumptions in

Paragraph 5.2), and the hydrograph ofthe throughflow is calculated using its estimated recession

rate. The rising limb ofthe throughflow was again estimated by drawing a straight line from the
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W1H017: Seperated flow components: 1 Mar. 1995
Separation of throughflow component
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Figure 5.4: A graphic display of the observed flow, as weU as the separated throughflow
. and baseflow components, calculated during flow component analysis.

flow rate at the start of the storm flow to the flow rate at the TTP ofthroughflow. Flow rates

along this line were assumed to estimate the rising limb of the throughflow. Then, once the

recession rate is determined and the throughflow is calculated, it is subtracted from the residual

flow to provide an estimate of the quickflow's hydrograph (Figure 5.4.).

5.4.4. Quid,flow

Ifthere is any significant flow after subtracting the baseflow and throughflow hydrographs from

the observed storm flow, it is assumed to represent the hydrograph of the quickflow (which is

assumed to be a combination ofHortonian and Hewlett flow). Ideally, the quickflow should

indicate a constant rapid decline in flow (Figure 5.5).
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W1H017: Seperated flow components: 1 Mar. 1995
Separation of quickflow component
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Figure 5.5: A graphic display of the observed flow, as well as the separated baseflow,
throughflow and quickflow components, calculated during flow component analysis.

5.6. Results from the hydrograph analysis

5.6.1. Storm now duratiODS

Based on the flow component separation analysis ofobserved hydmgraphs, the TTP and TR for

each flow component were noted again (Table 5.5) in order to compare them to estimations from

Kelbe and Germishuyse (1999) and Hope and Mulder (1979), listed in Table 5.4. Tables 5.6 to

5.9 list the individual values for the indicated rainfall types. The quicldlow component was not

observed for most storms oflow intensities.
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Table 5.5: The mean values (over different rainfall types) oftime to peak (l7P) and time to

recede (TR) ofeQ£h catchment, estimatedduring theflow component separation analysis.

~eir Observed TIP: Duration ofquickllow: Duration ofthrougbflow:
(hours) (ITP+TR) (ITP+TR)

Ilhours) (hours)
lH016 6 13 36
IH017 5 13 23
lH031 7 12 40

Table 5.6: 11Pand 1R estimatedfor the high intensity, short duration rainfall type:

lWeir Observed TIP: Duration ofquickllow: Duration of througbflow:
(hours) (hours) (hours)

IWlH016 2 9 37
IwlH017 3 6 17
IWlH031 2 7 18

Table 5.7: 11P and 1R estimatedfor the high intensity, long duration rainfall type:

!Weir Observed TIP: Duration ofquickllow: Duration ofthrougbflow:
(hours) (homs) (hours)

WlH016 3 17 31
WlH017 5 20 32
WlH031 7 16 90

Table 5.8: 11P and 1R estimatedfor the low intensity, short duration rainfall type:

Weir "~ ~TIP: Duration ofquickllow: Duration of tbrougbflow:
(hours) (hours) (hours)

WlH016 4 43
WlH017 4 15
WlH031 8 28

Table 5.9: 11P and 1R estimatedfor the Ww intensity, long duration rainfall type:

!Weir Observed TIP: Duration ofquickllow: .on of tbrougbflow:

11homs) (hours) l(hours)
IwlH016 15 31
IWlH017 9 27
IwlH031 9 26
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The TIP listed in Table 5.5 differs substantially from the observed TIP indicated in Table 5.4.

The stonn duration listed in Table 5.4 also differs from the observed storm flow durations listed

in Table 5.5. A possible reason for this might be a difference in sampling method when storms

were picked fur analysis. For example, Kelbe and Germishuyse (1999) examined short duration

storms. In this study some effort was made to ensure that representative storms from the four

chosen rain storm types were selected. From Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 6.9 it is also apparent that

the TIP for the different storm types ranges over small values for the higher intensities storm

types (two to seven hours), while the TIP for low intensity storm types ranges between four and

fifteen hours. It is thus proposed that the lTP is a function ofthe storm type. This is because

the high intensity storms will have a significantly higher proportion ofquickflow, where as the

low intensity storms will have little or no quickflow.

5.6.2. Rec:ession constants and pen:entage of water from each flow component

Based on the separation ofthe three flow components, the percentage ofwater volume in each

flow componentwas estimated (Table 5.10) aswell as therecession rates (orrecessionconstants)

for each flow component (Table 5.1I). Table 5.12 shows the same information as Tables 5.10

and 5.11, but ordered according to flow components and storm types.

The antecedent flows observed in the river prior to the storm hydrograph, were not included in

the estimation ofthe percentage ofbaseflow in the storm hydrograph.
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Table 5.10: Percentages ofwater in each ofthe flow components, for each ofthe catchments,

during different storm types. Percentages are rounded to the nearest 10%

:tlow High intensity, High intensity, Low intensity, Low intensity,
Ion" duration short duration short duration Ion.. duration

WIHOI6: quicktlow 60% 30"/0 ---- -----WIH017: quicktlow 40";' 50'¥. ----- ---WIH031: quicktlow 40"/0 50% --- ----WIHOI6: Throughtlow 20";' 40"/0 50"/0 50";'

WIH017: Throughtlow 40";' 30";' 50";' 50";'

WIH031: Throughtlow 40"/0 20";' 50";' 50";'

WIHOI6: Baseflow 20";' 30"/0 50"1. 50";'

IwIHO17: Baseflow 20";' 20";' 50";' 50";'

IwIH031: Baseflow 20"/0 30"/0 50"10 50";'

!Mean: Quickflow 50";' 40% --- ---lMean: Througbflow 30% 30"/0 50"10 50";'

lMean: Beeflow 20";' 30";' 50"10 50".1.

Table 5.11: Recession constantsfor each ofthe catchments, during different storm types.

.on Constmls: High intensity, High intensity, Low intensity, Low intensity,
Ion" duration short duration short duration Ion.. duration

IwIH0l6: quicktlow 0.66 0.55 ---- -------IwIH017: quicktlow 0.59 0.35 ---- -------IwIH03 I: quickflow 0.73 0.64 ----- -----IwIHOI6: Throughtlow 0.81 0.82 0.8 0.7~

IwIHOI7: Throughtlow 0.86 0.73 0.71 0.7"

~IH031:Throughtlow 0.92 0.85 0.78 0.8'

~IHOI6:Baseflow 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.9~

IwIHOI7: Baseflow 0.97 0.97 0.98 O.~

IwIH031: Baseflow 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.9~

lMean: Qukkflow 0.66 0.51 -- -------lMean: Througbflow 0.82 0.82 0.76 0.7\

~ean:BeefIow 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99
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Table 5.12: Recession constants andpercentages ojflow jor each component, listedjor the

catchments ojW1H016, W1H017 and W1H03l,jor the different storm types.

High intensity rainfall Low Intensity rainfall

QWCKFLOW Recession Rates % of total flow Recession Rates % of total flow

Short duration WlH016 0.55 30"/0

rainfall WlHOl7 0.35 50"/0 (No quickflow) (No quickflow)

WlH031 0.64 50%

Long duration WlH016 0.66 60"/0

rainfall WlH017 0.59 40% (No quickflow) (No quickflow)

WlH031 0.73 40%

High intensity rainfall Low Intensity rainfall

THROUGHFLOW Recession Rates % oftotal flow Recession Rates % oftotal flow

Short durntion WlH016 0.82 40"/0 0.80 50"/0

rainfall WlH017 0.73 30"/0 0.71 50"/0

WlH031 0.85 20"/0 0.78 50"/0

Long duration WlH016 0.81 20"/0 0.79 50"/0

rainfall WlH0l7 0.86 40"/. 0.77 50"/0

WlH031 0.92 40"/0 0.82 50"/0

High intensity rainfall Low Intensity rainfall

BASEFLOW Recession Rates % oftotal flow Recession Rates % oftotal flow

Short duration WlH0l6 0.98 30"/0 0.98 50"/0

rainfall WlH017 0.97 20"/0 0.98 50"/0

WlH031 0.99 30"/0 0.99 50"/.

Long duration WlH016 0.98 20% 0.99 50"/0

rainfall WlH017 0.97 20"/0 0.99 50"/0

WIH031 0.99 20"/0 0.98 50"1.
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The separation offlow components is based on estimations that depend on certain assumptions

about the governing processes offlow down the catchment slopes and along the rivers (Chapters

two and three). These assumptions are often violated due to the complexity of flow down

catchment slopes. It has been indicated that the pathline ofa water particle can deviate from the

proposed model by moving to another preferential group of pathlines (or flow component) to

another (Paragraph 3.6.2). For this reason all estimated proportions offlow belonging to a flow

component were rounded to the closest 10"/0. Mean percentage values ofthe flow separation

over the three research catchments were calculated from the original percentage values, before

rounding Qisted in the last three rows ofTables 5.10 and 5.11). These means were utilized when

the model was applied to the larger catchment ofthe Goedertrouw Dam.

- There is considerable variability between the recession constants of the quickflow and

throughflow for different weirs and different storm types. A possible explanation for this

phenomenon could be the transmission oferrors during the separation procedure for the flow

components. The baseflow component is separated first from the total observed flow (this

estimation being possibly the most accurate estimation). In the next step the throughtlow is

separated from the residual flow. Thus, errors in the baseflow estimation are transmitted to the

throughtlow estimlI.tion. Quickflow is calculated as the total flow minus the baseflow minus the

throughtlow, andistherefore affectedby errorsinboththebaseflowandthroughtlow estimations.

However, the difference in quickflow recession rates could also indicate differences in catchment

characteristics that enhance the surface processes. For example, the catchment ofWlHO17 has

a higher relative proportion ofexposed granite rock outcrop compared to the catchments of

WlHOl6 and WlH031. This can cause a much greater surface flow rate.
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RainfaJl events ofhigh intensity will yield considerable more quicktIow than the rainfall events of

lower intensity, where there is very little or often no quicktIow observed. Recession rates of

quicktIow generally do not exceed a value of0.7.

Recession rates ofthroughflow vary between 0.7 and 0.9. The lower recessions rates (i.e. initial

higher flow rates) are detected when rain falls on a wet catchment. During this type ofstorm, the

macropores fill up quickly and provide a route for water to flow more rapidly alongthis pathway.

The baseflow recession rates, for all storm types, are almost identical, ranging between 0.97 and

0.99 (Table 5.12).

. An example ofthe separated flow components for each ofthe different storm types in shown in

Figure 5.6, forWlHOl6; Figure 5.7, forWlH017 and Figure 5.8, forWIH031.

5.7. Long term recession constant of baseflow

To vemy that the analysed storms were "completed" storms, and not prematurely truncated (due

to follow-up rainfall events), the long term recession constants were calculated over a dry winter

season, for each catchment. The flow at the three weirs during the dry winter months ofMay to

August was investigated, during each year when continuous flow records were available. The

drought during 1993 causedthe flow overthe weirs ofWlH016 and WlH017 to cease, and thus

no long term recession data is available from this year. Missing data in the records of weir

WIH016, during the winter months of 1994, prevented comparison of information from other

weirs during this time period. Many rainfall events during the winter months of 1989 to 1992

prevented these years from providing good data for the investigation into a long term recession.
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Figure 5.6: Separated flow components for the four different rainfall types, in the catchment ofWIH016.
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Figure 5.7: Separated flow components for the four different rainfall types, in the catchment ofW1H017.
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Figure 5.8: Separated flow components for the four different rainfall types, in the catchment ofW IH03!.
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Thus, the flow measured during the winter months of 1995 was utilized. The estimates of

baseflow recession rates from this information indicate typical conditions at the end of a dry

winter period when groundwater resources have been depleted.

For the catchments ofWIH017 and WIHOI6, some hourly recession rates that are greater than

one, occur mostly during thenight hours between 20HOO in the evening and 10HOO the following

morning. Recession rates lower then one are observed during the day from around 10HOO until

about 19HOO at night. This change in flow rates on a diurnal base could possibly be caused by

evaporation and/or evapotranspiration from the streams during the day, and allowed greater flow

to occur at night.

The average long tenn recession rates, filtered for diumal effects, are listed in table 5.13. The

long tennrecessionconstants comparewell with thebaseflowrecession constants calculated from

observed storms (Table 5.11).

The work ofWrttenberg and Sivapalan (1999) indicated that the baseflow recession rate is not

constant, but that it changes with time. They related this change ofthe baseflow recession rate

to the seasonal change of evapotranspiration. Changes of potential evapotranspiration are

commonly related to winter and summer seasons, which then influences the baseflow recession

rate. In this research, most of the storms used for the hydrograph analysis, occurred during

summer conditions, therefore a constant evapotranspiration (and therefore a constant flow

recession for each flow component) are assumed. The seasonal change in baseflow recession

should be included in future development.
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Table 5.13: Long term recession constantsfor different catchments during dry seasons.

Long term recession constants W1H031 WlH031 WlH016 WlH017

Calculated over dry period during 25 May 1994 4 May 1995 30 April 1995 1 June 1995

drought: to to to to

28 June 1994 15 June 1995 16 June 1995 17 June 1995

Total rainfall during this period: (mm) 17 31 78.4 No rainfall

available

Average recession constant during this 0.9997 0.9986 0.9985 0.9989

period:

Mean flow during this period: (m'lhour) 4.4 126 98 13

Max flow during this period: (m'Ihour) 7 363 615 10

Min flow during this period: (m'Jhour) 3.5 57 34 20

Flow at start ofperiod: (m'lhour) 5.1 318 615 20

Flow at end ofperiod: (m'lhour) 3.5 57 43 12

Figure5.9 displays thelongterm constantrecessionrate alongwith the measured flow and rainfall

for the period used in the analysis. The green recession line (Figure 5.9) was scaled to display

parallel to the observed flow line, for clear display.

5.8. Initial estimation ofexcess rainfall

When a rain storm occurs on a catchment, a certain percentage of the water is allocated to

evaporation and evapotranspiration, and aminorpercentage also to deeper groundwater storage.

This proportion of rainfal1 does not contribute to the observed storm hydrograph caused by the

rainfal1 event. The excess rainfal1 is that percentage ofthe rainfall which contnoutes to the flow

at the catchment outlet (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 5.9: Flow recession rates for a long dry season.

Pre-event basefiow was estimated by assuming a constant £low rate for the base£low component

throughout the storm event. This flow rate was assumed equal to the £low rate at the beginning

ofthe storm hydrograph. Pre-event baseflow was eliminated from the estimation ofexcess rain.

The percentage excess rainfall for different observed storms was determined using the observed

flow rates, from which pre-event base£low was deducted, and the corresponding observed rainfall

records. Flow rates (in m3/hour) were converted to units ofmmlhour (using the catchment sizes)

to match the units of the rainfall records (mrn!hour). The total flow of each storm event (from

the start of the rising limb of the hydrograph to the point where flow from the storm event

returned to pre-storm conditions) was compared to the total rainfall ofthe event. These are listed

in Table 5.14 for each ofthe research catchments. The data from each weir's catchment is ranked
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for rainfall type and increasing rainfall storm durations.

Table 5.14: RaiTifa11 measurements andcalculatedpercentages ofexcess rairifallfor different

storms.

Maximmn Mean
Duration %

Measured Excess measured %
ofrninfall Rainfull type Excess

Dates rain Rainfall rninfall EKeSlI
event Rainfall

intensity rainfall
(mm) (mm) (hours) (mmIhour) 0/. 0/0

WIHl116
'lJDee 1995 30.4 8 I 30 Short dur, high int 27%

UNavl992 35.6 2.4 2 21 Short dur, high int 7%

I Mar 1995 602 2 4 30 Short dur, high int 4%

22Janl994 5 Short dur, high int
14%

45.4 3.0 22 7%

10Jan 1994 45 6.0 6 22 Short dur, high int IS%

123 Oct 1995 45.2 10.7 4 29 Short dur, high int 24%

I6Apr 1990 17.8 2.3 2 15 Short dur, low int 13%

1300ct 1989 19 6.4 2 17 Short dur, low int 34%

4 Short dur, low int
14%

16 Mar 1993 25.2 0.3 13 1%

I6Feb 1990 34.8 2.7 9 11 Long dur, low int 80/.

124-25 Jan 90 47.4 5.3 13 12 Long dur, low int 11% 11%

14Feb 1990 49 11.2 8 17 Long dur, high int 23%

Long dur, high int
22%

15Dee 1989 SO.6 10.7 10.0 17 21.1%

lMean % excess rainfall for the c:atdJmeDt ofWIHDI6: IS% IS%

. WIH017

13Nav 1992 24.6 0.7 2 20 Short dur, high int 3%

123 Oct 1995 41.6 9.5 2 39 Short dur, high int 23%

13 Jan 1996 46.4 11.4 3 31 Short dur, high int 25%

10Jan 1993 31.2 1.3 4 19 Short dur, high int 4% 13%

15 Mar 1993 38.4 1.8 4 26 Short dur, high int S%

16Jan 1996 57.8 15.0 4 32 Short dur, high int 26%

1 Mar 1995 85.8 4.6 4 36 Short dur, high int S%

~MarI994 24.4 1.4 2 14 Short dur, low int 6%

127Dee 1995 27 7.8 2 16 Short dur, low int 29%

l30Mar 1994
13%

29.8 1.8 2 IS Short dur, low int 6%

[iDee 1993 44.6 4.9 6 11 Short dur, low int 11%

1290ct 1994 20 2.6 10 3 Long dur, low int 13% 13%

l30ct 1994 61 7.8 19 21 Long dur, high int 13% 13%
IMeu % escess niDfaII for the Clvhmmt ofWIHOI7: 13% 13%
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Maximum Mean
Duration ,,-

Measured Excess measured ,,-
ofrninfall RainfuI1 type Excess

Dates rnin RainfuIl rninfall Excess
event Rainfall

intensitv raiDfall
(mm) (mm) (hours) (mmIhoor) % ,,-

WlH031

6-7Aprl990 24.2 9.7 2 22 Short dur, high inl 40%
13 Nav 1992 30.6 1.6 2 28 Short dur, high inl 5%

23 0Ct 1995 46.4 11.7 3 40 Short dur, high inl 25%
10Jan 1994 64 14.5 3 52 Short dur, high inl 23"_
22 Jan 1994

20%
45.6 3.5 4 35 Short dur, high inl 8%

1 Mar 1995 105 8.3 4 38 Short dur, high inl 8%
13 Jan 1996 44.8 12.8 7 20 Short dur, high inl 29%
15 Fell 1990 62 13.5 7 30 Short dur, hi"h inl 22%
29Jan 1991 13 1.4 4 - 8 Short dur, low inl 11%

300Ct 1989 8.3 8.3 4 17 Short dur, low inl 25%
180/_

Dec 1993 49 8.8 8 13 Long dur, high inl 18% 18%

'6Apr 1990 33.6 4.2 12 4 Long dur, low inl 12"_ 12%

Mean"_ excess raiDfall for the catdunent ofW1H031: 19% 19"_

Mean % excess rainfaD for the three catchments: 15%

There is considerable variation in the percenlage excess rainfall within the different storm types.

There is no correlation between the storm types and the excess rainfall. This indicates that the

variation in excess rainfall does not depend only on the storm type. This model is built on the

assumption that there is a direct relationship between the rainfall and runoff. However, the

catchment rainfall estimation by point measurements may not be sufficiently accurate for this

comparison.

The mean percenlage ofexcess rainfall per storm event calculated over the three catchments is

15%. Thus, the value of0.15 was used as a first estimation ofthe fraction ofexcess rainfall (or

the runoffcoefficient C) during the spatial model's application with observed rain storms in the

catchment ofthe Ntuze River.
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5.9. Summary

This chapter descn"bes the analysis ofobserved flow hydrograph in an attempt to derive attributes

that verifY the important features of storm runoff incorporated in the spatial model. Important

catchment information has been extracted from the observed hydrographs. The partitioning of

the total observed river flow into flow components provides estimates ofthe percentage ofstorm

water that belongs to the different flow components, for the different storm types.

The estimation of the recession constants, for different observed flow storm types, provides

catchment information that will be vital in the development and verification of the response

functions derived from spatial information (or the GIS storm hydrograph).

***********************************
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6 Spatial information and modelling

This chapter descn1Jes the preparation ofthe spatial information (development ofthe DEM and

the derived information) to determine the physical pathways for the various flow components in

order to implement the conceptual model offlow mechanisms. It describes the deduction ofthe

physical pathways of the different flow components, from the point of rainfall impact on the

catchment, to the outlet.

6.1. Analysing the DEM

A raster (or a caster image, or a grid) is a matrix in which each element represents a rectangular

area on the earth. Each element is called a pixel in GIS. For the special case ofthe DEM, each

pixel contains the mean height ofthe land surface above mean sea level, within its demarcated

area. The DEM is an interpolated surface, calculated from the elevation contours of the

catchment. GIS soflware packages interpolate between the rasterised contours (i.e., vector

contours that are overlaid on the matrix) to create a value for each pixel ofthe complete matrix.

Various methods are used for DEM estimations, using different inter- and extrapolation

techniques.

The scale ofthe DEM resolution must be chosen with care. The pixels' resolution must be fine

enough to descnoe the detail of the geomorphological features that need to be analysed.
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However, a very detailed resolution can lead to time-consuming calculations while not adding

much information to the catchment knowledge. The ideal DEM scale will describe the catchment

slopes which direct water to the rivers, as well as the river courses and any river and catchment

features that are of importance to the river runoff contribution.

The capabilities ofDEM analysing software includes the ability to calculate slopes, aspects (the

direction that the steepest slope is facing) and hence theflow directions that water would follow

from each pixel to one of eight neighbouring pixels (Figure 6.1). From the flow accumulation

grid (indicating the number ofupstream pixels flowing into each pixel), the cmlrses ofrivers are

determined (Figure 6.1). These functions are built into most GIS packages. Different software

packages utilize different techniques to do these calculations.

The DEM is used to calculate the flow directions through each pixel. Figure 6.1 illustrates how

the flow direction through each pixel can be utilized to determine the different flow paths ofwater

down the catchment slope. Slope lengths ofeach pixel (L) are derived from the rectangular pixel

Flow accumulation

Flow directions grid Flow pathways

" ... # • • "- I0 0 2 1 0.. " ... • * 0 6 1 0 0 - K r- e-- V.. .. " ... * 12 14 1/0 2 0
# # .. ... / / "" /• 0 1 1 21 0
# # .. • 0 10 1 174 0

/ /

.. ,~

Figure 6.1: Information derived from the DEM: Flow directIOns, flow accumulation grid
(indicating the number ofupstream pixels flowing into each pixel) and flow pathways, from which
the river courses area deducted.
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dimensions (x, y) and flow directions:

L=xorL= y

for up, down, right or left flow directions, and

L =.jx2 + y2

where flow direction is diagonal across the pixel.

Inparticular, travel directions offlow paths (see the flow pathways or river courses inFigure 6.1)

are combined with the flow distances, to derive the cumulative traveldistances that water flows

from any pixel in the catchment to the outlet (Figure 6.2). This calculation provides a grid of

which every pixel contains the cumulative distance from the pixel to the catchment outlet. The

furthest pixel from the catchment outlet in Figure 6.2 is the top right-hand corner, although it is

not the furthest point by line ofsight.

If the flow velocities of water over individual pixels are known, the flow times of water over

individual pixels can be deducted (time = length I velocity). The cumulative flow times ofwater

from each pixel to the catchment outlet are calculated in a similar way to cumulative flow

distances, once the velocity profile has been determined.

For the special case where the flow velocities equal a unit velocity (one) for each pixel of the

catchment, the histogram ofthe cumulative flow times will then be equivalent to the histogram

of the cumulative flow distances. The response function descnbing this histogram of travel

lengths will be referred to as the geomorpholog;cal responsefunction (Figure 6.2). It will be a

unique function for each catchment and will generally be invariant for a particular flow surface.
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Figure 6.2: Slope lengths are calculated from the flow directions. Slope lengths and flow
directions are then used to determine the cumulative travel distances. The arrows indicate the
flow exit point from the catchment.
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Hence, the geological response function for overland flow could be different to the flow surface

for groundwater, where there may be geological features that redirect the flow pattern.

Where the cumulative travel distances have been replaced with the estimated cumulative travel

times, the response function of the resulting histogram will be referred to as the travel time

responsefunction. This function, estimated for one unit ofexcess rainfall, will be equated to the

unit hydrograph for the flow surface.

6.2. Software to determine cumulative travel distances and times

GIS software packages can be vector-based or raster-based. Vector-based GIS software (such

as Areview) analyse the point, line and polygon features. Tables, containing information that

relates tothe features, canbemanipulated, e.g., the selection ofcertainlanduses. Numeric values

in these tables can be manipulated, like multiplying the contour heights to change units, etc.

Vector-based GIS software can also perform spatial calculations on the vectors, like calculation

ofdistances from a vector that represents a river, or the area within a polygon vector. Vector

based GIS software can often layer the raster images or grids as backdrops, from where manual

digitizing ofvectors can be performed.

Raster-based GIS software (such as mRISI and the Spatial Analyst extension of Areview)

includes the capability to display raster grids and also to conduct mathematical and statistical

operations on the grids. These operations include a wide variety ofcalculations on each pixel

element (like calculating the inverse of each pixel's value, or determining each value as a

percentage value), as wen as summary information, like the area covered by pixels of similar

identity. Raster-based GIS software also includes some matrix algebra, like the sum of
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corresponding pixels in two or more grids.

Raster-based GIS software packages, which include functions that calculate and analyse a DEM,

usually have some built-in functions that calculate slopes and aspects, as well as flow

accumulationgrids. However, softwarewhichdetermines the cumulativetravel distances offlow

down the catchment slopes, is not readily available. IDRISI 32 could also notprovide an estimate

ofthese cumulative travel distances.

This study utilized the IDRISI 32 release n software (available from Clark Labs:

http://www.c1arkIabs.orgl), in conjunction with the TOPAZ software (available free from the

internet: http://duke.usask.caI-martzIltopazfmdex.htmI)todeterminethecumulativedistancesof

tlow pathways. Olivera and Maidment (2005) state that ArclInfo GRID can also be utilized to

derive this response function, using ArclInfo's function FLOWLENGTH. FLOWLENGTH is

also equipped to provide cumulative travel times down the travel pathways to the outlet, as

weighted travel distances. However, ArclInfo was not avaiIable for this researchbecause ofcost.

6.2.1. An overview ofTOPAZ

TOPAZ was utilized in this study to calculate the cumulative distances ofpathways from any

point in the catchment to the catchment outlet.

The TOPAZ programoperates outside a GIS. It analyses topographic parameters ofa catchment

for use in spatial hydrological modelling. Its input is aDEM created inaGIS ofthe user's choice.

It analyses the DEMwithtoolsnot suppliedby commercial GIS packages, and rewrites the output

for exporting to the user's GIS. It was developed by the United States Department of
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Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (Garbrecht and Martz, 2003,

http://duke.usask.caI-martzlItopazfmdex.html). Easy import and export ofIDRISI files to and

from TOPAZ is built into the software.

According to the TOPAZ Overview documentation: "The overall objective of TOPAZ is to

provide a comprehensiveevaluation ofthe digital landscapetopographywithparticularemphasis

on maintaining consistency among all derived data, the initial input topography, and the physics

ofthe underlying energy and water flux processes at the landscape surface. TOPAZ overcomes

some limitations ofexistingDEM processingmethods and includesa number ofnew topographic

processing features that are relevant to hydraulic and hydrological analyses.»

Examples ofTOPAZ applications include:

l. drainage network generation and watershed segmentation

2. . analysis ofDEM resolution on generated network and subcatchment characteristics;

3. tlownet generation and subcatchment parameters quantification for the Agricultural

NonPoint Source model and,

4. a model interface between TOPAZ and a hydrological model. The interface has been

applied for iirigation system development in Turkey and for the analysis ofscaling effects

in a Canadian research program.

(From: http://duke.usask.caI-martzlItopazfmdex.html.)

6.2.2. Utilizing TOPAZ in the nsearch project

To produce a geomorphological response function, the flow path distance from each pixel to the

catchment outlet is needed.
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The calculation ofa DEM from contours is prone to interpolation problems that can lead to pits

and flat area in the calculated DEM surface. The DEM, as calculated in IDRISI before removal

of pits or flat areas, was imported into TOPAZ. TOPAZ then made some adjustments (see

Paragraph 6.2.3) before a full DEM analysis was performed. The full analysis included the

calculationofcumulative distances from eachpixel to the catchment outlet. Output from TOPAZ

(a grid with pixel values that indicates the distance from each pixel to the catchment outlet) was

rewritten to IDRISI 32 file format for further modelling and analyses.

6.2.3. Depressions, slopes and aspects in TOPAZ

Although TOPAZ provides outflow from depressions and flat areas, the software does not adjust

the DEM to eliminate flat areas. It simply identifies them, and provides flow directions (or

-aspects) for those pixels which are situated on flat areas. Consequently, zero slopes give

extremely large travel times in the proposed model of surface flow (Manning's equation) and

subsurface flow (Darcy's Law). While TOPAZ diverted flow through pits and depressions, the

zero slopes caused unrealistic high travel times. Thus, the zero slopes had to be adjusted to

estimate the travel times. Slopes calculated in IDRISI 32 were determined after IDRISI adjusted

the original DEM for depressions and loops in flow paths. This slope grid, with eliminated areas

ofzero slopes, was Utilized in conjunction with the TOPAZ travel distances and flow directions

to determine the travel velocities.

6.2.4. Travel distances indicated by TOPAZ foRowing the travel pathways

The histograms ofthe travel distances calculated in TOPAZ GIS software provided the statistics

given in Table 6.1. Figures 6.4,6.5 and 6.6 gives the frequency histograms ofthe cumulative

travel distances from each pixel to the catchment outlet, which is called the geomorphological
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response fimctions, sketched in the graph next to the DEM ofeach catchment.

Table 6.1: Mean and maximum travel distances for the different catchments.

Weir Mean distances travelled (metres) Maximum distances travelled

(metres)

WlH016 2157 4067

WlH017 631 1131

WlH031 2155 4168

6.3. Fractured rock

As shown above, the geomorphologica1 response function ofa flow surfuce will depend on the

flow directions andthe flow distances to the outlet, cumulatedalongtheflow paths ofthe surface.

In the case ofa fractured rock network in the underlying soil-and-rock matrix ofa catchment, the

flow directions and flow distances along the fractures will be determined by the positions and

lengths ofthe fractures. These fractures can create flow paths that differ substantially from flow

pathwaysthroughthesoilmatrixsurroundingthesefracture. (See discussion in Paragraph 2.2.4).

The fracture's unique characteristics changes the flow network along the baseflow pathways to

flow along the network offractures in the bedrock. It is suggested that the flow along fractured

rock can be simulated as a network offlow paths, integrated in the baseflow pathways, where the

baseflow surface is directly influenced by the fracture network (Beven, 2001).

If the fractures can be established, the flow paths can be deducted from the positions of the

fracture network, in conjunction with the hill slopes. Flow directions along the fractures will be

determined by the piezometric heads on the two edges ofeach fracture, since water flows from

higher potential head toward lower potential head.
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Figure 6.4: Map ofthe travel distances from each pixel to the outlet at WIHOI7, with its
unique geomorphological response function.
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It can generally be assumed that flows along the fractures will generally tend to flow away from

the catchment boundaries toward the river system, until it crosses one ofthe main rivers, from

where the flow follows the course ofthe river. This assumption can be applied in the absence of

detailed fracture network information.

Figure 6.6 displays the case ofa flow surface, similar to the flow surface demonstrated in Figure

6.1, with a simple fracture network added, indicated with green lines. This fracture network

consists of two straight lines. It is assumed that flow directions along the facture network will

be toward the main rivers. Thus, the flow directions ofthe baseflow surface is changedby routing

the flow paths along the fractures in the direction ofthe main rivers. When it crosses a river, it will

flow along the river to the outlet.

Differences between the two sets (from Figures 6.2 and 6.6) offlow directions and cumulative

flow distances to the outlet are indicated in Figure 6.6 with red arrows and red cumulative

distance values. The geomorphological response function illustrated in Figure 6.6 indicates a

slightly different function from the same function illustrated in Figure 6.2. This is due to the re

direction offlow paths along the fracture network toward the rivers.

The flow velocities along the fractures can be estimated ifthe hydraulic conductivities along the

different fractures can be established (paragraph 2.5.2). Ifflow velocities along the fractures are

estimated, the time response functions, which include flow from a fracture network, can be

established.
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No substantial evidence couldbe found indicatingthe existence ofa fractured rock network in the

research catchments of the Ntuze River, so the concept could not be verified in the model

development.

6.4. Summary of spatial information needs of the model

Spatial information needed to estimate the geomorphologica1 response function, is:

1) aDEM (at an appropriate scale),

2) slopes,

3) ffiopelen~hs,

4) flow directions ofwater from each pixe\.,

5) flow accumulation grid and

6) flow distances from each pixe! to the catchment outlet.

***********************************
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7 Determination of tbe storm bydrograpb using spatial

information

The geomorphological response function can be adjusted for translation velocities along the

pathway. This function is referred to as the travel time responsefunction and has been equated

to the observed hydrograph's features. Applying these arguments, it is possible to derive

equivalent response functions for each of the different flow component's pathways, if the

corresponding velocity profile along the pathways can be derived, in conjunction with the

geomorphological response function.

For a two-dimensional surface, flow is constrained to movement along the surfaceplane and does

not infiltrateinto the subsurface soils structure on a differentplane inthetwo-dimensional system.

These pathlines are generally unique and finite. They are a direct function ofthe features in the

surface plane. Fora three-dimensional system, subsurfaceprocesses are also considered and flow

can infiltrate the soil structures. For the three-dimensional system, the response function is no

longer unique and can contain an infinite number ofpathlines. However, it has been shown that

there are usually preferential pathlines that can be grouped together (into pathways, as descnDed

in Paragraphs 2.4 and 3.6.2) and conceptualized as the dominating hydrological processes.

This chapter describes the determination of the travel times of water along the different flow

component's pathways to derive the travel time response functions ofeach flow component. The
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sum of the flow components' response functions is then compared to observed storm

hydrographs, for the different rain storm types.

7.1. Calculation oftravel times over individual pixels

Thetimetakentotraverseacrosseachpixel, cumulated along the flow paths, will provide araster

grid of cumulative travel times. The histogram of travel times will represent the travel time

responsefunction. Flow equations were utilized to calculate the travel time ofwater across each

individual pixel for the different flow processes.

The velocity profile along the individual pathways can be calculated for different conceptual flow

pathways, assuming the following processes:

1. Open channel flow obeys Manning's equation (Chow et al, 1988)

2. Surface flow pathways obey an adaption ofthe Manning's equation (Kelbe et ai, 1996)

3. Throughflow pathways can be conceptualized as a combination ofManning's equation

and Darcy's law for saturated conditions

4. Baseflow pathways obey Darcy's Law for saturated conditions (Tool!, 1980).

7.1.1. Open channel flow

Pixels that contain a river course are assumed to conform to a travel time derived from open

channel flow theory. The travel times ofwater along an open channel segment can be estimated

from Manning's equation (Chow et al, 1988), written in the following form:

(equation 7.1)
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where T = travel time (in seconds) across a pixel,

L = dimension ofa pixel (in metres), straight or diagonally across the pixel,

n = Manning's n (a roughness coefficient),

R = the hydraulic radius ofthe channel (in metres), and

S = slope ofthe channel (in fractions, with arbitrarily assigned minimum slope of0.001).

The hydrnulic ladinsR is the cross sectional area offlow divided by the wetted perimeter (Chow

et aI, 1988). This radius can be approximated for shallow flow in relative wide channels by the

flow depth. A detailed description follows in Paragraph 7.2.

Both the hydraulic radius ofthe channel (R) and Manning's n are assumed to reflect the mean

.river conditions in the channel segment represented by the pixel. In reality, these values will

change during the course ofthe storm as the flow increases or decreases. These changes over

time have not been incorporated into the model.

A value of0.029 was used for Manning's n in the Ntuze channels, which represent a value for

streams that are clean, straight, in full stage and with no pools (Chow et aI, 1988 and Wuson,

1983). These are the assumed river conditions during storm flow in the research catchments. It

was assumed that the flow depths during storm conditions canbe represented by a depth ofO.lm

over an average channel segment. The hydraulic radins R and the influence of catchment

morphology on the values ofR will be discossed in Paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.
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7.1.2. Surface flow and saturated overland flow

Theflow equation derived for openchannel flow (equation

7.1) was adapted for surface flow, by replacing the

hydraulic radius ofthe channel with the hydraulic depth of

water flowing across a pixe! of known dimensions, in a

manner similar to that used byKelbe etal (1996). Initially,

it was assumed that the hydraulic depth can be derived

from one unit ofexcess rainfall for a uniformly distributed

rainfall ofshort duration and high intensity over the entire

catchment. Assumed values for Manning' n are listed in

Table 7.1 for the surfuce flow conditions (taken from

Chow et ai, 1988 and Wuson, 1983).

Table 7.1: Values used for
Manning's n. (From: Chow et aI,
1988 and Wilson, 1983.)

Surface conditions n

Natural forests 0.1

Eucalyptus 0.1

Sugarcane 0.07

Subsistence farming 0.04

Rocks 0.01

Roads 0.02

Human living 0.02

Grassland 0.04

Travel times for surlilce flow across every pixel were calculated in seconds for the lOm by lOm

pixels ofthe NtuzeRiver catchment. Calculatedtravel times for water travelling across individual

pixels range from near-zero to 13900 seconds (3.8 hours), with the mode between 100 to 120

seconds (1.7 to 2 minutes).

7.1.3. Baseflow

An estimate ofthe travel velocities ofgroundwater flow canbe derived by making use ofDarcy's

Law. Maidment et al (1996) applied the fonowing equation to estimate the baseflow velocities

in each pixel using an adaption ofDarcy's Law:

T=~
KS
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Where T = flow times over each pixel,

L = distance offlow over pixel,

S = the slope ofthe piezometric head, and

K = the hydraulic conductivity.

The slopemust be derived from a pieziometric surface that is generally unknownfor the baseflow

calculations. Thus, it is assumed that the water table surface can be estimated from the

topographical swfilce. A smoothed surface profile was created by replacing each pixel in the

surfuce DEM with the mean ofthe pixel and its eight surrounding pixels. Calculated heights of

the water level that are above the topographical surface were limited to a depth ofO.lm below

the surfuce level. TheresuJtant surface was smoother than the surlilce ofthe DEM. Gradients

generated from this surface ofthe saturated zone gave a mean slope of0.183, which is slightly

rower than the topographical surl'ace mean slope of0.203.

Hydraulic conductivity of the deeper soils is difficult to establish, even with substantial field

investigations, and estimated values often range over a few orders ofmagnitude. Shaw (1994)

indicated arange ofvalues for hydraulic conductivity that range between 1 and 10 metres per day,

for water flow in sandy conditions. A hydraulic conductivity of 1 m1day will be assumed in the

study area for the sandy soils in the research catchments.

Calculating the velocity ofwater through the catchment using Darcy's Law for saturated flow,

provides flow times across individual pixels that fall between 50 and 70 days. These initial

calculations (using equation 7.2) assumed a hydraulic conductivity of} m1day (for sandy slopes)

and an average groundwater gradient of 0.2 across a pixellength of IOm (or l4m for the

diagonal).
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These flow time estimations are unrealistically long. The model simulates the stonn hydrographs

with an hourly time step, over a period of a few days. However, estimated flow times of50 to

70 days over IOm segments could explain the perennial water flow in the main channels ofthe

research catchments during the drought of 1993, which was finally broken in the rain season of

1994/1995.

Beven (2001) has suggested that the rapid response reaction of baseflow to a rainfall event

(similar to those observed by Kelbe and Germishuyse, 1999, illustrated in Figure 2.3), can be

explained by a pressure wave that translates much quicker through the saturated soils than the

traditional estimated flow velocities ofwater through the saturated zone (paragraph 2.3). Based

on the wave translation theory (Beven, 2001), a new approach was applied to the calculation of

baseflow velocities. It is assumed, particularly for high intensity stonns, that the infiltrating

rainfiill creates a wetting front that induces a pressure wave, which causes a much quicker

response in the groundwater discharge. This has been incorporated into the model as an

"adapted" hydraulic conductivity. The adapted hydraulic conductivity could possibly emulate the

theory of a pressure wave that is translated across the catchment through the saturated zone,

creating travel times that are much taster than the traditional estimations ofgroundwater flows.

Estimated baseflow travel times, as calculated from the analysis ofobserved stonn hydrographs

(Chapter five) were utilized to derive an estimate for an adapted hydraulic conductivity, Ka·

7.1.4. Throughfiow

Thethro~owis conceived as a mixture ofunsaturatedflowthroughthe soil matrix and surface

flow within the macropores (miniature pipes). The unsaturated matrix flow can be estimated

using Darcy's Law, with appropriate unsaturated values for the hydraulic conductivity K, while
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the surface (macropore) flow is better described by Manning's equation. However, the

proportion of flow in each pathway is unknown. Both equations are of the same form (if

K " JfI'In) and a proportionality factor is introduced to describe the partitioning between the

pathways:

Ln L
T=a 113 U2 +b--

R S KS

where T= the travel times,

a and b are proportionality constants, a+b = 1, 0 s a,b, s 1

L = the slope length,

n = Manning's n,

R = hydraulic radius,

s = the slope gradient, and

K = the conductance ofthe flow.

(equation 7.3)

Ward and Robinson (2000) recognized that throughflow can be influenced by a "piston

replacement" or "translatory flow," which in concept differs slightly from the pressure wave

theory described byBeven (2001). They descn'bed translatory flow as a relatively quick reaction

ofthe water table to rainfall, due to percolation in the zone ofaeration, where watermoves along

preferential channels such as cracks and decayed Toot channels, or macropores. The translatory

flow theory explains the quick reaction ofwater tables to rainfall events in low-permeability soil

types. This quick: reaction is due to a quicker flow velocity ofwater through the macropore zone

than traditionally estimated for flow through the topsoil matrix.
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In the unsaturated soil zone, where the throughtlow occurs, no pressure wave can be translated,

as descnbed for the saturated groundwater flows. Flows along the throughtlow pathways will

rather flow under gravity and along preferential channels through the soil macropore structure,

in a manner similar to the surface overland flow. For the application ofthis version ofthe model,

it is assumed that macropore flow completely dominates throughtlow in the Ntuze research

catchment, so that a = 1 and b = 0 (m equation 7.3) for the throughflow component. For

catchment slopes, where it is known that no macropore development occurs, this needs to be

revised.

7.2. The catchment morphology and the hydraulic radius

7.2.1. Hydraulic radius of overland flow and channel flow

The hydraulic radius R for open channel flow is described as the wetted area (the width Wtimes

the depth d) over the wetted perimeter, W+ 2d (Chow et ai, 1988) as illustrated in Figure 7. I.

It then follows that, ifthe depthdis very small compared to the width W, the hydraulic radius can

be simplified to the depth ofthe rivers d:

Wd Wd
R= =-=d for W»d

W+2d W '

Depthd ~------------------------------------f
} ;; ; >7 ; ; ; ) ) ; ; /; ) ), ;; ); ) ; ; ,; ; '/

Width W

Figure 7. I: A graphic representation of the cross section of a riverbed, as
conceptualized in the calculation ofa hydraulic radius.
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In this model the pixel width is used to estimate the river widths W, for main rivers. When river

depths (d) and river widths (W) have similar values, the estimation ofthe hydraulic radius needs

to be revised, because the assumption ofW + 2d :: Wwill not apply.

7.2.2. Contributing areas

The effect ofthe river network on the storm hydrograph has been studied and mathematically

expressed by many researchers (e.g., Hromadka and Whitley, 1999; Lin and Wang, 1996;

Rodriguez-lturbe and VaIdes, 1979). Most ofthese theories are based on, or refer to, the theory

ofNash (1957).

The river network can be delineated from the DEM ofa catchment, with modules in a GIS that

.make use ofthe contnbuting areato each pixe!. Rivers can be categorized, using aDEM and GIS

software, according to the contrIbuting area ofeach river segment. The contnlIuting area ofeach

pixel in the catchment was investigated for a posstllle linkage between the form of the storm

hydrograph and the rivernetworkmorphology. The frequencies ofthe contnlIutingareas to each

pixel were plotted against the contnlIuting areas (Figure 7.2) for all three catchments. The

distnllution is nearly identical for all three research catchments. The plot indicates that a large

percentage ofthe pixels (- 20"/0) in the research catchment area have an upstream area ofonly

100 m2 (or one IOm by IOm pixel), which represents the catchment boundaries. Moving along

the positive X axis (towards larger contnbuting areas), there is a sharp drop in the frequencies,

which follows an exponential decline. It extends to a "tail" end ofthe graph, where the larger

catchment areas are assigned to a very few pixe!s (only those in the main river channel close to

the catchment outlet).
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Figure 7.2: Frequencies of contn1>uting areas (expressed in percentages of total frequencies)
.. plotted against the contributing areas (inm~ and the geomorphic features they could represent.

Figure 7.2 indicates that there is a gradual change in the frequencies as the contributing area

increase. As the contn1>uting area ofthe catchment segments increase, flow processes in those

catchment segments will change (Paragraph 3.7.1). Thus, the gradual change in frequencies

(Figure 7.2) could possibly indicate the gradual change in flow rates which take place as water

flow from the catchment boundaries over the hill slopes, gradually forming rills; then deeper

gullies; and finally joining the main river which flows to the outlet. This change in flow processes

results in a gradual change in flow times across different catchment segments.

Flow time of water is a physical characteristic which depends on a number of physically

measurable variables: flow length (L); the slope (S); the friction against flow (Manning's n) and

the flow depth (or R). As the water moves from the catchment boundaries into rills, forming

gullies andjoining the main rivers, the flow length and slope stays constant over each catchment
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segment. However, both the friction against flow (Manning's n) and flow depth (or R) will

change as flow processes change from surface flow to flow along rills, to flow along deeper

gullies and finally to the flow along the main rivers.

For the purpose ofthis study, Manning's n was assumed a constant value for each land use, for

each catchment segment, because it's values are derived from unchanging land use. The gradual

change in flow depth R will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

7.2.2.1. Adapted hydraulic depths

When a given amount ofexcess rain falls on a catchment, laminae sheet flow may take place,

described previouslyas infiltrationexcess surfaceflow (paragraph2.2). As the watermoves down

.the catchment slopes, gradually more rills and gullies start to form, depending on the upstream

area ofeach catchment segment. As soon as water reaches the rills and gullies, the travel times

change, influenced by the depth of flow, according to Manning's equation (as descnoed in

Paragraph 2.6). Therefore, the contnouting area was used to estimate a change in the hydraulic

radius in each part ofthe catchment.

An increase in contributing area will result in a reduction in travel times across pixels (paragraph

3.7.1). It was also shown that an increase in contributingareawill also result in an increase in the

hydraulic radius. Hence, generally quicker travel times should be assigned to pixels where flow

occurs in a manner similar to concentrated flow, rather than sheet flow. 'This should generally

occur in pixels with larger contnouting areas. On the other hand, generally longer travel times

shouldbe assigned to pixels closer to the catchment boundaries. Thus, the travel times along the

'5f-.- How paths should be scaled according to the contnouting areas.
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The hydraulic radius (R) in Manning's equation (or the hydraulic depth) has been related directly

to the upstream area ofeach pixel, for a spatially uniform rainfall event over the entire catchment.

The initial assumption that the overland flow has a unit depth R (paragraph 7.1.2) is changed by

scaling the flow depth, according to the contributing area.

The model developed in this research suggests that

(equation 7.4)

where Ra = the hydraulic radius, adjusted according to the contnl>uting area of each pixel (in

metres).

R = the hydraulic radius or depth for one unit ofexcess rainfall (in metres),

a = the area contributing to flow through each pixel (in m"),

CQ = a spatially invariant normalization coefficient ofthe contnl>uting area a (m m"),

m is a calibrated constant.

The function ofCQ is to normalize the contributing areaa for pixel scale. The coefficient CQ was

given the mean valueofthe spatially variant a values throughout each catchment: CQ = 22300 m2

in the catchment ofW1H016, and CQ = 23000 m2 in the catchment ofWlH031. The spatial mean

value ofa/CQ over the entire catchment is I. For pixels with no contnl>uting area (e.g., pixels

on the catchment boundaries, where a = lOO ni) the value ofa/CQ is a very small value, i.e.,

100/23000 = 0.0043. For pixels at the outlet (where the contnl>uting area ofthe pixels is close

to the entire catchment) the value ofa/CQ will be much larger than one. For the outlet of the
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catchment ofWlHOl6, a/CQ = 3252700/22300 = 145.8. Pixels, where a/CQ is larger than the

initial estimate ofthe hydraulic radius R, occur along the rivers and streams ofthe catchment.

These calculations are a mathematical interpretationofthe gradual changethat occurs in the depth

offlow, from the catchment boundaries to the catchment outlet.

Substituting equation 7.4 (RJ in equation 7.1 (for R) implements an adjusted concept about the

resistance againsttlow caused by the hydraulic radius. The adapted hydraulic radius Ra is a mere

scaling of the hydraulic radius R. It brings about a scaling of the travel times along the

conceptualized travel pathways ofsheet flow. Adapted travel times ofquicldIow over pixels (for

both overland flow and channel flow) are estimated as:

T= Ln
R 2/3S112

a

(equation 7.5)

The implementation ofequation 7.5 which resembles equation 7.1 will be the spatially unifonn

values ofa = CQ = 1.
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7.:2.2.2. Adapted hydraulic conductivity

A similar implementation ofequation 7.4 was applied to the basetlow (equation 7.2) where an

adaption ofthe hydraulic conductivity is suggested:

(equation 7.6)

Where Ka = an adapted hydraulic conductivity (in m1day),

K = the traditional estimation ofthe hydraulic conductivity (in mIday),

a = the contnbuting area ofthe pixel (in m'),

CB =a spatially invariant scaling coefficient ofthe contnbuting area a (in m') and

mK is a calibrated constant.

The value ofa/CB again varies throughout the catchment in a similar manner to the a/CQ. The

adapted hydraulic conductivity K", is normalized, in a manner similar to the adapted hydraulic

radius Ra- However, the adapted hydraulic conductivity can be interpreted as the conductance

of a pressure wave, which is translated through the saturated zone of the catchment as soon as

rainfall enters the saturated soil zone during a rainfall event (paragraph 2.3).
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Equation 7.6 is then substituted in equation 7.2 to estimate the adapted travel times ofbaseflow

down the catchment slopes. Adapted travel times ofbaseflow are suggested:

(equation 7.7)

Where T= the estimated travel times ofbaseflow (in days),

L = the slope length (in metres),

K = the traditional estimation ofthe hydraulic conductivity for the groundwater flow, for

the research catchments estimated at 1 m/day,

s = the slope ofthe groundwater gradient,

a = the contnbuting area to the pixel (expressed in a dimensionless number ofpixels),

CB = a spatially invariant scaling coefficient ofthe contnbuting area a (in m), and

mK is a constant exponent to be determined.

The concepts ofan adapted hydraulic radius and conductivity are also referred to as a time Jag

in the flow down the catchment slopes by Maidment et al (1996) and Muzik (1996). However,

this research's estimations offlow times are dependent on the catchment's morphology, and not

only on the land use or soil types.

Equations 7.4 and 7.6 have a profound impact on the estimation ofthe travel times and the form

of the simulated response functions. Therefore, the influence of contnbuting areas on the

estimation oftravel times and cumulative travel times, was investigated. Figure 7.3 displays a

map ofthe catchment showing the distribution of the inverse of the percentage of contributing
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areas (lOO/a). Since the travel times in rivers are proportional to 1/a, the rivers will show

substantially lowered travel times, resulting in quick conductance ofwater along these channels.

On the other hand, the travel times along the slopes and catchment boundaries will be slowed.

Figure 7.3 indicates different sections of each catchment's rivers, where the factor l/a can be

interpreted as defining flow types. Those pixel where l/a < 1 are classified as channels, which

can be classed into different order streams (Figure 7.3). The different classes can be compared to

the first, second and third order streams of Strahler (Strahler, 1964). This concept can be used

• 0.001 to 0.01 (largest rivers)

• 0.01 to 0.1 Qnlermediale rivers)

• 0.1 to 1 (smaller rivers)
o 1 1099 (catchment slopes)

• 100 (catchment boundaries)

Figure 7.3: A map oftbe Ntuze research catchments, indicating the inverse of the percentage
contributing areas of each pixel, or (one pixel area)* lOO/a.
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to determine the change in the flow patterns from distributed flow to rills, gullies and stream flow,

as suggested in Figure 7.2.

7.2.3. The exponent ofthe adapted hydraulic radius

The exponent m in equation 7.4 and it's effect on both the adapter hydraulic radius Ra and the

calculated travel times (equation 7.5) was investigated.

(equation 7.4)

The hydraulic radius R for unit flow was set to 0.00 I m (I mm excess rainfall). A GIS raster grid

containing each pixel's contributing area (a) was applied to equation 7.4 (using matrix algebra

. available in GIS software packages), to calculate Ra, for different values of the exponent m.

These grids ofRa were compared for different values of m. Table 7.2 lists the minimum and

maximum values in the raster grids ofRa for corresponding values ofm.

Table 7.2: Values ofRa (in metres)for corresponding values ofthe exponent m when R = J mm

and CQ ~ 22600.

Exponent m Minimum R. (for a ~ 1) Maximum R. (for a at the outlet)

(at catchment boundary) WIHOl6 and WlH031 WlHOl7

m=0.5 I x 10-4 0.013 0006

m= 1.0: I x 10-5 0.17 0.04

m= 1.5: I x 10-<> 2.24 0.27

m=2: I x 10-7 29.27 1.7
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For a given m, the distribution of the values ofRa in the grid varies in an exponential fashion

(Figure 7.4). As the number ofcontributing pixels a increases for a given m, the corresponding

frequencies decrease. The frequency distribution of contributing areas (on a log Y axis) was

compared to the adapted hydraulic radius Ra (for different values of m) on the second Y axis

(Figure 7.4, with the second Y axis as a normal axis, decreasing from the maximum at the bottom

to the minimum at the top).
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Figure 7.4: Frequencies of contributing area, and the adapted radius, for different values of m
for the Ntuze research catchments (plotted for 95% of the catchment area).

Figure 7.4 suggests that the distribution of the adapted radius for m = 0.5 is closest to the

frequency distribution ofcontributing areas. However, the influence ofa change in the exponent

m on the resultant travel times must also be considered. Thus, equation 7.5 (travel times over

individual pixels) was evaluated for different values ofm.
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Table 7.3 indicates the resultant travel times over individual pixels for different values of the

exponent m. Maximumtravel times oververy flat areas can approach infinity. The second column

in Table 7.3 lists these calculated maximum travel times. To eliminate the effect of flat areas,

maximum travel times of 10000 seconds (2.7 hours) were assigned to the few pixels which

contained veryhigh calculatedtravel times. Correspondingmean travel times are listed in the third

column (Table 7.3). (The mean travel time ofeach grid was calculated in the absence ofa module

to calculate the median travel time of each grid.)

Table 7.3: Travel times (in seconds) over individualpixels along the quickflow pathways, for

different values of the exponent m. Mean travel times (third column) were calculated tifter

maximum travel times of10 000 seconds were assignedto a few pixels estimatinga travel time

. more then 10 000 seconds.

Exponent m Maximum Mean travel times

travel times over one pixel

calculated

m=0.5: 84700 s 752s = 12.5 min

m= 1.0: 515000 s 2327s = 38 min.

m= 1.5: 3.1X106 s 3847s = 64 min.

m=2.0: 1.9 X 107 s 3950 s = 65.8 min.

The important issue at hand is that the distributions ofthe travel times change as the exponent m

changes (Figure 7.5). Pixels with smaller travel times (faster flowing water) will be associated

with pixels along the main channels. Ifflow rates (or rather travel times) are the delineator of

channel flow, then a change in m will bring about a change in classification ofchannel pixels.
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The amount ofpixels with a short estimated travel time, should be similar to tbe amount ofriver

pixels in the catchment. The number ofriver pixels from Figure 4.4 is 1843 pixels. This number

is close to the starting value of the frequency graph in Figure 7.5. Figure 7.5 illustrates that

generally larger values ofm will result in more pixels with shorter travel times which correspond

to channel flow. Figure 7.6 takes a closer look at this phenomena, and indicates the frequency

distribution of travel times over ofthe initial 1.5 minutes, for the different values ofexponent m.

Despite the relative short mean travel times estimated using m = 0.5 (compare travel times

estimated with other values of m, from Table 7.3), closer examination of this travel time grid

indicates that there are almost no estimated travel times shorter than 10 seconds (i.e., flow rates

of} m/s, which is a mean flow rate observed in river channels) (Figure 7.6). Therefore, the case

ofm = 0.5 was not considered an appropriate value.
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Figure 7.5: Distributions offrequency histograms for the travel times calculated from different
values of the exponent m in equation 7.5.
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Figure 7.6: Distributions offrequency histograms for the travel times, calculated for the different
values of the exponent m in equation 7.5, within the first 100 seconds.

The rivers were eliminated from the rest ofthe catchment using the criteria ofpixels with travel

velocities of 1 mls or faster (10 secondslpixel), for each value of the exponent m. For the case

ofm = 0.5 almost no rivers were indicated, because very few pixels indicated travel times less than

10 seconds. The channel positions, as indicated by travel times ofless than 10 seconds, for m =

1 and m = 1.5 are mapped in Figure 7.7. Compare these to the river positions shown in

Figure 4.4.

For m = 1, the distribution of travel times frequencies has identified insufficient river channels,

compared to the expected distribution. For m = 1.5 there is a similar classification of rivers

compared to the 1:5 000 map (Figures 4.4 and 4.2). Although the classification ofriver channels

identified for the case ofm = 2 reveals a very similar set of river channels to that ofm = 1.5; the

calculated depths ofthe adapted radius Ra for the case ofm = 2 (Table 7.2) was not acceptable.

Consequently, it is assumed that 1.5 is the most suitable value for m in these catchments using

the DEM with a spatial resolution of 10m by 10m.
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m=1

Figure 7.7: River channel pixels as identified by the criteria of travel times < I m/s, for the
exponent m = 1 (left) and m = 1.5 (right).

For m = 3/2> equation 7.5 will read as follows:

T= Ln
R2/3Sll2

Co*---
a

7.2.4. The exponent of the adapted hydraulic conductivity

The adapted hydraulic conductivity in equation 7.6 was examined for the Ntuze River to estimate

the exponent mK:

(equation 7.6)

A constant hydraulic conductivity of 1 m1day was used, as well as CB =0.01. Slopes similar to

those ofa smoothed catchment surface DEM (in equation 7.7) was assumed, with a mean slope

of 0.18. Travel times from the catchment slopes down to the main river channels (Figure 4.2)

were calculated, while the travel times for channel flow were derived for the main channels'
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pixels, using equation 7.5. (The calculations of the channel's travel times assumed m = 3/2>

Cg =22300 in the catchment WlHOI6, Cg =' 23000 in the catchment WlH0131 andR= 0.001.)

This simulates the baseflow from the catchment slopes to the main channels (mapped in Figure

4.2), from where it joins the river flow to the outlet.

Output from the calculation oftravel times along the baseflow pathways over individual pixels are

listed inTable 7.4. Again, unrealisticallyhighmaximumtravel times were assigned to some pixels

due to flat areas in the baseflow surface. Corresponding mean travel times are listed.

Table 7.4 illustrates that the smaller values ofthe exponent mK provide generally longer travel

times. The distributions ofthe different travel times shifl as mK changes. As the exponent mK

- increases, more pixels have shorter travel times, with a shorter time lapse to the maximum

occurrence ofthe frequencies.

The histograms ofthe frequencies for the different travel times over each pixel were plotted for

the different values of the exponent mKin Figure 7.8. For the case ofmK = 0.5, there are too

many pixels with exaggerated travel time over individual pixels (Figure 7.8). The mode occurs at

30 to 40 hours travel time over one pixel, which is a much longer travel time than observations

have suggested (Chapter five). For the cases ofmK = 2 andmK = 1.5, there are too manypixels

with a very short travel time (Table 7.4). For these values ofmK the mode of the frequencies

occur at approximately one minute, which is similar to quickflow conditions. Thus, the cases of

mK= 0.5, mK= 1.5 and mK= 2 are questionable.
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Table 7.4: Travel ttmes (in minutes) over individual pixels along the baseflaw pathways, for

different values of the exponent mK• Mean travel times (third column) were calculated after

maximum travel times (second column)were assigned.

Exponentmx Assigned Mean travel Time

maximum times oftbe

travel time mode oftbe frequencies

mK =0.5: 41 days 135 hours 30 - 40 hours

mK = 1.0: 83 hours 9 hours 45 - 70 minutes

mK = 1.5: 8 hours 51 minutes 1 minute

mK =2.0: 3.3 hours 13 minutes 1 minute

Frequencies of travel times over individual pixels
Baseflow pathways
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Figure 7.8: Frequencies of the different travel times over individual pixels, along the base£low
pathways, for the Ntuze research catchments.
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Included in these frequencies are the travel times of flow along the main channels, which are

assumed to have characteristic channel flow times (estimated from Manning's equation). These

travel times are less than one hour, and should be detectahle as an initial high frequency oftravel

times within the first hour. However, this phenomenon is only detectable in the case ofmK = I

(Figure 7.9), where there was a large number of pixels with travel times less than one minute

(representative of channel flow

velocities of maximum 0.1 m/s).

Ignoring the initial peak for river

channels, brings the mode of travel

times, for mK = 1, to one hour

(equivalent to a flow velocity of

0.002 m/s).
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Figure 7.9: Frequencies of the travel times over individual
pixels, for mK = I. The initial peak indicates travel times along
the river channels.

In the caseofmK = 0.5, the travel times along the main channels are far shorter than the estimated

travel times for the baseflow (which are all calculated in hours), and are rounded to zero values.

It is expected that the travel times of baseflow through the subsoil structures should be

substantially slower than the travel times ofwater along the main channels. However, there is a

lot of uncertainty which surrounds the travel times of baseflow, when considering the pressure

wave that causes velocity translation along the baseflow pathways (Beven, 2001).

When considering the time of the mode of frequencies (Table 7.4) it is clear that both the cases

ofmK = 1.5 and mK = 2 provide baseflow travel times similar to the travel times of channel flow.

It can then be concluded that the case ofmK = 1 is the better option. The value ofmK = I was

used in the present version of the model for the Ntuze catchments.
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7.2.5. Effect of catchment morphology on resistance in throughOow

The calculation oftravel times along the thtoughflow pathways is not clear. Some concepts of

the thtoughflow pathways have been presented. It has been suggested that either the Manning's

equation or Darcy's Law can be applied to estimate the travel times, or ideally a weighted

combination of the two equations. The morphology of the catchment will also affect the

thtoughflow, as in the case of the sheet flow, channel flow and baseflow. In the cases of the

surface flow and thebaseflow, the catchment morphology has been used to change the resistance

against flow. For surface flow and channel flow, the hydraulic depth was changed. In the case

of baseflow, the hydraulic conductivity was adapted according to the morphology of the

catchment. For thtoughflow, a combination is suggested to represent the combined soil and

rnacropore flow (equation 7.3). In the present version of the model it is assumed that no

translation of a pressure wave can occur in the unsaturated zone (where thtoughflow occurs).

Thus, the thtoughflow was simulated in a way similar to the quickflow processes, with

appropriate parameter values. Verification ofparameters for the thtoughflow component was

complicated due to the absence offield data.

The travel times are related to the flow processes and are scaled by the adapted hydraulic radius

Ra (equation 7.4): This equation contains thtee parameters, i.e., R, a and Cg. R and a are

physically measurable parameters. The travel times ofthtoughflow are somewhat delayed when

compared to the quicker flows ofoverland flow. Therefore, the coefficientCg shouldbe replaced

. with a similar coefficient Crwhich should have a similar, but slightly largervalue than Cg. Values

for Cr were estimated according to derived thtoughflowtravel times (Tables 5.5 to 5.9), to values

between (2 * Cg) and (5 * Cg).
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7.3. Cumulative travel times over flow pathways

The travel times over individual pixels were integrated along the flow pathways in order to

calculate the cumulative travel times along each pathway for each flow component. The travel

times from the starting pixel, along the travel pathway, to the outlet, were stored in the starting

pixels. The histogram ofthese cumulative travel times represents the response function of the

travel times along the preferential hydrological flow pathways and is considered in the model to

represent the storm hydrograph (Refer to Figure 6.2, replacing flow distances with flow times).

7.3.1 The HYDTIME program

The TOPAZ software could only calculate the cumulative distances from a pixel to the catchment

outlet, and not the cumulative travel times o/water from a pixel to the catchment outlet. A model

called HYDTIME was developed to calculate the cumulative travel times along the flow

pathways. The software runs on the BASIC programming compiler. It consists oftwo different

parts: a file rewriting module and the travel time calculation module. Printouts ofthe codes for

the two modules are listed in Appendix A

Input to the file rewriting module comprises two different IDRISI raster grid files (each rewritten

to the ASCII file format). One file contains the travel times ofwater over individual pixels, and

the other contains the flow direction ofwater from each pixel. The data from these two files is

rewritten to a combined binary file (Appendix AI).

The module that calculates cumulative travel times down the catchment slopes, uses the binary

file as input (Appendix A2). The movement ofwater is followed along the flow pathways down

the catchment slopes, using the flow directions. The module sums the individual travel times of
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water over each pixel along each pathway to the catchment outlet, to calculate the cumulative

travel times along these pathways. It saves the cumulative travel times from each pixel to the

outlet in the originating pixel. The outlet ofthe catchment needs to be specified in terms ofthe

pixel's row and column. The module outputs an IDRISI rastergrid file (in ASCn file format) that

contains the cumulativetravel times from each pixel to the outlet, for pixels inside the catchment.

Pixels outside the catchment are assigned a zero value.

7.3.2. Modellimitations

During the development ofthe model, the Ntuze catchment was used to verifY the HYDTIME

model. The longest travel pathway was about 4km, which leads to maximum estimated travel

times in the order ofthree to five days, as estimated from observed hydrographs.

HYDTIME program's limitation was discovered during the application of the GIS storm

hydrograph model to the larger catchment ofthe Goedertrouw Dam, which utilizes a 125m by

125mDEM. The core ofthe problems encountered were due to the use ofinteger values (NOT

real values) for travel times over each pixel during the cumulative travel time calculations.

Consider the travel time of water flowing across a river pixel ot: say, 125m length to be

approximately two to four minutes (for a travel velocity between 1 and 2 m1sec under storm

conditions). Thus, the travel times ofwater over all individual pixels (not only for rivers) would

be calculated in minutes. Using hourly time units meant that travel times oftwo to four minutes

(or 0.03 to 0.06 hours) would be rounded to zero travel times over these pixels, since all

calculations ofcumulative travel times occur in integer values.
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On the other hand, the maximum cumulative travel time ofbaseflow from the top catchment

boundaries to the catchment outlet, will be between 20 and 60 days, or 480 to 1140 hours, which

is 28800 to 86400 minutes. The HYDTIME program can unfortunately only handle integer

values up to 32767 (i.e., 32767 minutes or 22 days).

Attempts to enhance the model by incorporating long integers (utilizing values up to

2,147,483,647), were unsuccessful. It seemed that the BASIC software, which compiles the

program, reads random access files that contain integer values, and not those that contain long

integers or real values (double precision). Modem progranuning software needs to be identified

for enhanced capabilities and programmingtechniques to overcomethe shortcoming. The author

supposes that a similar shortcoming ofsoftware progranuning techniques could possibly be one

ofthe reasonswhy someraster-based GIS software packages examined do not include capabilities

like the calculation ofwater's travel distance from each pixel to a specified catchment outlet, or

the calculation ofwater's travel times to the catchment outlet (which simply is a weighted travel

distance).

This calculation oftravel distances (and weighted travel distances equivalent to travel times) of

water to the catclunent outlet can be done in ATclInfo-Grid, making use of its function called

FLOWLENGTH (Olivera and Maidment, 2005). This software runs on a UNIX operating

system. However, the author ofthis thesis did not have access to this software package during

the time ofthis research project.

This shortfall ofHYDTIME was partly overcome by using different time units for different travel

time scenarios. By changing the time units of individual pixels, cumulative travel times were
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controlled to fall between one and 32767 time units.

Some ofthe resuhs indicating response functions ofbaseflow included cases ofzero travel times

in river pixels. However, these "zero" travel times in rivers indicate much shorter travel times in

river pixels than in catchment pixels, rather than no flow.

7.4. Resultant response functions

The travel time response functions for each catchment were estimated. Although the travel time

response functions still consist offrequencies, the estimated total travel times are not influenced

by the conversion offlow to frequencies. The frequencies are simply scaled to represent flow

rates.

Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 show the travel time response functions for the catchments of

WIHOI6, WIH017 and WIH031, for the three different flow components. For the catchment of

WIHOI6, the cumulative travel times along the quickflow pathways range from very small values

to 105 hours (4.3 days), with a peak at two hours. For the catchment ofWIH031, cumulative

travel times along the quickflow pathways range over 97 hours (4.1 days). For the catchment of

WIH017, the cumulative travel times of quickflow range over 50 hours Gust more than two

days), with a peak at three hours. These peaks are followed by a typical hydrograph recession

curve, for all catchments.

Baseflow travel times were estimated to peak at six hours after the start ofthe rainfall event (for

WIHOI6), and end about 40 days later. This is similar to the observed data from storms measured

in the catchnient.
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Equation 7.5 was used for quickflow and throughflow (using hypothetical, spatially invariant

values for quickflow, CQ = 22600; for throughflow the assumed value was

CQ * 2 = 22600 * 2 = 45200). For baseflow equation 7.7 was used, with CB = 0.02.
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Figure 7.10: Travel time response functions of three flow components in the catchment of
WIHOI6.
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Figure 7.12: Travel time response functions of three flow components in the catchment of
WlH031.

7.5. Comparison between Manning's equation and Darcy's equation

This section compares two equations that both estimate travel times ofwater through different

medium, with different conceptual interpretation to flow.

A comparison between equations 7.5 and 7.7, which estimates travel times of overland flow and

baseflow respectively, reveals that similar parameters govern both estimations offlow (Maidment

et ai, 1996). lfthe hydraulic conductivity K in equation 7.7 is equated to the combination of the

Manning's n and hydraulic radius R (i.e., n/R'), it follows that similar equations are utilized to

estimate both the quickflow and baseflow ofthe storm hydrograph. The main difference between

the two equations is the exponent of the slopes.

Further exploration of the slopes S (which have a mean of 0.2 and mode of 0.1) and the square

root of the slopes (vS) (which have a mean of 0.4 and also a mode of 0.4) indicates that the
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ranges ofS and vS are similar. Figure 7.13 illustrates the difference in distributions ofthe S and

.,/S values. The application ofthese variables in equations 7.5 and 7.7 respectively, is to multiply

with 1/S and 1/"/S, respectively. The peak value ofS= 0.1 will give a value of I/S = 10 (Equation

7.7). Similarly, the peak value of"/S = 0.4 will give a value of}IIS= 2.5 (equation 7.5). Thus,

the values ofl/S in equation 7.7 (which estimates baseflow travel times) tend to be slightly higher

than the values of 1/"/S in equation 7.5 (which estimates overland flow travel times).

Another difference between equations 7.5 and 7.7. lies in the time units. Overland flow (equation

7.5) is estimated in seconds, while baseflow (equation 7.7) is estimated in days. The travel times

ofthe two equations differ with a factor of60*60*24 = 86400. It was analytically expected that

C Ln =c L*24
Q 60* 60 *S '12 R2f'a - B KSa (equation 7.8)

where, ifthe CQ= 1000, CB = 0.01, and both sets ofcalculations are converted to units ofhours.

These two estimations of travel times were used to derive the response functions from the

topographical surface in the catchment ofWIH016, i.e. a single set of slopes and slope lengths

Frequency histograms of slopes and (slopes)AO.5
Ntuze research catchments
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Figure 7.13: The distributions ofthe frequency histograms of the values ofS (slopes) and"/S.
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for both equations. The hydraulic conductivity of the baseflow was set at a spatially invariant

value of 1 m1day. Similar contributing areas (u) were utilized for both equations. Travel times

were calculated from the catchment boundaries to the outlet for both equations. (This is different

to the baseflow estimations in the GIS unit hydrograph model, which estimate baseflow travel

times from the catchment boundary to the rivers, and not the outlet.)

Figure 7.14 illustrates the different flow response functions derived from the Manning's equation

and Darcy's Law. The Manning's equation estimated more pixels with a shorter cumulative flow

time, as illustrated by the relative single peak in the flow response function., occurring quite early

in the hydrograph. Longer flow times are estimated with Darcy's Law, as indicated by the

multiple lagged peaks in the flow response function from Darcy's equation.
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8 CaUbratioo of lbe response filBetions

In Chapter seven, the travel time response function for each flow component (referred to as the

response functions) was derived from spatial information. The convoluted response function,

incorporating all three ofthe flow components' response functions, will be referred to as the GIS

storm hydrograph (GIS SR). This chapterdescnoes the parameters ofthe GIS stormhydTograph

and the convolution process. The information derived from the hydTograph analysis will be

utilized to calibrate the parameters ofthe response functions, for the different flow components,

under the various rain storm types.

8.1. Normalization offrequencies for pixel resolution and catchment size

Thetravel time response functions are derived fromthe frequency histogramsofcumulativetravel

times along the different pathways. These frequencies depend on the number ofpixels present

in the DEM. Say a DEM, with unit pixel resolution, is replaced with a DEM for the same

catchment, but with ha1fthepixel resolution (everyfOUT pixels are combined into one pixel). This

action will resu1t in a doubling ofpixe! dimensions, and a reduction ofthe total frequencies in the

travel time response function, by a factor offOUT. The general relationship between a change in

pixel resolution and the change in frequencies is listed in Table 8.1. This table indicates that the

area ofone pixel in a DEM is directly related to the number ofpixels covering the catchment.
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The units ofthe frequencies in the response functions are a number per time unit. Multiplying the

frequencies in the travel time response functions by the area ofone pixel, changes the response

functions' units to area per time unit (e.g., m%our). Multiply the (area/time unit) by the amount

ofexcess rainfall (in metres), converts the response functions' units to volume per time unit,

which is the discharge ofthe catchment per time unit (m3/hour). These steps ensure that the area

under the adapted time response function is equal to the amount of water that runs off the

catchment along the response function's pathways.

8.2. The runoffcoefficient

The runoffcoefficient ofthe model is the fraction ofthe measured rain that causes the runoff in

the river after a rain storm. The total volume ofwater (m3
) that should be flowing through the

river outlet from a rainfall event is given by:

A * (Excess Rain)

or

A * R..-.ru1 *C (in m3
)

where A = catchment area (m"),

R.,..asured = measured rainfall (in metres),

C = the runoffcoefficient, 0 " C " I.

(Equation 8.2)

(Equation 8.3)

Excess rainfa1l is that proportion of rainfall that causes the observed storm hydrograph that

follows the rainfall event. Therefore,

R - C *R (Equation 8.4)excess - measo,.d

where R..x.as is the excess rainfall of the storm event (in metres). Consequently, the
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(dimensionless). runoffcoefficient is given as

(Equation 8.5)

Substitution ofequation 8.5 in equation 8.3 indicates that only the excess rainfall is necessary to

calculatethevolwne ofrainfall that causesthe stormhydrograph. However, estimations ofexcess

rainfall can be difficult, and ofunsure accuracy. Some methods ofexcess rainfall estimation are

discussed by Beven (2001). The runoffcoefficient in this model is a parameter that needs to be

calibrated. The individual values of the time response functions are multiplied by the runoff

coefficient.

The runoffcoefficient has been descnoed as a parameter changing over time (paragraph 3.2 and

Figure 3.2). In this model, it is asswned that the runoffcoefficient stays constant over time. The

processes that influence the values of the runoff coefficient have been discussed previously

(Paragraphs 2.4 and 3.2).

8.3. Partitioning coefficients

The measured rainfall is partitioned according to the different processes (infiltration and

percolation), into the different flow components (quickflow, throughflow andbaseflow) as shown

in Figure 3.3. The percentage ofthe total flow in the storm hydrographthat belongs to each flow

component, for different storm types, has been estimated and listed in Table 5.10.
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The excess rainfall is partitioned amongst the individual flow components, for storm type i, as

follows:

Pi = P(quiclif1ow)i + P(tIrrvug1!f1ow)i + P(baseflow)i

wherePi = 1, and

(Equation 8.6)

P (quidJlow)i , P (througI!f1ow)i and P (baseflow)i are partitioning coefficients, that partition the

excess rainfall to quickflow, throughflow and baseflow, respectively, for storm type i

(Figure 8.1), and

Figure 8.1 indicates how the measured ram from storm type i is divided into

evaporationlevapotranspiration, deep groundwater percolation and excess rainfuII, which causes

the observed outflow from the catchment. The runoffcoefficient (C) determines the fraction of

I Rain on catchment
... for storm type i

~
Evaporation and

, evapotranspiration

p(~ .
C Observed ,

nmoffof P~iExcess ...
storm ,

rainfall typei Pf7-JI-)i ...,

'If

Quickflow

Throughflow

Baseflow

Figure 8.1: The graphical representation ofthe partitioning coefficients
P (quidj/ow)i • P (throtlghfIow)i andP (baseflow)i from rain storm type i.
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excess rainfalI that is divided amongthe different flow components, accordingto the values ofthe

partitioning coefficients.

Theindividualvalues ofthetime response functions aremultiplied bythe partitioning coefficients,

and scaled by the runoff coefficient C. For storm type i, the runoff coefficient for each flow

component (Cq>for quickflow, Cb for throughfIow and Cb;forbaseflow) is related to the fraction

of flow partitioned to the flow component, as well as the fraction of excess rainfall in the

simulated storm type's hydrograph:

Cqi= Cp(quiCkjlUW)i ; Cb = Cp(througliflUW)i and Cb;~Cp(baseJlUW)i (Equation 8.7)

Note that the runoff coefficient C does not necessari1y change only with the storm type i. Its

variation depends on other processes and conditions, such as the antecedent moisture conditions

ofthe catchment.

The values of the partitioning coefficients were established from analysis of observed storm

hydrographs, for each research catchment and for every storm type (Table 5.10).

8.4. The time scaling coefficients

Different processes influence the travel times ofwater flowing through/over a catchment to the

outlet. The more dominant processes will influence the observed hydrograph more strongly. For

example, the hydrograph for an event oflong duration and low intensity rainfall will be much

flatler than the hydrograph ofa storm event of short duration and high intensity. Similarly, the

difference betweenthe storm hydrograph ofthe quickflow component and the storm hydrograph

ofthe baseflow component, lies mainly in the processes that cause flow to be concentrated along

slower or quicker pathways down the catchment slopes.
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The different processes dominating the travel times can be detected in the different recession

curves ofthe runofIhydrographs for small catchments: A steep recession curve in the case of

quicker travel times, and a flat recession curve in the case ofslower travel times. Thus, to apply

the storm hydrograph as a model to simulate different flow components, for different stormtypes,

the recession curve ofthe simulated storm hydrograph needs to be calibrated to fit the recession

curve of the observed hydrograph. This is accomplished in the model by partitioning the flow

through slower or faster pathways, depending on each storm type.

Most ofthe processes that cause the difference in travel times, have been included in the model

by varying the flow times along different process pathways. Interaction between the different

flow components has not been included in this version ofthe model.

During the separation ofthe flow components in the observed storm flow data (paragraph 5.5),

the travel times of each flow component from beginning to end was estimated. This gave an

indication ofthe time span for water to flow from the catchment headwaters to the catchment

outlet for eachflow component. Durlngtheanalysisofthe observed hydrographs, itwas assumed

that the TTP ofthroughflow was twice the TTP of quickflow, and the TTP for baseflow was

three times the TTP ofthroughflow (paragraph 5.3).

The recession rates ofthe unit travel time response functions, for each flow component and each

storm type, will be compared to the recession rates which were estimated during the hydrograph

analysis. These two sets ofrecession rates were based on two independent estimation methods,

each having different assumptions andmathematical calculations. Time scalingcoefficients, which

can alter the travel times ofwater flowing along either ofthe flow pathways in a linear fashion,
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were incorporated in the model.

The time scaling coefficients' main function is to incorporate processes not currently included in

the model. E.g., the function ofthese coefficients can be equated to a change in the hydraulic

slope lengthsL, a parameter that is found in both Manning's equation (equation 7.5) and Darcy's

Law (equation 7.7). The GIS storm hydrograph model assumes that the exact path length

travelled by a drop ofwater down the catchment slopes, is estimated by the pixel dimensions.

However, the exact lengths ofpath lines are unknown, especially for throughflow and baseflow

path1ines.

A time scaling coefficient fur each flow component was introduced: TSQ for the quickflow

component; TST for the throughflow component and Tsa for the baseflow component. The time

scaling coefficients are multiplied by the estimated travel times along the individual pathways.

Thus, equation 7.5 is multiplied by Tsg and equation 7.7 is multiplied by TST.

It is acknowledged that the processes influencing the travel times of water along the quickflow

and throughflow pathways, differ. However, travel times along both pathways are estimated in

the model by the same equation, i.e., Manning's adapted equation. Due to the uncertainty that

surrounds flow along the throughflow component, values for the parametersL, and S were given

the same values as the quickflow pathways parameters, to estimate travel times along the

throughflow pathways. The differences between travel times along the quickflow and

throughflow pathways are simulated in the model by assuming different n and Ra values from the

two components.
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The different processes dominating the travel times can be detected in the different recession

curves ofthe runoffhydrographs for small catchments: A steep recession curve in the case of

quicker travel times, and a flat recession curve in the case ofslower travel times. Thus, to apply

the storm hydrograph as a model to simulatedifferent flow components, for different stormtypes,

the recession curve ofthe simulated storm hydrograph needs to be calibrated to fit the recession

curve ofthe observed hydrograph. This is accomplished in the model by partitioning the flow

through slower or faster pathways, depending on each storm type.

Most ofthe processes that cause the difference in travel times, have been included in the model

by varying the flow times along different process pathways. Interaction between the different

flow components has not been included in this version ofthe model.

During the separation ofthe flow components in the observed storm flow data (paragraph 5.5),

the travel times of each flow component from beginning to end was estimated. This gave an

indication ofthe time span for water to flow from the catchment headwaters to the catchment

outlet for eachflow component. Duringthe analysisofthe observed hydrographs, itwas assumed

that the TIP ofthroughflow was twice the 1TP ofquickflow, and the TIP for baseflow was

three times the 1TP ofthroughflow (paragraph 5.3).

The recession rates ofthe unit travel time response functions, for each flow component and each

storm type, will be compared to the recession rates which were estimated during the hydrograph

analysis. These two sets ofrecession rates were based on two independent estimation methods,

eachhaving different assumptions and mathematical calculations. Timescalingcoefficients, which

can alter the travel times ofwater flowing along either ofthe flow pathways in a linear fashion,
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were incorporated in the model.

The time scaling coefficients' main function is to incorporate processes not currently included in

the model. E.g., the function ofthese coefficients can be equated to a change in the hydraulic

slope lengths L, a parameter that is found in both Manning's equation (equation 7.5) and Darcy's

Law (equation 7.7). The GIS storm hydrograph model assumes that the exact path length

travelled by a drop of water down the catchment slopes, is estimated by the pixe1 dimensions.

However, the exact lengths ofpath lines are unknown, especially for throughflow and baseflow

path1ines.

A time scaling coefficient for each flow component was introduced: TSQ for the quickflow

component; TST for the throughflow component and Tso for the baseflow component. The time

scaling coefficients are multiplied by the estimated travel times along the individual pathways.

Thus, equation 7.5 is multiplied by TSQ and equation 7.7 is multiplied by TST•

It is acknowledged that the processes influencing the travel times of water along the quickflow

and throughflow pathways, differ. However, travel times along both pathways are estimated in

the model by the same equation, i.e., Manning's adapted equation. Due to the uncertainty that

surrounds flow along the throughflow component, values for the parametersL, and S were given

the same values as the quickflow pathways parameters, to estimate travel times along the

throughflow pathways. The differences between travel times along the quickflow and

throughflow pathways are simulated in the model by assuming different n and Ra values from the

two components.
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8.5. Relationship between the recession rates and the time scaling

coefficients

An analysis was performed to examine the relationship between the recession rates of the

simulated response functions and the time scaling coefficients. Different time scaling coefficients,

ranging between 0.1 and 10, were applied to the travel times offlow across the individual pi.xels.

Corresponding response functions were calculated. These response functions are plotted for the

catchment ofWIHOl6 in Figure 8.2, which shows the range ofrecession curves associated with

each scaling factor.

The frequencies of the simulated response functions were examined for different coefficients by

scaling the peak values to a unifoJlll value (Figure 82).

~ ~~~~~~o/~~~~4~¥~~~~~

Tme units (hours)

___15 = 0.1 __15 = 0.25

-ll-15=1 __lS=2

-- Darcy'~ Law lS = 0.8 --Darcy's Law lS = 1

__lS = 0.5

--+-lS = 4
__Darcy's Law 15 = 1.2

--*- lS = 0.75

Dary's Law 15 = 0,5

Figure 8.2: Different response functions from the catchment ofWlHO16, for different time scaling
coefficients (TS) used in the Manning's equations and in Darcy's Law.
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In evaluating the relationship between the time scaling coefficients and the recession rates, it was

discovered that the three catchments indicate very similar values for the TSQ and TST, as listed in

Table 8.2. The (adjusted) recession rates in Table 8.2 were compared to the observed values

(Table 5.11) to select the most appropriate time scaling coefficient for the different storm types.

Table 8.2: Time scaling coefficients ofquickflow and throughflow for the three Ntuze River

catchments, with the associatedrecession rates.

TllQ and Tsr WlB016 I WIB017 I WIB031
Quickflow and throughflow) Recession rates associated with the hvd........anhs

0.1 0.39 0.31 0.37
kJ.25 0.62 0.66 0.69
kJ.5 0.81 0.82 0.85
kJ.75 0.89 0.85 0.89
I 0.91 0.93 0.91

12 0.96 0.95 0.97
13 0.97 0.97 0.98

For the baseflow, a similar comparison was made between the estimated recession rates (listed

in Table 5.11) and the simulated values listed in Table 8.3. The mathematical relationship

betweenthe time scaling coefficients and the listed recession constants (Table 8.2)wasestablished

(using regression analysis) in order to calculate the time scaling coefficient for a given recession

rate (detailed in Appendix B).

Table 8.3: Time scaling coefficients ofbaseflowfor the three Ntuze River catchments, with the

associatedrecession rates.

TSB WIB016 I WIB017 I WIB031
(Baseflow) Recession rates associated with the hydrographs
0.5 0.% 0.95 0.94

0.8 0.98 0.97 0.97

1 0.99 0.98 0.98

1.2 0.99 0.99 0.99
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8.6. Flow component calibration

During the hydrograph analysis, the flow tinie of each flow component was estimated. This gave

an indication ofthe time span for water to flow from the catchment headwaters to the catchment

outlet along each flow path.

Making use of the recession rates calculated from observed hydrographs for the different flow

components (Table 5.11), the time scaling coefficients for each flow component were calculated

by the mathematical relationship between the recession rates and time scaling coefficients

(Appendix B).

8.7. Results of the calibration

Four observed storms were chosen from each catchment (WIHOI6, WIHOI7 and WIH03I) for

each ofthe four different storm types, as listed in Table 5.1, to assist in the calibration process.

8.7.1. Derived values for the time scaling coefficient

Values for the time scaling coefficients were read from the Tables 8.2 and 8.3, by using the

recession rates from Table 5.1, for the different storm types. Table 8.4 lists the recession rates

with the corresponding time scaling coefficients, for each catchment and storm type.

The time response functions of the three different flow components, as wen as the total flow,

simulated with the parameter values in Table 8.4, are shown in Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 for the

three different research catchments. These graphs represent the simulated unit storm

hydrographs, which is equivalent to the catchment's response to 1 mm ofexcess rainfall.
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Table 8.4: Recession rates (Rec K) for different time scaling coefficients (TsJ in Manning's equation and Darcy 's Law. The initially

assumed time scaling coefficient is listed, with the recession rates (rec K) for each storm scenario, as well as the corresponding Ts read

from Tables 8.2 and 8.3.

Catchment: Assumed High intensily, High intensily, Low intensily, Low intensily,

flow component time scaling short duration long duration short duration long duration

coefficient RecK T, RecK Ts RecK: T, RecK Ts

WlHOI6: Quicktlow 1 0.55 0.25 0.66 0.25 .---- .---- .---- -----WlH016: Througbtlow 2 0.82 1 0.81 0.75 0.8 0.5 0.79 0.5

WlHOI6: Baseflow (3) 0.98 0.8 0.98 0.8 0.98 0.8 0.99 1

WlHO17: Quicktlow 1 0.35 0.1 0.59 0.25 ---- ---- ----~WlH017: Througbtlow 2 0.73 0.5 0.86 0.75 0.71 0.25 0.77 0.5

WlHOI7: Baseflow (3) 0.97 0.8 0.99 1.2 0.98 1 0.99 1.2

WlH031: Quicktlow 1 0.64 0.25 0.73 0.5 ---- ..--- ~~
WlH031: Througbtlow 2 0.85 0.75 0.92 2 0.78 0.5 0.82 0.75

WlH031: Baseflow (3) 0.99 1.2 0.99 1.2 0.99 1.2 0.98 1
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8.7.2. Derived values for the runoff coefficient

To scale the simulated unit storm hydrographs (Figures 8.3 to 8.5) to the actual runoffhydrograph,

the values of the time response functions are multiplied by the runoff coefficient, as well as the

measured rainfall and the partitioning coefficients (equation 8.4). The runoffcoefficient is assumed

to be constant for the duration of a storm event.

Table 5.14 lists the percentage excess rainfall from observed storms from each catchment. The mean

fraction ofexcess rainfall ofall analysed storms listed in this table is 0.15 (or 15%). The listed mean

percentage excess rainfall (Table 5.14) ofeach catchment were the assumed (constant) values ofthe

runoffcoefficients used during the simulation for each individual storm.

It has been indicated that the changes in the runoff coefficient causes a change in the volumetric

simulation ofthe storm hydrograph. The GIS storm hydrograph model (which applies a constant

runoffcoefficient throughout each storm event) assumes that the peak observed flow ofthe storm

event will be the optimal point in the stormhydrograph to calibrate the runoffcoefficient, if observed

runoff is available.

Values for the runoffcoefficients were adjusted until the peak ofthe simulated stormhydrographwas

in close proximity to the observed storm hydrograph. Table 8.5 lists the model values for the

calibrated runoff coefficients.
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Table 8.5: Calibrated values "or the runoffcoefficients, for each storm's information.
Storm date Rainfall type Rainfall Storm Max Excess Pre-storm Peak Runoffs: Runoff Ratio:

rain Measured rainfall Observed Coefficient (Excess Rain)!
duration Rainfall runoff Observed GIS storm (Measured Rain)

intensitv bydrogrllpb
mm bours mmlbour mm mA 3lbour mA3!hour mA3!hour

WeirW1H016

15Dee 1989
Long duration,

50 10 17 10.6 175 4592 2655 0.215 0.21
Hi~h intensity

27 Dee 1995
Short duration,

30.4 1 30 8.2 365 3003 3003 0.206 0.27High intensity

24 Jan 1990
Long duration,

47.4 13 12 5.3 45 883 885 0.1 0.11Low intensitv

6 Apr 1990
Short duration,

18.4 2 15 2.5 140 629 629 0.13 0.14Low intensitv

WeirW1H017

13 Oct 1994
Long duration,

61 19 21 8 17 522 535 0.1 0.13
High intensitv

1Mar 1995
Short duration,

85 4 36 4.6 0.5 1036 1057 0.065 0,05
High intensitv

29 Oct1994
Long duration,

21 11 3.2 2.6 27 149 149 0.14 0.13
Low intensitv

4 Dee 1993
Short duration,

44 6 11 4.9 8 462 476 0.125 0.11
Low intensitv

WeirW1H031

4 Dee 1993
Long duration,

49 8 13 8.7 48 1660 1689 0.145 0.18
High intensitv

10 Jan 1994
Short duration,

64 3 52 14.5 89 3682 3703 0.103 0.145
High intensitv

26 Apr 1990
Long duration,

33 9 4.6 4.2 41 886 903 0.17 0.12
Low intensitv

21 Jan 1991
Short duration,

13 4 8.2 1.4 188 463 465 0.1 0.11
Low intensitv
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Excess rainfall was calculated using the total observed runoffand rainfall for each event. Note that

the calculated ratio of the (Excess rainfall)/(Measured rainfall) is in close proximity to the runoff

coefficient, where the runoff coefficient was calibrated using only one point on the observed

hydrograph, i.e., the observed peak runoff This indicates that, ifthe runoffcoefficient is calibrated

by the peak observed runoff; the largest part (though not all) ofit is explained by the ratio of(Excess

rainfall)/(Measured rainfall).

The part ofthe runoffcoefficient not explained by this ratio bas been attributed to a possible change

in the runoff coefficient during the course of the storm flow, explained by Gottschalk and

Weingartner (I998) andHebson and Wood (1982). It canalso be attributedto the uneven distnbution

ofrainfa1l throughthe catchment (Beven, 2001). Eventhroughthe research catchments are very small

in size (±3km"), spatial rainfall variations can occur which can cause biassed catchment rainfall

estimations.

The observed rain storms of long durations are frequently composed of different rainfall events,

separated by one or two hours with negligible rain (less than 1 mm in the hour). The different

sections ofthose special rain eventswere allowed to have different runoffcoefficients, bringing about

a changing runoffcoefficient during the course ofthe storm. This allowed more accurate simulation

ofthe total storm hydrograph. The runoffcoefficients ofeach storm event, in Table 8.5, are the

means ofthese different runoffcoefficients.

Changing the runoffcoefficientC will have NO effect on the recession rates ofthe hydrograph, while

applying different time scaling coefficients have a direct effect on the recession curve ofthe resulting
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storm hydrograph (Figure 8.2). The coefficients C and Ts (when kept constant for the duration of

a storm) function independently of each other, influencing two different dimensions of the storm

hydrograph: The runoff coefficient influences the volume of water that flows along the flow

pathways, and the time scaling coefficients influence the.flow times along the flow pathways, where

the resistance against flow plays a role.

8.7.3. Simulated times to peak

Simulated storm hydrographs are shown in Figure 8.6 (catclnnent of WIHOI6), Figure 8.7

(catclnnent ofWIHOI7) and Figure 8.8 (catc1nnent ofWIH031) for fOUT different rain storm types.

In some of the simulations there is a definite translation error in the time to peak (TIP). Note

especially Figure 8.6 for the rainfall type oflow intensity and short duration, and Figure 8.8, the rain

type oflow intensity and short duration, where there is a large discrepancy in the storm hydrograph

between the simulated TIP and the observed TIP. This suggests that too much ofthe flow has been

partitioned as throughflow.

Wetter (post-peak) catclnnent conditions will result in more quickflow, and thus result in a quicker

response in the hydrograph, thus also a shorter TIP. There appear to be errors in the simulated GIS

storm hydrograph due to the assumptions regarding the antecedent catclnnent conditions. Future

development may consider the antecedent conditions of the catclnnent prior to the peak flow, to

improve the predictions. Catclnnent conditions will change during any rainfall event (from dryer to

wetter conditions) and therefore the runoffcoefficient should be allowed to change. Improvements

can be implemented with a change in the runoffcoefficient before and after the peak runoffoccurs.
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Figure 8.6: Simulated storm hydrographs in the catchment ofWIH016, for the four different rainfall types
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It can be argued that the peak ofa runoff event happens when the entire catchment is contributing

to the runoff at the outlet (Shaw, 1994). This means that the catchment's soil moisture conditions

are changing until the peak runoffoccurs, after which the rainfall stops and the catchment starts to

dry up. This change in the catchment's soil moisture conditions should be reflected in the model. In

the present version ofthe model, this can only be accomplished by a change in the runoffcoefficient

during the simulation of the storm hydrograph. However, the runoff coefficient in this model

represents the fraction of excess rainfa1I, which can change in conjunction with a change in the

catchment's soil moisture conditions. Thus, the model needs an additional coefficient or function,

that can possibly descnoe the change in the runoffcoefficient.

8.7.4. Calibration ofthe partitioning coefficients

A storm hydrograph that contains 80% baseflow will have a flatter recession curve than a storm

hydrograph that contains 800/0 quickflow. Thus, a change in the partitioning offlow among the flow

components will result in a change in the recession curve ofthe storm hydrograph. Any adjustment

to the partitioning coefficients mustkeep the sumofthe partitioning coefficients, for each storm type,

always equal to 1.

8.8. A summary of the GIS storm hydrograph model

A schematic diagram ofthe GIS storm hydrograph model is shown in Figure 8.9. It indicates that

the information from the DEM (flow directions, slopes, slope lengths, land use and soil types) are

utilized in the estimation ofeach flow component's travel times over individual pixels.
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The adapted hydraulic radius and hydraulic conductivities replace R andKrespectively in Manning's

equation and Darcy's Law to estimate adapted travel times. The travel times are estimated for each

pixeI, and then summed cumulatively along each of the flow pathways (as indicated by the flow

directions from the DEM) to estimate the histogram ofthe travel time frequencies.

One frequency histogram oftravel times is calculated for each flow component and for each storm

type. Frequencies are normaIized for catchment size and pixel size (equation 8. I). The normaIized

frequencies ofeachflow component represent the travel time response function for one unit ofrainfall

for each ofthe flow components.

Recession rates, TTP and TR of the travel time response functions should correspond to those

derived fromthehydrograph analysis. However, some processes that influence the travel times along

the different pathways are not included in the GIS storm hydrograph model. This leads to a need to

calibrate the travel time response functions to match the observed hydrographs' recession rates, TTP

and TR. It has been indicated that the recession rates are influenced by the travel times over

individual pixels. The time scaling coefficients Ts are changed to estimated travel times across

individual pixels in the calibration of the recession curves of the travel time response functions.

Recession rates and time scaling coefficients are compared to the recession rates deducted during the

hydrograph analysis. The estimated TTP and TR from the hydrograph analysis are utiIized to verifY

calibrated travel time response functions.

Percentages of excess rainfall (or the runoff coefficients) were estimated for storms in the
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catchments. Thenormalized frequencies ofeach flow component, with calibrated recession rates, are

then multiplied by the fraction ofrainfall allocated to the flow component, as estimated during the

hydrograph analysis. These frequencies are also multiplied by the fraction ofexcess rainfall for the

appropriate storm type. Modelling one unit ofexcess rainfall on the entire catchment simulates the

unit travel time response function for each flow component. The sum of the travel time response

functions from the different flow components is the resultant GIS storm hydrograph, for a given rain

storm type.

***********************************
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9 Evaluation ofthe GIS storm hydrograph

model

The previous chapters descnoed the development and calibration ofthe GIS stonn hydrograph

modeL This chapter descnoes the application ofthe GIS stonn hydrograph model in the Ntuze

research catchment. The model is applied to a time series ofmeasured rainfall for one rainfall

season, over an observationperiod offive months. Along with the rainfall data, the observed flow

data was used for the model cahoration, for the same time period.

9.1. Flow components for a consecutive series ofstorm events, derived from

a GIS storm hydrograph

9.1.1. Input to the simulations

The GIS stonn hydrograph model utilized the calibrated unit response functions ofeach stonn

type, for each flow component, as depidedinFigure 8.2 (forWlHOI6), Figure 8.3 (forWlHOI7)

and Figure 8.4 (WlH031).

Prior to the simulations, the observed rainfall series were classified into a sequence ofstonn types

according to the rainfall characteristics depicted in Figure 4.3, using the maximum measured

hourly rainfall and the total duration (number ofhours) ofeach rain event (Table 9.1).
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Table 9.1: Key informationoftheprinciple storm types, which occurredin the simulatedperiod,

listedwith rainfall type.

Date Rainfall HoUl'S of Mean Maximum Rainfall Type

ofevent rainfall rainfall rainfall

intensity intensity

mm hours mmIh mmIh Rain duration IRain intensity

Rain storm even": WIHOI6

01-Nov-92 37.2 4 9.3 14 Short duration Low intensitv
12-Nov-92 35.6 2 17.8 21 Short duration HiJdl intensity
16-Nov-92 29.4 II 2.7 4.2 Lon~ duration Low intensity
25-Nov-92 32 18 1.8 9.2 Lon~ duration Low intensity
13-Dec-92 13.4 7 1.9 4.4 Short duration Low intensity
21-Dec-92 19.8 II 1.8 6.2 Lon~ duration Low intensity
10-Jan-93 29.8 4 7.5 12 Short duration Low intensity
16-Feb-93 18.4 8 2.3 5.6 Short duration Low intensIty
17-Feb-93 10.4 8 1.3 3.2 Short duration Low intensity
16-Mar-93 26.8 10 2.7 13 Lon~ duration Low intensity
23-Mar-93 34.4 12 2.9 7.4 Lon~ duration Low intensitv
Rain storm events: WIHOI7

I Nov 1992 35 II 3.2 12.6 Lon~ duration Low intensity
12 Nov 1992 24.6 2 12.3 20.4 Short duration Him intensity
25 Nov 1992 39.4 16 2.5 10.2 Lon~ duration Low intensrtV
13 Dee 1992 33 23 1.4 8.8 Lon~ duration Low intensity
23 Dee 1993 23.4 II 2.1 7.8 Lon~ duration Low intensity
10 Jan 1993 31.2 4 7.8 19.4 Short duration Hi""- intensIIV
24Jan 1993 55.4 44 1.3 7.6 Long duration Low intensity
8-Febr-93 36 20 1.8 6 Lon~ duration Low intensity
15 Mar 1993 38.4 4 9.6 26.8 Short duration Hi<>h intensitv

Rain storm events: WIH03I

22-Nov-93 49.4 25 2.0 6.4 Long duration Low intensity

04-Dec-93 50 13 3.8 13.6 Lon2 dll1lltion Low intensity

09-Dee-93 50.6 18 2.8 15.4 Lon~ duration Low intensity

30-Dec-93 44.8 4 11.2 30 Short duration Him intensity

10-Jan-94 66.6 6 11.1 52 Short duration Hi"hintensitv

21-Jan-94 45.6 4 1l.4 35.8 Short duration Hi~h intensity

ll-Mar-94 19 4 4.8 12.4 Short dll1lltion Low intensity

16-Mar-94 8.4 2 4.2 7.8 Short duration Low intensity

29-Mar-94 27.4 16 1.7 5.4 Lom, duration Low intensity

AD events measuring rainfall ofless than 1 mm per hour were assumed to have no effect on Ihe

catchment outflow, and were ignored. Most rainfall evenis occur as low intensity and short

durations. These rainfall evenis were not all listed in Table 9.1. Unlisted rain evenis were

classified as evenis oflow intensity and short duration.
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9.1.2. Method of simulation

The following method was utilized to simulate the flow at the catchment outlet (the storm

hydrographs) for five months of(hourly) rainfall time series data, using the spatial information of

the catchment:

1. Scaling ofthe individual flow components' unit response functions, using the appropriate

storm type's response functions and the measured rainfall.

2. Scaling ofthe response functions by multiplying each response function with the runoff

coefficient. A constant runoffcoefficient for the entire simulation period was determined

by comparing the total simulated and observed flows over the entire simulated period. It

was assumed that an optimal calibration ofthe runoffcoefficient was indicated by similar

values ofsimulated and observed total flows.

3. Adjustment of the total amount of baseflow by adding the amount of water to the

simulated baseflowwhich is already present in the river at the start ofthe flow simulation.

This baseflow already present in the river is reduced every hour at a constant rate. This

recession rate for baseflow (0.995) was derived through the long term recession analysis.

4. Overlay the different hourly response functions from the different flow components from

each rainfall event to calculate the simulated storm hydrograph ofthe rain event.

5. Calibrationofthe partitioning coefficients, for each stormtype, by adjusting the simulated

recession rates to fit the observed recession rates.
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A detailed description of the calculations during the simulations are provided in Appendix C.

Plots ofthe simulated consecutive stonn sequence are portrayed in Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3 for

the catchments ofWlHO16, WlHO17 and WlH031 respectively. The cumulative simulated and

observed runoffare plotted in Figures 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6 for the catchments ofWIHO16, WlH017

and WIH031 respectively.

It must be noted that there are ± two weeks ofmissing rainfall and flow data in the times series

from the catchment ofWIH03I (for the dates including 27 Jan., 12H00 until and including 9 Feb.

1994,24HOO). Provision was made for the missing data by assuming that all flows measured on

10 Feb. 1994 at OIHOO (the recommencement of the flow time series) was baseflow, with a

recession rate derived from a recession constant of0.995. The rainfal1 measurements for the

catchment ofWIHOl6 also has a week of missing data (from 20 Jan. 1993 BHOO until and

including 27 Jan. 1993 10HOO). Simulation after this period ofmissing rainfall data recommences

with measured rainfall on 8 Feb.1993 (DOY 39), OOHOO, when very little flow was measured in

the river.
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W1H016: simulated flow for a summer of rain storms
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Cumulative observed and simulated flows: W1H017
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9.2. Calibrated values ofthe model parameters

Table 9.2 provides the key information of some simulated storms included in the simulation

period. Theratio of(Excess rainfall)/(Measured rainfall) was calculated for these storms, as listed

in the last column of Table 9.2. For the catchment ofWIHOI6, it was found that the ratio

(Excess rainfall)/(Measured rainfall) was dissimilar for the first and second parts ofthe season.

From the beginning of the simulation period until (and including) the storm on 25 November

1992, the ratio (Excess rainfall)/(Measured rainfall) is mostly larger than 0.1. However, storms

measured during December, January, February and March mostly indicate a ratio (Excess

rainfall)/(Measured rainfall) much smaller than 0.01.

It was suggested that the two different ratios of(Excess rainfall)/(Measured rainfall), mentioned

in the previous paragraph, was due to dissimilar antecedent catchment conditions.

Therunoffcoefficient is estimated bythe ratio (Excess rainfall)/(Measuredrainfall) (Equation 8.5,

Paragraph 8.3). Therefore, the period ofthe flow simulation from the catchment ofWIH016 was

divided into two parts, each having its own runoffcoefficient, with the second part starting on 12

Dec. 1992, i.e., Day OfYear (DOY) 347 of 1992. Table 9.3 lists the calibrated parameters of

each part ofthe simulation period. It is not clear why the runoff coefficient changes. For the

assessment ofthe model it is assumed that the change is likely to effect the model outcome and

needs to be incorporated into the simulation.
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1l!J, _.

'"""'"Runoff Cocftlcicntr: WlH016
Date Rainfall Excess Hours Mean Maximum DIY period ObseIVed ObseIVed Ratio:

ofevent rain of rainfall rainfall before the flow before peak flow Excc81 Rain

of event rainfall intensity intensity storm storm IMcasurcd Rain

mm mm hours mmlh mm/h hours mA 3/hour mA 3/hour No dimension
1 Nov 1992 37.2 O.S 4 9.3 14 60 0 40,8 0.013
12 Nov 1992 35.6 5.3 2 17.8 21 14 3.8 335 0.149
16 Nov 1992 29.4 4.5 11 2.7 4.2 50 25 471 0.153
25 Nov 1992 32 4.2 18 1.8 9.2 14 62 706 0.131
13 Dec 1992 13.4 Ll 7 1.9 4.4 12 I 107 0.082
21 Dec 1992 19.8 0.1 11 1.8 6.2 168 1.4 19.4 0.005
10 Jan 1993 29.8 0.2 4 7.5 12 192 0 29.6 0.007
16Feb 1993 18.4 0.1 8 2.3 5.6 144 1.3 10 0.005
17 Feb 1993 14.4 0.6 18 0.8 3.2 5 6.1 60 0.042
16 Mar 1993 26.8 0.2 10 2.7 13 23 0.5 4.5 0.007
23 Mar 1993 34.4 0.2 12 2.9 7.4 162 0.5 2LS 0.006

Runoff Coefficients: W1JI017

Date Rainfall Excess Hours Mean Maximum DIY period ObseIVed ObseIVed Ratio:

ofevent rain of rainfall rainfall before the flow before peak flow Excess Rain

of event rainfall intensity intensity storm storm IMeasured Rain

mm mm hours mm/h mmlh hours mA3/hour mA3/hour No dimension

I Novl992 3S 0.8 11 3.2 12.6 (Missinll) 1 28 0.023

12 Nov 1992 24.6 0.5 2 12.3 20.4 24 0.4 7.4 0.02

25 Nov 1992 39.4 8.3 16 2.5 10.2 11 24 404 0.211
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Runoff Coefficients: WlH017

Date Rainfall Excess Hours Mean Maximum Dry period Observed Observed Ratio:

of event rain of rainfall rainfall before the lIow before peakllow Excess Rain

of event rainfall intensity intensity storm storm !Measured Rain

mm mm hours mm/h mmlh hours mA3/hour mA3/hour No dimension
13Dec 1992 33 0.8 23 1.4 8.8 240 1.3 41 0.024
23 Dec 1993 23.4 0.5 11 2.1 7.8 168 1.2 234 0.021
10 Jan 1993 31.2 1.1 9 7.8 19.4 13 0.01 38 0.034
24 Jan 1993 55.4 4.8 44 1.3 7.6 7 66 0.087
8 Feb 1993 36 1 20 1.8 6 264 0.01 19.2 0.028
15 Mar 1993 38.4 1.7 10 9.6 26.8 360 0.1 98 0.042

Runoff Coefficients: WlHOJl

Date Rainfall Excess Hours Mean Maximum Dry period Observed ObseIVed Ratio:

of event rain of rainfall rainfall before the lIowbefore peakllow Excess Rain

ofevent rainfall intensity intensity storm storm !Measured Rain

mm mm hours mmlh mm/h hours mA3/hour mA3/hour No dimension
22 Nov 1993 49.4 4.1 25 2.0 6.4 228 12 675 0.083
4 Dec 1993 50 9.8 13 3.8 13.6 22 48 1660 0.196
9 Dec 1993 50.6 13.9 18 2.8 15.4 96 90 1116 0.275
30 Dec 1993 64.2 18 17 3.8 30 24 156 1243 0.280
10 Jan 1994 66.6 11.7 6 11.1 52 40 90 3685 0.176
21 Jan 1994 45.6 3.1 4 11.4 35.8 240 50 1355 0.068
11 Mar 1994 19 1.9 4 4.8 12.4 12 27 195 0.100
16 Mar 1994 8.4 0.6 2 4.2 7.8 120 31 43 0.071
29 Mar 1994 27.4 1.6 16 1.7 5.4 168 13 107 0.058
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Table 9.3: Calibratedparameters ofGlS storm hydrograph model simulations.

Calibrated partitioning coefficients

Catchment Simulation Calibrated expressed as percentages

period runoff High intensity High intensity Law intensity Law intensity

coefficient long duration short duration Short duration long duration

~
j$ i t i 1 t i t Ji i

III

~
& III III III

WIHOl6 1-30 Nov. 92 0.1 10% 30% 60% 30% 20% 50% 60% 40% 80% 20%

1 Dec. 92 -31 0.027

Mar. 93

WIH017 1 Nov.92- 0.075 20% 40% 40% 60% 20% 20% 80% 20% 50% 50%

31Mar.93 Parameters not calibrated"

WIH031 11 Nov. 93- 0.26 20% 140% 140% 80% 10% 10% 60% 40% 70% 30%

31Mar.94 Parameters not calibrated"

" No rainfall event ofhigh intensity and long duration were measured in the catchments ofWIH017 and WIH031 during the simulation period.
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The calibrated partitioning coefficients (Table 9.3) were compared to the values listed in Table

5.10. The comparison indicated that the calibrated partitioning coefficients of the baseflow

component are mostly larger than the values listed in Table 5.10. This could possibly be due to

the drought conditions prevailing during the simulation period, which was finally broken during

the rain season of 1995/96. The drought caused most rainfall to be absorbed by the depleting

groundwater resources. Thus, a fairly large percentage ofwater in the observed hydrographs

originated from the baseflow component.

9.3. Discussion of simulated flows

Selected storms in the simulated flow time series were plotted on log y axis for the catchment of

W1H016 (Figures 9.7 to 9.13). In this manner the recessions ofthe simulated and observed flow

hydrographs were compared. Similar graphs for the catchments ofWIHOI7 and WIH03 I are

printed in AppendixD.

Times topeak ofthe simulatedhydrographs

Some ofthe simulated flow peaks did not correspond closely with the observed flow peaks. Some

were simulated between five and eight hours, either prematurely or post peak flow. One ofthe

reasons for this may be attnbuted to the antecedent catchment conditions, which vary with each

storm event, and not only for each stormtype. Antecedent catchment conditions, which influence

travel times ofwater down the catchments slopes, and therefore also the TTP ofthe simulated

hydrograph, is not currently accommodated in the model.

This problem can also be caused by catchment rainfall data which is recorded at the weir outlet
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and not close to the centre of the catchment. The stonn on 25 Nov. 1992 (Figure 9.7) is an

example ofthis, where there was a difference between the observed and simulated peaks ofseven

hours.

Catchment rainfall estimation

Small amounts of measured rainfall (in some instances, less than I mm or no rainfall at all) have

produced some unusually high responses in the observed flow hydrograph. See the examples on

17 March 1993 in Figure 9.8 (on DOY 76),23 December 1992 in Figure 9.9 (on DOY 357),2

March 1993 in Figure 9.10 (onDOY 61), and 11 January 1993 in Figure 9.11 (onDOY 11). It

is clear that only small amounts of rainfall, or no rainfall at all, were measured at the catchment

outlet (and used to estimate the catchment rainfall) but that substantial rainfall must have fallen

over the catchment, causing the observed outflow. The model is unable to reproduce the exceeds.

Recessions ofthe hydrographs

The partitioning coefficients of each stonn type were used to adjust the recessions of most

individual storms to fit the observed recessions. The rain event on 12 Nov. 1992 (Figure 9.13)

is characterized by the highest observed peak flow of the summer, also the highest rainfall

intensity and shortest duration (21 mm and 14 mm rainfall in two consecutive hours). The

simulated flow hydrograph ofthe rain event is a perfect match of the observed TTP. However,

the peak flow, as well as the recession, ofthe simulated hydrograph do not compare well with the

observed hydrograph. This stonn has a second rise in the flow rate shortly after the peak flow.

This could indicate that follow-up rainfall in the catchment was not included in the catchment

rainfall estimation.
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fronFighlle 9.8: A simulated and observed storm hydrograph from the
catchment ofW1HOI6: 16 - 31 Mar. 1993.
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Figure 9.12: A simulated and observed storm hydrograph from the
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9.4. Comparison of the model results with the results of a bad..-

separation model

The observed flow data from storms measured in the research catchment were applied to the

model descnoed byHughes, Hannart and Watkins (2003). It is a continuous baseflow separation

method, originally applied byNathan and McMahon (1990), to estimatelow flow characteristics.

This model is referred to, in this report, as the Baseflow Separation Model (BSM). It is a

statistical method, which uses a simple equation to separate the high and low flows in observed

stream data for both daily and monthly time series (Hughes et aI, 2003):

q, =aqi-l +b(l+a)(Q, -Q'-l)

(QB), = Q, - q,

where

i = time step index

Q! = total flow for time step i

q, = high flow for time step i.. .

(QB), = baseflow for time step i

a, b =separation parameters (0 < a < 1 and 0 < b ~0.5), using values for a =0.9'15 a'lt<r'"

b = 0.5, as recommended in Hughes et aI (2003).

Hughes et aI (2003) applied the BSM model to both monthly and daily data. The model was

applied to the hourly flow data measured in the Ntuze research catchments. Results indicate

slightly different simulations ofthe baseflow component between the models (Figures 9.14, 9.15

and 9.16).
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The graphs indicate the observed flows, the baseflow separated from the observed flows by the

BSM model and the baseflow simulated by the GIS storm hydrograph model. The GIS storm

hydrograph model simulates a peak in the baseflow that occurs close to the peak in the observed

flow, that is much earlier than indicated by the BSM model.

Table 9.4 lists the different percentage baseflow (of the total observed flow) simulated by both

models. These values are comparatively close for rainfall types of short duration and high

intensity, as well as the storms ofIong duration and low intensity for the two catchments. Forthe

rainfall type oflong duration and high intensity, there is morebaseflow indicatedby the BSM than

by the GIS storm hydrograph model. The observed baseflow in the river at the start of each

storm hydrograph were included in these comparisons.

Table 9.4: Baseflow expressedas a percentage ofthe total observedflow, indicated by the two

models, the baseflow separation model (Hughes et aI, 1003) and the GIS storm hydrograph

model.

Dates ofstonns: type: Model
Baseflow GIS storm hydrograph
Separation model

Model
WIH016
15 December 1989 LoM duration, HiJ(h intensity 52% 29%
01 MaIch 1995 Short duration. High intensity 13% 15%
24-25 Januarv 1990 Long duration, Low intensity 34% 37%
16 MaIch 1993 Short duration, Low intensity 44% 47%
IWIH017
13 October 1994 Long duration, High intensity 42% 33%

101 MaIch 1995 Short duration, High intensity 16% 17%
129 October 1994 Long duration, Low intensity 51% 55%
104 December 1993 Short duration. Low intensity 21% 38%
IWIH03I
104 December 1993 Long duration, High intensity 52% 45%
10 Januarv 1994 Short duration, High intensity 57% 45%

126AJJrilI990 Long duration, Low intensity 40% 56%
/11 Jan 1991 Short duration. Low intensity 79"10 77%
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9.5. Conclusions

This chapter has evaluated some ofthe results from the application ofthe GIS storm hydrogrnph

model. Some discussion has been presented on the results ofindividual storms, and problematic

characteristics ofthe model were summarized. More accurate results could possibly be obtained

ifmore storm types are included in the model. Better results can also be obtained ifa continuous

function, relating excess rainfall (orthe runoffcoefficient) to the antecedent conditions during the

storm simulation, can be incorporated.

***********************************
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10 Determination ofthe GIS storm hydrograph

model for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment

This chapter examines the model application to a catchment much larger than the research

catchments. The model was used to calculate the storm hydrographs, using the spatial

informationoftheGoedertrouwDamcatchment (Figure 10.1). Someoftheparameters describing

the hill slope processes, that would not be derived for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment, were

extracted fromthe analysis ofobserved flow in the Ntuze research catchments: These include the

recession rates for the first order streams.

10.1. Spatial scaling in hydrological modelling

The process oftransferring parameters from the small research catchment to a large catchment

can be guided by certain scaling laws (Becker and Braun, 1999). They provided an outline for

distinguishingbetweenthe vertical processes and the lateral processes when consideringthe issue

of spatial scaling ofa model. Vertical processes include the movement ofwater in the form of

rainfall, evaporation and water in the soils (or infiltration); moving vertical through the

atmosphere; moving vertical through the vegetation (by interception) and through the soils (as

infiltration and percolation). Lateral processes include the horizontal movement ofwater along

rivers, fractures and through the catchment soils as baseflow or groundwater movement.
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Figure 10.1: Positions ofrivers, catchment boundaries and measurement stations (offlow and rainfall) in
the catchment of the Goedertrouw Dam.
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Beck:er and Braun (1999) suggested that, when modelling the vertical processes, the land use,

topography and soil types are dominant features. Rainfall intensities and the hill side slopes will

also play a role, as they determine the routes that the water particles will travel down the hill

slopes. However, when model1ing lateral processes, the important features are the drainage

boundaries (rivers); catchment boundaries and aquifer boundaries; as well as the surface slopes

and land use. This implies that different scalinglaws will apply to parameter estimationofvertical

and lateral modelling processes.

Some parameters extrapolated from the Ntuze catchments in this model application are related

to the lateral flow processes alongthe conceptual pathways ofthe different flow components; i.e.,

the recession rates. Other parameters, such as the runoffcoefficient, are related to the vertical

. processes ofevaporation; evapotranspiration; infiltration; percolation; etc.

Vertical and lateral processes are intedinked, and this linkage is incorporated in the GIS Unit

Hydrograph (GIS UH) model bythe relationship betweenthe recession rates and the time scaling

coefficients (paragraph 8.5).

The GIS UH model is based on hill slope processes; so the difference between the lengths ofthe

hill slopes in the smaller and larger catchments will be an important feature in the simulation of

all flow components. In the case ofthe baseflow component, the groundwater is drained from

the hill slopes until it reaches a channel (a groundwater drainage boundary). Throughflow and

quickflow also move along the hill slopes until both reach the river, or drainage boundary

(Figure 2. I). However, ifthe smaller and larger catchments have similarhill slope characteristics,

the modelling offlow along the hill slopes, using the GIS UH model, should also be similar.
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One significant difference between a small and a large catchment is the combined lengths of

channels in the catchments, that form the drainage boundaries. Channel lengths influence the

simulation of all flow components, as mixing of the components happens in the channels.

Parameters that are related to the lengths ofthe channels are the TIP and TR. These parameters

will differ with different catchment sizes.

Ifthe catchment contains fractured rocks and faults, these should also be incorporated into the

model as a deviation from the preferential pathways through the hill slopes. This could have a

significant influence on the hydrograph (TIP, TR, recession rates) ofthe flow to the drainage

boundaries.

. Fractured rocks and faults have not been incorporated in the application ofthe model, as there

are no known fractures or faults in the Ntuze research catchments, for verification ofthe model.

The GIS storm hydrograph model assumes a homogenous rainfall throughout the entire

catchment. This hardly everhappens in large catchments. Hydrological simulationmodels usually

assume homogeneous rainfilll events on subdivisions oflarge catchments, where each subdivision

(or subcatchment)is assigned its unique homogenous rainfall series. These models then

incorporate routing modules which estimate the flow processes between the different

subcatchments. The GIS UH model developed for the catchment does not consider spatial

modelling ofthe rainfall pattern.
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10.2. Catchment information

The catchment ofthe Goedertrouw Dam dririns towards the coast of northern KwaZulu-NataI,

South Africa, and lies in the same geological setting as the Ntuze catchments (Figure 4.1).

Table 10.1 lists some ofthe characteristics ofthe Goedertrouw Dam catchment.

Table 10.1: Summary information ofcatchment characteristics

Catchment characteristics Goedertrouw Dam catchment

Catchment size * 1280km2

Annual Rainfall (mm/year) * 800 - 1000 mm/year

Annual Evaporation 1400 - 1500 mm/year
(mm/year) *

Annual Runoff(mm/year) * ±loo mm/year

Landuse** 400/0 dense trees
20% dense trees or ground cover
25% bush or sparse trees
10% sparse crop

<1% bare soil
2% water

Soil types * Sandy clay-loam to sandy clay

Morphology Mountainous, deep river valleys

DEM: highest to lowest point 1590m to 200m
(amsl) **

* Source: Midgley, Pitman and Middleton (1994).

** Source: Snyman (2000).
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10.2.1. Runoffmeasurements

The upper reaches ofthe MhIathuze River catchment drains into the Goedertrouw Dam which

was previously monitored by a weir (WlH006), before construction ofthe dam wall between

1979 and 1982 (Figure 10.1).

Daily and monthly flow measurements were supplied by the Department ofWater Affairs and

Forestry (DWAF) for the gauge WIH006. This gauge was situated at the site of the present

Goedertrouw Dam and measured flow records from 1964 until 1979, when the weir was closed.

A daiIy rainfall-runoff simulation program, the HYMAS VTI model (Hughes, Forsyth and

Watkins, 2000 and Hughes, 1994) was applied to the catchment ofWIH006 and extensively

descn1Jed in Snyman (2000). Results from this simulation were used to patch the daily flow

measurements taken at weir WIH006. Estimates of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment rainfall

were also taken from Snyman (2000).

10.2.2. Rainfall climate and measurements

During the main summer months from September to March, hot and humid conditions

characterize the climate ofthe area. The midpoint ofthe Goedertrouw Dam catchment is about

50 km from the Ntuze catchments. These catchments experience a similar rainfall regime, as they

are situated in relatively closeproximity. Information about the general climatic conditions in the

Goedertrouw Dam catchment area are listed in Table 10.1.

Rainfall frequently occurs as high intensity, short duration storms during the summer months

between September and March. The southern catchment boundary of the Goedertrouw Dam
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catchment is a mountain range which forms a rainfall shadow inside the catchment of the

GoedertrouwDam.. Rainclouds, that approachthe catchmentfrom the south, mostly rain on (and

south of) the southern catchment boundary. However, most cumulus convection develops in the

interior and is driven eastwards bythe prevailing upper level western winds. Until recently, large

parts ofthe catchment were generally inaccessible, due to poor road infrastructure. Thus, very

little historic rainfullmeasurements are availableinsidethis catchment for theperiod ofsimulation.

Estimation ofcatchment rainfull is based on rainfall measured outside the catchment boundaries

(Figure 10.1).

Daily rainfull time series, along with the observed daily runoff response, have been analysed for

the time period from December 1970 to September 1973. It was necessary to derive a new

. rainfall classification scheme using daily rainfall, because hourly rainfall was not available for this

catchment. Storm characteristicsare illustrated inFigure 10.2, which showsthe rainfull durations

(in days) in relation to the maximum observed daily rainfall intensity ofeach event.

This information was used to classifY rainfull storms into the four rainfall types used in the GIS

storm hydrograph model:

1. Storms with rain intensity higher than 30 mm/day were classified as high intensity rain

storms, and storms ofrain intensity lower than 30 mm1day as low intensity rain storms.

2. Rain sequences ofthree days or longer were classified as long duration storm, and rain

sequences of one or two days were classified as short duration storms. Most of the

storms occurred over one or two days.
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Rain storm characteristics

Goedertrouw Dam catchment
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Figure 10.2: Rainfall characteristics of storms in the Goedertrouw Dam
catchment.

These daily rainfall classes will differ from the rainfall classes derived form hourly rainfall and used

in the runoff simulations of the Ntuze catchments. This rainfall classification scheme does not

portray the storm structure that is evident in hourly rain series (Figure 4.3) and this may be a

limitation of the model application, with limited rainfall data.

No hourly rain data is available for the Ntuze catchment for the time period used in Figure 10.2,

to conduct an investigation of the rain event classification for daily and hourly time steps. The

classification ofrainfall event types derived from daily rainfall series needs further investigation

in the model application. However, it is assumed that the classification ofrain events according

to hourly rain data (Figure 4.3), and the classification according to daily data series (Figure 10.2)
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will function in a similar manner for the application ofthe model.

10.2.3. Observed now times

Observed time series offlow rates were analysed to estimatemean TTP and TR, for different rain

storm types. The TR are not easily identifiable, due to subsequent rainfall events, which restricts

the flow from returning to the initial flow rates, before the next rainfall event. On some occasions

there were long gaps between storms, so that the flow returned to pre-event flow rates before the

next storm occurred. Only storms with rain intensities ofmore than 10000day were considered

during the evaluation of storm durations. The selected storms are listed in Table 10.2. Storm

type categorization was done as suggested in Paragraph 10.2.2, using the maximum observed

rainfall intensity.

The TIP and TR to pre-storm flow conditions are listed in Table 10.2 together with the average

for each storm type. Long duration rain storms generally tend towards a longer observed TTP

(more than two to three days), while the shorter duration storms tend towards a shorter observed

TTP (one or two days). These observed TTP's were utilized to evaluate the GIS storm

hydrograph model.
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Table 10.2: Details of some observed storms in the catcJunent of the Goedertrouw Dam,

including times topeak (l7P) and times to recede (fR) to pre-stormflows.

Storm Date Rainfall Nrof Mu TIP TR
type rain observed rain

days intensity

(nun) (mm/day) (days) (days)
1969/03/2 111.6 3 65.0 3 14
196811210 156.0 7 44.8 2 14+

Long duration, high intensity 1967/1111 79.9 3 43.1 3 10+
1968/03/0 94.8 8 38.9 4 12
1965/06/1 71.8 3 36.4 6 20
1971110/0 91.5 3 35.7 3 5+

Average TfP for lon,g duration, high int · storms: 3.5
1967/10/2 77.4 4 33.6 4 10

Long duration, low intensity 1978/1111 77.4 9 29.5 I 14+
1969/09/2 57.7 3 24.0 3 6
1978/1111 76.4 5 20.4 6 9+

.. Average TfP for long duration, low intensity storms: 3.5
1971/0511 144.0 3 116.3 I 20+
1970/09/2 78.3 2 66.9 1 8+

Short duration, high intensity 1969110Jl 108.0 2 82.6 2 5+
1970/09/2 78.3 2 66.9 2 5
1970/0210 42.5 1 42.5 1 5
1966/1lI0 41.0 1 41.0 2 6

. Avenw:e TfP for short duration, high int · storms: 1.5
1971/0210 27.3 1 27.3 1 2
1971/0211 43.4 2 27.3 1 6
1970/0211 34.8 2 25.1 I 6

Short duration, low intensity 1971/10/2 24.9 1 24.9 1 4
1965/0711 19.5 I 19 I 14
1969J01l2 15.0 1 15.0 1 5
1971/03JO 26.4 2 14.3 I 6

Averasre TfP for short duration.. Iow int · storms: 1.

10.2.4. Catchment morphology, the DEM and soil proIDe

The topographical features of the catchment have been captured in a DEM for the entire

MhIathuze River catchment, at a scale of 125m X 125m pixel size, from lOOm contours

(Figure 10.3).
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Figure J0,3: The Digital Elevation Model of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment.
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Investigations into the effect of grid scale on hydrological modelling was accomplished by

Refsgaard (1997), using the distnbuted SHE (SystemeHydrologique Europeen) model. He used

grid scales of 500m, 1000m, 2000m and 400Om. He concluded that not much improvement in

accuracywillbe attained by grid scales finer than 50Om. However, his studies were limited to the

SHE model; as well as to one research catchment (dominated by groundwater flows). Since the

development ofthe model, the National Department of Survey and Mapping can provide 5m

contours for most ofthe country. This would allow a DEM to be created that was at the same

resolution to the Ntuze research catchments.

Soils inthe catchment aremostIy sandy-clay-loamto sandy-clay (Midgley, PitmanandMiddIeton,

1994). The soil type map is displayed in Figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.4: Soil types of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment (from Midgley et ai, 1994).
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10.2.5. Land use

Land use for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment was derived from 25m by 25m Landsat Satellite

imagery, dated 22 April 1996 (Snyman, 2000). Analysis of this imagery using the Supervised

Classification, Maximum Likelihood method by Snyman (2000) indicated 11 different land use

types given in Table 10.3 and shown in Figure 10.5.

Table 10.3: Percentage areas ofdifferent land uses in the Goedertrouw Dam catchment:

Surface conditions % Area

Mature sugarcane I

Recently cut sugarcane <0.1

Plantations (mature trees) 14

Plantations (recently cut) II

Natural bush 28

Natural forest 23

Natural grassland 20

Rivers and sand banks <0.1

Roads 0.5

Tilled fann lands <0.1

Water 2.5

Total catchment area: 100%

(1280 km2"j
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Figure 10.5: Land uses in the catchment of the Goedertrouw Dam (from Snyman, 2000).
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10.3. Determination ofthe GIS storm hydrograph

The response functions for each of the flow components was estimated from the Ntuze

parameters and the spatial information of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment. Transferred

parameters included the recession rates of each flow component. Calibrated values of the

partitioning coefficients from the Ntuze River simulations were used as first estimates of the

partitioning coefficients for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment simulations. However, the storm

flow duration, the TIP and the TR were derived from observed catchment flow.

10.3.1. Flow times ofthe quickflow component

The travel time along the quicktlowpathways over individual pixelswas calculated from equation

7.5. Estimates ofthe parameters in the equation are discussed below:

10.3.1.1. Slopes

Areas with zero slope occur mostly along the river valleys and on catchment ridges. Areas of

zero slopes were given a minimum slope value of0.01%. The mean slope ofthe catchment is 5.8

degrees, or 13%, with the mode at 1% slope.

10.3.1.2. Slope lengths

The flow direction of water across pixels in the DEM were derived from pixel dimensions of

125m (for flow parallel to pixel edges) or 177m (for a flow diagonal across the pixel).

10.3.1.3. Land use and Manning's n

Land use was taken from a satellite imagery ofthe catchment area, as discussed earlier. Table

10.4 lists the eleven different land use classes, with their assumedvalues ofManning's n (Snyman,
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2000).

Tab/e /0.4: Values usedfor Manning's n (Chaw et af, /988; Wi/son, /983):

Surface conditions n

Mature sugarcane 0.07

Recently cut sugarcane 0.02

Plantations (mature trees) 0.1

Plantations (recently cut) 0.025

Natural bush 0.07

Natural forest 0.1

Natural grassland 0.05

Rivers and sand banks 0.025

Roads 0.018

Tilled farm lands 0.04

Water 0.01

Although the original satellite imagery's resolution is 25m by 25m, it was reduced to the

resolution ofthe DEM (125m by 125m); using a method ofpixel thinning (using only every fifth

pixel in the X and Y directions).

10.3.1.4. The adapted hydraulic radius

Different classes ofrivers were delineated by using the contnbuting area ofeach pixe~ i.e., a from

equation 7.4. These river classes are illustrated in Figure 10.6. Approximately 30% of the

catchment area contains with no upstream catchment area. These represent the ridges between

the drainage boundaries. The dark brown pixels are generally first order streams, while the main

river COUTse ofthe Mhlathuze River is delineated as the blue line.
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• 0.001 to 0.D1 (main river)
• 0.01 to 0 1 (tributaries)
• 0.1 to 1 (smaller streams)
o 1 to 99 (cathcment slopes)

D 100 (ridges, or pixels with
no inflow)

Figure 10.6: A map of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment, indicating the inverse of the percentage
contributing areas ofeach pixeL or (one pixel area)* lOO/a.
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The coefficient CQ in equation 7.4 was estimated to be 5,874,000 m2 (5.8 km') for the

Goedertrouw Dam catchment. Values for the adapted hydraulic radius R. in the Goedertrouw

Dam catchment (equation 7.4) vary between 10-7 m and a maximum of3.38 m at the outlet.

10.3.1.5. Estimated Oow times

The time scaling coefficient was used to calibrate the estimated total travel times ofthe travel time

response functions against the observed total storm flow durations (i.e., the total ofthe TTP and

TR in Table 10.2). TSf' = 0.05 was utilized to scale the quickflow response function for a rainfall

event ofshort duration and high intensity. Generally, Ts values between 0.05 and 0.5, were used

to scale the response functions of the quickflow and throughflow components. Pixels that

estimatedtravel velocities fasterthan 1 m/s were those along the mainriver in the catchment. The

travel times were calculated in minutes and converted to daily time units to calculate the travel

time response functions with daily time steps, to overcome the numerical problem descnbed in

Paragraph 7.3.2.

10.3.2. Flow times along the baseOow pathways

The adapted flow model using Darcy's Law (equation 7.7) for groundwater was utilized to

estimate the flow times along the baseflow pathways for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment. The

pixels along thebaseflow surfacewith values ofzero slopesweregiven a minimum value of0.1%.

The mean slope ofthe baseflow surface was calculated at 12%, with the mode at 1%.

The hydraulic conductivity K was assumed to be 0.1 m/day throughout the catchment, for the

sandy-clay-Ioam to sandy-clay soils of the catchment (paragraph 10.2.3). In equation 7.6 (the

adapted hydraulic conductivity), the value ofCH was cahbrated, by comparing the total travel
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times, estimated from the GIS UH model, to the estimated total travel time ofbaseflow.

After calibration, the mode ofthe travel times along the baseflow pathways was estimated at 34

hours perpixel. The model limitations (as discussed in Paragraph 7.3.2) prohibited shorter travel

time estimations for baseflow simuIations.

10.4. Cumulative travel times along the flow pathways

The individual travel times were integrated along the flow pathways of the different flow

components to provide a grid of cumulative travel times. The frequency histogram of the

cumulative travel times, or the response function, for each flow component and each storm type,

was determined.

10.4.1. MOdellimitations

The cumulative travel times of water down the catchment slopes were calculated from the

individual travel times over pixels, using the HYDTIME program. In the description of the

HYDTIME program (paragraph 7.3), the problem of the integer values used during the

calculationofcumulative travel times was discussed. These integervalues can varybetween zero

and 32676, a range that is not adequate enough to descnoe the cumulative travel times oflarge

catchments. This limitationoftheHYDTIME programwas more evident in thebiggercatchment

ofthe Goedertrouw Dam (with longer travel times) than in the smaller Ntuze River catchments.

It was partly overcome by using different travel time units for different travel time scenarios.

The travel time ofwater down a river pixel of 125m length would be approximately two to four

minutes (for a travel velocity ofl to 2 m1s under storm conditions). Thus, the travel times of

water over individual pixels was calculated in minutes. Using hourly time units meant that these
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values would be rounded to zero travel times over river pixels.

By changing the time units (or time steps), the problem of scaling travel times between the

minimum and maximum travel times was largely overcome.

10.4.2. Response functions

It has been proposed that the flow times ofall flow components are related to the recession rates

of the response functions. Time scaling coefficients were used to evaluate different response

functions, for different recession rates. Figure 10.7 provides the graphic display of the response

functions estimated for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment, for different time scaling coefficients,

utilizing both the Manning's equation and Darcy's Law.

The response functions (frequency distnllUtions) were all calculated using daily time steps (which

is the same as the observed hydrograph time steps) before being transformed to flow rates. The
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Figure 10.7: Different response functions for time scaling factors in Manning's and Darcy's
equations.
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relationship between the recession rates and the time scaling coefficients are plotted in

Figure 10.8, and listed in Table 10.5.
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Figure 10.8: Recession rates estimated from response functions, plotted
against the time scaling coefficients ofeach response function, using the
Manning's equation to estimate the quicker flow components.

Table 10.5: Mean recession rates for the different time units, each having a different time

scaling coefficient T;

TIDle nnits or time steps Time scaling Recession Flow

coefficients Rates component
Mannin2's eqnation:
1 minute 0.05 0.42

1.7 minutes 0.085 0.53

2.5 minutes 0.125 0.6 Quickflow

5 minutes 0.25 0.75

7 minutes 0.375 0.82

10 minutes 0.5 0.91
Throughflow

Dan:y's law:

1 hour 1 0.95

2 hours 2 0.98 Baseflow
3 hours 3 0.99
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10.4.3. Recession rates and partitioning coefficients

The different recession constants and the partitioning coefficients for flow components, as

determinedfortheNtuzeRiver catchment, were transferred to the catchment ofthe Goedertrouw

Dam. Responsefunctions, forthedifl'erent flow components in the GoedertrouwDam catchment,

were established from the Ntuze parameters by taking the average ofthe parameters from the

tlrree research catchments, for each of the rainfall types (Tables 5.10 and 5.11). The derived

parameters for the four rninfalI types are summarized in Table 10.6, along with the times scaling

coefficients T, which were derived for these recession rates (from Table 10.5).

Tahle 10.6:Parameters transferredfrom the Ntuze researchcatchment to the GoedertrouwDam

catchment, along with the time scaling coefficients T..

Rainfall Type Flow Partitioning Recession Time

component coefficients rates scaling

(percentage) coefficient

High intensity, Quickflow 50"10 0.66 0.125

long duration Thmughflow 30% 0.82 0.375

Baseflow 20"10 0.98 2

High intensity, Quickflow 40% 0.51 0.085

short duration Tlrroughflow 30"10 0.82 0.375

Baseflow 30% 0.98 2

Low intensity, Quicliflow notpresent

short duration Tlrroughflow 50"10 0.76 0.25

Baseflow 50% 0.98 2

Low intensity, Quicliflow notpresent

long duration Tlrroughflow 50% 0.79 0.375

Baseflow 50% 0.99 3
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10.5. Derivation of the response functions

The response function for each flow component, for each rainfall type, was normalized for

catchment size and pixel resolution (equation 8.1), and converted to flow in cubic metres per

second for one unit of excess rainfall (equation 8.4). The different flow components for each

rainfall type were combined to estimate the total simulated response functions for each rain type.

These unit response functions, for different rain storm types (Figure 10.9), were the input to the

storm simulations for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment, using the classified rainfall types. The

TTP ofthe unit travel time response functions are listed in Table 10.7.

Table 10.7: Estimated times topeak (TIP) from the unit travel time response functions for the

catchment ofthe Goedertrauw Dam:

Rainfall type Estimated TTP

(days)

High intensity, long duration, 2

Low intensity, long duration, 3

High intensity, short duration, 1

Low intensity, short duration, 2

These TTP's for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment results from much longer travel path lengths

(along the channels) than the Ntuze catchment.
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Figure 10.9: Unit storm hydrographs simulated at the outlet ofthe Goedertrouw Dam catchment, for the different rainfall types.
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10.6. Simulation ofa series of storms

10.6.1. Simulation input

The GIS storm hydrograph model was applied to the Goedertrouw Dam catchment for a series

ofrain storms during the summer of! Oct. 1911 to 31 March 1972.

Estimates for the Goedertrouw Dam's catchment rainfall were taken from the HYMAS model

developed by Snyman (2000) for the greater Mhlathuze River catchment. Snyman (2000)

developed a catchment rainfall time series for each of seven subcatchments defined for the

GoedertrouwDam. These sevenrainfall recordswere averaged andweighed according to the size

ofeach subcatchment to calculate the catchment rainfall time series for the whole catchment of

the Goedertrouw Dam. In the simulations of the outflow, it was assumed that the entire

catchment received this rainfall in a uniform manner.

Positions offractures and faults in the Goedertrouw Dam catchment were not available so they

could not be incorporated in the runoff simulations. This would have significantly influenced the

baseflow simulations.

Preparation for the simulations included a classification ofthe storm events in the rainfall time

series. Table 10.8 indicates storms and their classification, along with other information. Rainfall

events between 5 and 10 mm1day, which were not listed in Table 10.8, were simulated as storms

oflow intensity and short duration. The daily water use oftrees in the area was estimated to be

approximately 5 mm1day on hot summer days during January, February and March (Ettienne

Boeke, Natal Irrigation Consultants, personal communications). Therefore, storm events ofless

than 5 mm1day were ignored.
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Simulation ofthe runofffrom the Goedertrouw Dam catchment was obtained by using the same

simulation method ofthe Ntuze River runoff simulations.

Table JO.8:Details ofthe rainfall events bigger than J0 mm in the simulationperiod.

Dates Rain Nr.of Maximum Rainfall type Ratio:
rain obsened (Excess rain)1
days rainfall (Measured rain).

mm days mmlday

29-Qct-71 11.8 1 11.8 Low intensity, short duration 0.042

01-Dec-71 53.1 3 35.5 High intensity, long dnration 0.040

09-Dec-71 51.9 5 14.2 Low intensity, long duration 0.126

10-J3O-72 37.1 3 19.6 Low intensity, long duration 0.113

14-J3O-72 27.1 2 19.0 Low intensity, short dnration 0.149

20-J3O-72 65 3 29.9 Low intensity, long dnration 0.312

03-Feb-72 27.4 2 16.5 Low intensity, short dnration 0.133

16~Feb-72 16 1 16.0 Low intensity, short dnration 0.097

21-Feb-72 139.2 5 44.4 High intensity, long dnration 0.442

O4-Mar-72 15.9 1 15.9 Low intensity, short duration 0.493

18-Mar-72 12.2 2 19.4 Low intensity, short duration 0.469

10.6.2. Calibration and results from the simulations

Figure 10.10 shows the observed and simulated flow series for the Goedertrouw Dam catchment,

along with the estimated catchment rain time series. Figure 10.11 shows the cumulative plots of

the simulated and observed daily runoff; along with the corresponding daily rainfall Table 10.9

lists the calibrated parameters ofthe Goedertrouw Dam simulations.
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Goedertrouw Dam: simulated flow for a summer of rain storms
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Figure 10.10: Graphic display of the simulated and observed outflow, as well as simulated baseflow, from the Goedertrouw Dam
catchment, for the time period 1 Dct. 1971 until 31 Mar. 1972.
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Figure 10.11: Cumulative plots of the simulated and observed flows from the Goedertrouw
Dam catchment, over the simulation period.

Table 10.9: Calibrated parameters of G1S storm hydrograph model simulations for the

Goedertrouw Dam catchment.

Calibrated Calibrated partitioning coefficients

runoff (expressed as percentages)

coefficient High intensity High intensity Low intensity Low intensit

Long duration Short duration Short duration Longdur'"

~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~

~
0 0

~
0 0 0

<;:: <;:: <;:: <;:: "" "" "" ""<I) ..c u <I) ..c u <I) ..c <I) ..c
'" OIl '" OIl '" OIl '" OIl

'" ::s ';; '" ::s ';; '" ::s '" ::s
I:Q 0 et I:Q 0 et I:Q 0 I:Q 0.... .... .... ....

..c ..c ..c ..c.... .... .... ....

0.13 10"10 20% 70% 30"10 30"/. 40% 20"10 80% 20% 80'

Parameters not calibrated *

*No rainfall event ofhigh intensity and short duration was measured in the catchment during the

simulation period. This was possibly due to the rainfall classification scheme built on a daily

rainfall series.
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10.6.2.1. The nmoff coefficient

The runoffcoefficient was adjusted to a value of0.13, to create similar observed and simulated

total cumulative flow, over the calibrationperiod from the beginning (DOY 281, 1971) up to the

day before the huge rainfall event, starting onOOY 52 (21 Feb.) 1972, shown in Figure 10.11.

This rainfall event (140 mm of rainfall over five days, see Figure 10.2) produced a large

discrepancy between the observed and simulated time series.

10.6.2.2. Partitioning coefficients

In the simulation of the Goedertrouw Dam catchment, values for the baseflow's partitioning

coefficients range between 10% and 300!o (Table 10.9). This is in contrast with the findings of

Mulder (1988). Mulder measured the amount ofquickflow, tbroughflow and baseflow for a hill

slope in the Mhalthuze River catchment with similar characteristics to the hill slopes oftheNtuze

catchments. Mulder's results indicated that more than 900!o of the storm flow hydrograph

originates from baseflow.

However, Mulder's findings raise some questions about the GIS UH model's calibrated values

for the partitioning coefficients, both for the catchment ofthe Ntuze River and the Goedertrouw

Dam. Both sets ofparameters (Tables 5.10 and 10.9) indicate a lower percentage ofsimulated

baseflow in the channel at the catchment outlet, than estimated by Mulder (1988).

10.6.2.3. Limitations ofthe model

Figure 10.10 indicates that the estimated catchment rainfall does not correspond with the

observed runof( with the exception ofone or two storms. Since the simulated runoff series is

built on the catchment rain series, his will induce a poor correlation between simulated and
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observed runoff.

Generally, the model does not simulate storm hydrographs with sharp rising peaks and quick

recessions (Figure 10.10). This could be attnlJuted to simulated travel times over individual

pixels that aregenerally too slow. Thelimitations ofthe model (described in Paragraph 7.3.2) did

not allow quickertravel times and the rainfall classificationexcluded the stonntype that will most

likely generate these conditions. A routing function, allowing quicker routing of flow from

subcatchmentto subcatchment, downthecatchment's channels, will also improvethe simulations.

There is recorded rainfall on DOY 281 (7 Oct.) 1971 and DOY 337 (2 Dec.) 1971, but no

corresponding flow response (Figure 10.10). The model could not simulate the high peaks in the

observed flow which occurred after the high rainfall events ofDOY 20 (20 Jan.) 1972 and DOY

52 (21 Feb.) 1972. The cumulative plots (Figure 10.11) indicate less details ofchanges in the

simulated flow than in the observed flow. Details ofthe catchment and its flow processes, which

are not incorporated into the model, include the fractures and faults in the catchment, as well as

spatial rainfall variability.

10.6.3. Discnssion of individual storm hydrograph simulations

Individual graphs ofthe stonns listed in Table 10.8 are presented in Figures 10.12 and 10.13, in

chronological order. All flows in these figures are plotted on log axis.
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Figure 10.12: Simulated and observed storm hydrographs of individual storms in the catchment of the Goedertrouw Dam.
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Figure 10.13: Simulated and observed storm hydrographs of individual storms in the catchment of the Goedertrouw Dam.
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10.6.3.1. Catchment rainfaU unevenly distributed in the catchment

The GIS storm hydrograph model assumes an even spatial distribution of catchment rainfall

throughout the entire catchment. This is not the case in a large catchment, where it often happens

that it rains on a portion ofthe catchment.

One method to estimate catchment rainfall is to use the area-weighted averages of rain from

different rainfall ganges, where each rain gauge estimates rain on the section ofthe catchment in

its direct vicinity. For example, the simulated outflow can be influenced profoundly ifthe model

assumed that the estimated catchment rainfall (e.g., 20 mm) is uniformly distributed over the

entire catchment, when in reality the rainfall was much more (100 mm), on only a fraction, say

20"10, ofthe catchment. The same inherent problem is found in lumped rainfall runoffmodels. It

is suggested that a reason for the difference betweenthe simulated and observed hydrographs for

some storms, could be related to the spatially variable rainfall, which is estimated by a spatially

invariant rainfall distribution.

Spatially variant catchment rainfall should be incorporated in the GIS storm hydrograph model

for application to large catchments. This can be done using a semi-distributed model of the

rainfall.

The upper limit ofthe size ofthese subcatchments would depend onthe size ofstorms in the area.

Kelbe (1984) indicated that the average rain storms in the Mpumalanga area, South Africa, (then

called the Eastern Transvaal) covers an area ofapproximately 600 Irnr, with individual storms

covering areas that range between 100 km2 and 1900 km2
• The Mpuma1anga area has similar

topographic fuatures to the greater Goedertrouw Dam catchment area (Kelbe, 1984). The
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cumulus clouds studied by Kelbe (1984) causes rain events that can be compared to the rain

storms which occur in the Goedertrouw Dam catchment. Therefore, it can be assumed that rain

storms in the Goedertrouw Dam area have a similar size distribution. The Goedertrouw Dam

catchment size is at the upper extreme of this range and is therefore unlikely to have uniform

rainfall over the entire area on any occasion.

Figures 10.14 and 10.15 depicts two graphs with different simulations of the storm on 21 Feb.

1972. This storm has the longest duration and highest intensity in the simulation period. In

Figure 10.14, the catchment rainfall was estimated by an area-weighted average from all seven

subcatchments. Rainfall is estimated as relativelyhighquantities that continuefor five consecutive

days (i.e., 44mm, 42mm, 23mm, 16mm and 12mm of rain). In Figure 10.15 the estimated

catchment rainfall was replaced by the catchment rainfall ofthe subcatchment upstream from the

outlet. In this case, the catchment rainfall is two consecutive days ofmuch higher rainfall (107

mm and 74 mm duriog the first two days), followed by three days ofinsignificantIy low rainfall.

In this case a higher peak flow is simulated. This comparison indicates the effect of catchment

rainfull estimations on runoff simulation.

10.6.3.2. Rainfall type estimation

The rainfall storm on 18 March 1972 (DOY78, Figure 10.13), classified as low intensity and of

short duration, causes a sharp high peak in the observed runoff: followed by a steep recession

limb. This is in contrast to the simulated response functions to rainfall oflow intensities and short

duration. Simulation ofthis storm was changed to rainfall ofhigh intensity and short duration,

which provided a better simulation ofthe recession limb. An uneven distribution ofrainfall in the

catchment could also have caused the discrepancy in the simulation.
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Figure 10.14: Simulated and observed flow on 21 Feb. 1972, for the
catchment rainfall estimated by an area-weighted average from aI seven
subcatchments of the Goedertrouw Dam.
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10.6.3.3. Recessions of the hydrographs

Generally the recessions of most simulated storm hydrographs tend towards slower recessions

than those observed. This trend indicates that travel times over individual pixels have generally

been estimated too slow (Figure 10.12: 9 Dec. 1971; 10, 14 and 21 Jan. 1972; 9-20 Febr. 1972;

and Figure 10.13: 4 Mar. 1972). Simulated catchment flow response to rainfall events should be

quicker. However, in the present model simulations, pixels along the main river have been

estimated to have zero travel times, as the catchment flow response along these main rivers is

estimated much faster than the minimum travel times over individual pixels. (This relates to the

model limitation that is discussed in Paragraph 7.3 .2). Ifshorter travel times are simulated, more

pixels will have zero travel times, thereby extending the length of the river network.

10.6.3.4. Fractures and faults

Recessions rates are related to the travel times along the preferential pathways. Ifthe pathways

are diverted by fractures, the travel times can be substantially reduced. The exclusion of the

fractures and faults in the baseflow pathways play a significant role in the simulated recessions of

the hydrographs.

Suppose a fracture in a rock can be represented by a small channel (with inflow and outflow)

which conducts water downward at a slight slant During dry periods, this fracture may contain

no water. The slope, flow direction and the slope length along this fracture will be similar to that

of the small channel (Beven, 2001).

Now suppose that this same fracture in the rock is represented by an unlined canal. Ifthis fracture

is filled with water, and there is no transmission losses, this fracture will act as a channel.
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However, evapotranspiration during dry periods can cause this fracture to become dry. Thus,

during a rain event, tbis fracture must fill up with water before allowing water to flow out ofthe

fracture. This situation will cause delays in the outflow from fractures following dry periods

(Beven, 2001).

Thus, faults and fractures can both delay or speed up the movement of water through the

catchment slopes, depending on antecedent catchment conditions.

10.7. Conclusions

Storm simulations for the bigger catchment were not as successful as the simulations for the

smaller Ntuze River catchments. Poor comparison between observed and simulated runoff can

mainly be attributed to the uneven distribution ofrainfall through a large catchment area, which

is not induced in the model. The omission ofthe fractured rock network in the catchment could

also play a major role in the simulations. The classification of storm types using daily rainfall

events is also likely to have problematic effects.

Further development of the model must also include travel times over individual pixels using

double precision real values.

***********************************
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11 Summary and conclnsions

The integrated management ofwater resources, as required by the South African Water Act No.

36 of 1998, calls for the development ofintegrated hydrological models. These models need to

include all components of the hydrological cycle. Separate management of different water

resources under previous water legislation brought about the development of separate

hydrological models to simulate and manage different water resources. Integrating the existing

hydrological simulation models, to operate parallel to each other, does not address the integrated

flow processes. To manage the water resources as an integrated system, management should be

supported by integrated models ofthe water resources, to enhance informed decision making.

The GIS storm hydrograph utilizes the spatial information of a catchment to derive the flow

pathways ofdifferent flow components. Travel times along these pathways were estimated for

each catchment segment. Cumulated travel times alongthe travel pathwayswere calculated along

the flow pathways for each flow component. The histograms of the flow time frequencies

represented the response functions of the catchment along the different flow pathways. Unit

response functions ofdischarge from one unit ofexcess rainfall were derived. Excess rainfall was

partitioned among the flow pathways by calibrating the response functions. The calibration

utilized catchment information derived from the observed flow hydrographs. Observed flow

hydrographs were analysed to estimate the recession rates ofeach flow component; the storm

durations; the partitioning offlow among the flow components; and the excess rainfall.
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In summary, the GIS stOlID hydrograph model uses spatial information ofa catchment, together

with information from the observed flow and rainfall, to estimate the storm flow response to a

rainfall event on a head water catchment. The model integrates the simulation of surfilce and

subsurface flow processes.

11.1. Data requirements ofthe model

The current version ofthe GIS stOlID hydrograph model is built on readily available spatial data.

The estimates ofmodel parameters require catchment specific data that are gathered from historic

flow and rain data. Should this data not be available, methods must be developed to replace this

catchment information. However, the transferability of parameters and its scaling to larger

catchments is still uncertain because the model simulates hill slope processes that have

characteristic scales ofoperation.

11.2. Scenario simulation with the GIS storm hydrograph model

Part of the NWA (1998) implementation was to establish the reserve of water resources (as

described in Chapter one). The procedure to determine the reserve can benefit from the GIS

storm hydrograph mode~ ifthe model can simulate the impacts ofchanges in the catchment on

the flow components. An example will be the extraction of water from the groundwater

resources, or the changing oflarge areas offorestation in the land use ofthe catchment.

Ifwater is pumped from the groundwater resources, it is perceived as a change in the water table

elevation (or surface elevation ofthe baseflow reservoir). This will create a draw-down in the

groundwater table at the abstraction point. This can be simulated by a local sink in the simulated
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pathways ofthe baseflow component. Resultant changes in the pathways will create a different

unit response function for simulating the baseflow component.

Afforestation (or deforestation) acts as a diffuse abstraction process. Water usage by trees in a

catchment can be conceptualized as a network ofminiature pumps that extract water from the

soils surrounding the root systems, affecting all flow components present. The land use change

will also influence the infiltration and percolation rates, leading to a change in the partitioning

coefficients. This scenario canbe simulatedby a change inthe partitioning coefficients. The effect

ofa change in forestation on the quickflow component is simulated by a change inthe Manning's

coefficient (n). A change in the Manning's n will indicate a different velocity profile, and

therefore will derive different unit response functions ofthe quickflow components.

11.3. Effect of spatial parameters on spatial modelling

The soil structures in the Ntuze River catchments are relatively homogeneous and similar in each

catchment (Midgley et al, 1994). Itwas assumed that therewas sufficient homogeneity in the soil

structureto develop the model on the basis ofa uniform soil type. Therefore, the spatial variation

in soil structures was ignored during the model development. Ifthe soil distribution is known,

then the model should be adjusted by incorporating the spatial variability in the hydraulic

properties that impact on the velocity profile that is used to derive the unit response functions.

The spatialdiversityoffractured rock and faults canbe incorporated in the GIS hydrograph model

by means ofunit flow responses which indicate the presence ofthese features (discussed fully in

Paragraph 11.6). However, detailed knowledge offlow paths along fractured rocks and faults is

difficult to derive.
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The GIS storm hydrograph model incorporates the spatial variability ofcatchment features in the

form ofa quasi 3D model (i.e., horizontal surface and three subsurface reservoirs). Hence, it is

expected to be more realistic than lumped models. The hydrological processes, which cause

runoff in a catchment during a rainfall event, are complex, with all variables varying over both

space and time. Truly spatial modelling ofthese processes should allow ALL variables in the

model (e.g., rainfall and soil moisture) to change in space and time as it affects the velocity

profiles along the flow pathways.

In any hydrological runoffmodelling there is a wide range ofuncertainties that surround some

model parameters and variables, especially spatial variables. Initial estimates ofspatial variables

are often assumed to be spatially invariant, due to uncertainty about the parameters' values for

individual pixels. Calibrations of spatial variable parameters are also difficult, because of the

uncertainty that surrounds the values ofthe parameters. The runoffcoefficients; the time scaling

coefficients and the partitioning coefficients, as implemented in the current version ofthe model,

are assumed to be spatially invariant model parameters. Future development could attempt to

replace these parameters with spatially variant variables, as discussed in following paragraphs.

11.4. Analysis and application of recession rates in model development

In the current version ofthe modeL the travel time ofwater down each pathway is established for

the preferential groups of pathlines. The recession rate of each flow component is utilized to

calibrate the time scalingcoefficient for each pathway, according to the rainfall type. The concept

ofdifferent recession rates for different pathways canbe extended to the concept ofa continually

changing recession rate, caused by a gradual change in land use.
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Olivera and Maidment (2005) utilized a probability density function to introduce the time spent

to flow from pixel to pixeI, which is then added to the time spent to flow OVER each pixeI,

during calculation ofthecumulativetravel times from pixel to outlet. A statistical function is used

to replace the uncertainty regarding the flow ofwater from pixel to pixel. This benefits the end

results, but does not explicitly simulate the physical processes that cause the disturbance in the

flow pathways.

11.5. Utilization ofrainfaU characteristics for runoff partitioning

The four different rainfall types described and analysed in this report provide a simple

classification ofthe broad spectrum ofstorms that occur in nature. Travel time coefficients and

partitioning coefficients have been determined for these four storm types for a given catchment.

Procedures need to be developed to interpolate (and possibly extrapolate) these coefficients for

other storm types. This could be done if the partitioning coefficients are replaced with some

continuous function, which will depend on the rainfall intensity and antecedent soil moisture. If

a method of interpolation between the different rainfall types can be developed, it will largely

improve the GIS storm hydrograph model.

11.6. Incorporating a fractured rock and fault system in the model

The effects offractured rocks and faults on river flows have been discussed briefly in the second

chapter. It was indicated that a known fault in a catchment will have a significant effect on the

catchment outflow at any stage ofriver flow.

Flow from fractured rocks and faults can be incorporated in the GIS storm hydrograph model by
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re-routingflow paths during thedevelopment oftheunithydrographs ofthe baseflow component.

Flow velocities canbe deducted from the individual characteristics ofthe faults and fractures, i. e.,

the slopes, the flow directions, the slope lengths and friction against flow.

Antecedent conditions of the catchment will play a major role in the estimation of the

characteristics of a fractured rock surface. They may change rapidly when rock fractures fill up

during a rain event, and drain out again after the event (Beven, 2001). It is worth-while to

incorporate the antecedent catchment conditions in themodel alongwith the flow pathways along

fractured rocks.

11.7. Incorporating a spatially variant rainfall and excess rainfall in the

model

The possibility for spatially invariant rainfall to occur, varies with the size ofthe catchment and

the rainfull regime of the catchment. The GIS storm hydrograph model must be adapted to

simulate runofffor rainfall types where only certain portions or segmentsofthe catchment receive

rainfall.

11.7.2. Spatial simulation ofthe slower flow components

Throughflow is modelled, in the current version ofthe GIS storm hydrograpb, similarly to the

flow processes along the quickflow pathways. The model currently assumes slower flows along

the throughflow component's pathways than along the quickflow's pathways, using the time

scaling coefficient Tsr. The movement ofwater through the upper soil structures is dependent on

the soil characteristics, as well as land use. Another spatially distributed parameter, portraying
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the characteristics of the soil types in the catchment, can be included. However, vel)' little

infonnation about the tbroughflow component is available. The few observations available as

criteria to calibrate such a spatial distribution ofthe tbroughflow's travel times, is not adequate.

11.7.3. Spatial simulation ofthe basefiow components

A distributed model ofbaseflow will accept a spatial variant rainfall, not in the form ofexcess

rainfan. but rather in the form ofexcess percolation from the top soils. This will influence the

groundwater table, which will in turn influence the hydraulic slopes ofthe flow pathways along

the baseflow component. A different groundwater surface will derive a different flow time

distribution, which will adjust the response function ofbaseflow.

In the current version ofthe model, the coefficient CB , which is a spatial invariant coefficient,

adjusts the travel times in a manner explained by the pressure wave in the baseflow velocities in

the catchment (Beven, 2004). The coefficient CB can be spatially variant, expressed as a function

ofthe effective storage capacity, which is described by Beven (2001). However, uncertainty of

baseflow conditions will canse uncertain calibrations ofthese simulations.

Pathwaysofbaseflowshouldalso incorporatethe geological structureofthe catchment, e.g., rock

fractures and faults. Thesegeological features can leadto pathways along which more rapid travel

times occur, or they act as sinks. The effect ofthese geological structures is incorporated in the

present version ofthe model by a (spatially invariant) time sca1ing coefficient.

Future development ofthe model should consider spatial variant wetness (or a similar parameter),

as well as a spatial variant parameterthat separatesthe flow components in each pixe!. The model
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could simulate a number offlow components as different layers ofpathways that lie horizontally

on top ofeach other (strata), with the top layer parallel to the sutface elevation. Water should

be able to move between these pathways at any time and space. Outflows from the surface flow

component at the outlet will be the frnal routed outflow from each component.

The model simulates selective features ofthe hydrograph, but fail to simulate other. The model

needs considerable revision, with more accurate distribution of rainfall, and other hydraulic

properties.

11.8. Conclusions

11.8.1. Evaluation ofthe model development for small headwater catchments

The GIS storm hydrograph model can simulate the different flow components as separated parts

ofthe runoffat the catchment outlet. A few storm events show discrepancies between simulated

and observed runoff. Possible explanations for these storm events have been presented.

11.8.2. Transferability ofthe model to other catchments

Mixing offlow components takes place along the channels. The mixing offlow components in

a catchment will depend on the catchment characteristics, particularly the channel lengths. The

percentage ofpixels in the DEM, that represent channels, should increase as the catchment size

increase. However, it is assumed that the bill slope lengths for first order streams, in similar

geological settings, should be similar. Since the flow separation in the model only occurs on the

bill slopes, the model should be transferable between catchments with similar first order stream

networks. The mixing offlow components only occurs, in this model, in the channels.
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11.8.3. Application ofthe model concepts and principles

The concepts and principles ofthe GIS storm hydrograph model have been described and tested

in this thesis. The model does not necessarily need to be used as a stand-alone system. The

concepts and principles can be applied in other existing runoffmodelling systems which simulate

the contributions from both the surface water and groundwater resources.

11.8.4. Future model prospects

"...There are theoretical and ... numerical problems that will need to be overcome in the future

development of(the spatial) model, but the problem ofparameter identification, particularly for

the subsurface, will be even greater, and significant progress will undoubtedly depend on the

development ofimproved measurement techniques." (Beven, 2001)

Development of spatial modelling of a catclunent has been restricted by the need for large

computer resources with heavy data requirements. However, as advanced computer systems

become available and affordable, more computer power will enhance model development.

The spatial information ofa catclunent can be determined from aerial data and satellite coverage.

These data sets are becoming more affordable and available.

"The major constraint on the utility ofremote sensing (in hydrological modelling) is that ... it can

only detect changes on or above the ground surface and the most interesting part ofhydrology

takes place underground. What is needed, therefore, is revolutionised hydrological thinking;

theory development and model development..." (Beven, 2001).

**********************************
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HYDTIME program printout

Part I: File rewriting module
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File Rewriting module:

lOREM
**********************************************************************
20 REM * Program to read travel times & flow dir images, & write corresponding

REM * pixel's values next to each other in a file called "RANDOM.IMG".
REM * This RANDOM.IMG is the input file ofHYDTIME.BAS, using random
REM * access files to process the data.

30 REM * Program: RANDIMG.BAS
40REM
**********************************************************************
60 CLEAR
REM amount.rows = 390 '110: Cut from matrix:R23, R132 - Dl catchment
REM amount.colwnns = 470 '135: Cut from matrix: CI53,C287

amount.rows = 520 '110: Cut from matrix:R23, R132 - DI catchment
amount.coIwnns = 960 '135: Cut from matrix: CI53,C287

REM Read the two input files, and write them as one file, two corresponding
REM values next two each other.

TYPE value
aspect AS INTEGER
hydtime AS INTEGER

END TYPE

OPEN "I", #1, "d:\work\GoedDEM\flowdir8.rst"
OPEN "I", #2, "d:\work\GoedDEM\ttimes.rst"
OPEN "d:\work\random.rst" FOR RANDOM AS #3 LEN = LEN(value)

DIM names AS value

FORj = 1 TO amount.rows
FOR i = I TO amount.colwnns

INPUT HI, names.aspect
INPUT H2, names.hydtime
'PRINT names.aspect; " "; names.hydtime
PUT H3, «(amount.columns * (j - 1)) + i), names

NEXTi
NEXTj

CLOSE HI
CLOSE #2
CLOSEH3

END
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HYDTIME program printout

Part ll: Cumulative travel time calculations
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Cumulative travel time calculations:

lOREM
**********************************************************************
20 REM * Program to read hydrological time & aspect images, & calculate

REM * the (cumulative) times it takes for one water drop to travel from
REM * pixel to catchment outlet for use in IDRISI program.
REM * No allowance
REM * is made for circular paths or flat areas.
REM * See file preparation module to prepare input to this program.input.
REM * Random access input file are used also as output file,
REM * and after calculations data is rewritten to travelti.RST IDRISI32 ASCII file.
REM * SpecifY the column and TOW ofcatchment output: outrow amd outcol:
REM * Add one to the row and colmumns read in IDRISI image file for
REM * catchment outlet.
REM * IDRISI ASCII file with integers.

30 REM * Program: HYDTIME.BAS
40REM
**********************************************************************
60 CLEAR

amount.rows = 520 'Mhlathuze catchment
amount.columns = 960 'Mhlathuze catchment

REM Setting the TOW and column number ofthe catchment outlet:
outrow = 366 + 1
outcol = 422 + 1

DIM pathx(2000), pathy(2000), pathd(2000)

TYPE value
aspect AS INTEGER
hydtime AS INTEGER

END TYPE

OPEN "d:\work\random.rst" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = LEN(value)
'Aspect values: 1 <= aspect <= 8
'Hydtime contain neg. hourly time values for water to
'travel over one pixel.

DIM work AS value

REM*****************************************************************
SCREEN 9, 1, 1, 1
LINE (0, O)-(amount.columns + 1, amount.rows + I), 14, B

'Block around river & catchment boundary map.
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'**************Begin with calculations:*****************************************

FOR n = 1 TO amount.rows 'going along y axis
FOR m = 1 TO amount.columns 'going along x axis

I=m
J=n
d=O
pathx(O)=m
pathy(O)=n
count=O
GET #1, «amount.columns * G- 1)) + i), work

80 DO UNTIL workhydtime > 0
GET #1, «amount.columns * G- 1)) + i), work
count = count + 1

'*******Determine the direction ofmovement; move and calc. distance of
movement:********

620 IF workaspect = 8 THEN
9 pathd(count) = ABS(work.hydtime): i =i + l:j = j - I: GOTO 629

END IF
IF workaspect = 7 THEN

6 pathd(count) = ABS(work.hydtime): i = i + 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF work.aspect = 6 THEN

3 pathd(count) = ABS(workhydtime): i = i + 1: j = j + 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF work.aspect = 5 THEN

2 pathd(count) = ABS(work.hydtime): j = j + 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF work.aspect = 4 THEN

1 pathd(count) = ABS(workhydtime): i = i - 1:j = j + 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF workaspect = 3 THEN

4 pathd(count) = ABS(workhydtime): i = i - 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF work.aspect = 2 THEN

7 pathd(count) = ABS(workhydtime): i = i - l:j = j - 1: GOTO 629
END IF
IF workaspect = I THEN

8 pathd(count) = ABS(work.hydtime):j =j - 1: GOTO 629
END IF

pathx(count) = i
pathy(count) = j
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GET #1, «amount.columns " (j - I» + i), work

'*""""*""***** TESTING FOR CATCHMENT OUTLET:
***************************
629 IF (i = outcol) AND (j = outrow) THEN

d = ABS(work.hydtime)
FORz = count -I TO 0 STEP-I

GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - I» + pathx(z», work
work.hydtime = d + pathd(z + I)
PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - I» + pathx(z», work
PSET «Pathx(z», pathy(z», 2 'green line - inside cathment
d=d+pathd(z+ I)
pathd(z + I) = 0

NEXTz.
GOT0660

ENDlF

'************* TESTING FOR EDGES OF THE MAP:
******************************

IF «i>= amount.columns) OR (i <= I) OR (j >= amount.rows) OR (j <= I» THEN

FOR z = count - I TO 0 STEP-I
GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - I» + pathx(z», work

2004 work.hydtime = 32000
PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - I» + pathx(z», work

'32000 indicates edge of
'map or a path leading to edge ofmap.
'(Max int: 32767)

PSET «pathx(z», pathy(z», 3 'light blue line
pathd(z + I) =0

NEXTz
GOT0660

ENDlF

***********TESTING FOR PATHS ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY CALCULATED:***

400 IF (work.hydtime> 0) THEN
401 IF (work.hydtime < 32000) THEN

d = work.hydtime
FORz=count-1 TO 0 STEP-1

GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
work.hydtime = d + pathd(z + 1)
PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathY(z) - I» + pathx(z», work
PSET «pathx(z», pathy(z», 2 'green line - inside cathment
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d=d+pathd(z+ 1)
pathd(z+ 1)=0

NEXTz
ELSEIF (work.hydtime = 32000) THEN

FORz = count - 1 TO 0 STEP-l
GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work

2003 work.hydtime = 32000
PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
PSET (pathx(z), pathy(z», 7 'grey line - outside catchment
pathd(z + 1) = 0

NEXTz
ELSEIF (work.hydtime> 32000) THEN

STOP
END IF
GOT0660

END IF
1**************************************************************************

*

648 pathx(count) = i
pathy(count) = j

GET #1, «amount.columns * (j - 1» + i), work

650 LOOP 'UNTIL work.hydtime > 0
,**************************************************************************

**
'Now: HYDTIME.WORK > 0:

655 IF (work.hydtime < 32000) THEN
d = work.hydtime
FORz = count -1 TO 0 STEP-l
GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
work.hydtime = d + pathd(z + 1)
PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
PSET «Pathx(z», pathy(z», 2 'green line
d = d + pathd(z + 1)

. pathd(z + 1) = 0
NEXTz

ELSEIF (work.hydtime = 32000) THEN
FOR z = count - 1 TO 0 STEP-l

GET #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
2001 work.hydtime = 32000

PUT #1, «amount.columns * (pathy(z) - 1» + pathx(z», work
PSET (pathx(z), pathy(z», 5 'purple line
pathd(z + 1) = 0

NEXTz
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END IF

660 NEXT m
NEXTn

,**************************************************************************

***

PRINT "Writing to output file..."
OPEN "0", #4, "d:\work\travelti.rst"
FOR j = 1 TO amount.TOWS
FOR i = 1 TO amount.columns

GET #1, «amount.columns * G- I» + i), work
IF work.hydtime = 32000 TIffiN

2000 PRINT #4, 0
ELSE PRINT #4, work.hydtime
END IF

Write background values as nills, write to rea<h1>le ASCn file.
NEXTi

NEXTj
CLOSE

I030END

AS



Appendix B:

Statistical relationship between the recession rates
and the time scaling factors
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B.I. Calculating the recession rates using the time scaling coefficients in Manning's
equation

Free statistical software, CurveExpert 1.3 (a trial version), was downloaded from the internet.

It was utilized to determine a curve which can descnoe the relationship between the recession

rates and Ts, in the Manning's equation.

The statistical curve (named the "Rational Model" by the software CurveExpert 1.3) fitted the

observations best:

a+bx
y = -----'-;:-

1+ ex + dx2
(Equation B1)

wherey = the recession rate, x = the time scaling coefficient and a, b, c and d are constants.

The fitted model for all three catchments is as follows:

7Ts
RecK= 1+7T

s

where Rec K = the recession rate

Ts= the time scaling coefficient, where Ts ,;; 4.

a=d= 0 and b=c= 7

(Equation B2)

The "observed" recession rates (listed in Table 8.2) and "calculated" recession rates (calculated

using the statistical relationship) are plotted for weir WlHO16 in Figure B 1.
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Figure B 1: Graphic display of the relationship between the recession rates
(calculation from the statistical relationship) and the observed recession rates (as
listed in Table 8.2), plotted for different time scaling coefficients in Manning's
equation.

D.2. Calculating the time scaling coefficients (Ts) using the recession rates in Manning's

equation:

The statistical curve (named the "Geometric Fit" in CurveExpert 3. 1) fitted the observations best:

y = axbx

where y = time scaling coefficient,

r = the recession rate, and

a and b are constants.

(Equation B3)

Resultant application ofthe Geometric fit to the relationship between Ts and the recession rates

(Rec K) is as follows:

Ts = 9.5 *Rec KV1'R<cK)

Where Ts = time scaling coefficient

Rec K = recession rate, where Rec K ~ 0.95.
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a=9.5 and

b=2L

The "observed" time scaling coefficients (listed in Table 8.2) and "calculated" time scaling

.
/
I
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Figure B2: A graphic display of the relatioll5hip between the 'calculated' time
scaling coefficient TS (calculated from the Geometric Fit) and 'observed' time
scaling coefficient (as listed in Table 8.2) in the Manning's equation, plotted for
different recession rates.

cOefficients (calculated from the recession rate using the Geometric Fit) are plotted for weir

WlH016 in Figure B2.

In both the cases of the Rational Model and the Geometric Fit, other models were preferred by

the curve fitting software above the author's chosen model. However, these models were not as

'stable' as the chosen models. By 'stability' the author indicates the capability of a model to

provide fairly accurate estimatioll5 after minor changes in the parameters a, b, c and d of the

model.

***********************************
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Appendix C:

Calculations in the simulations with the
GIS storm hydrograph model
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Calculations of the simulation in the GIS storm hydrograph model
Calculations were made in a spreadsheet. Similar calculations can be programmed using linear programming techniques and appropriate software.

Normalization of the frequency histograms:
(FQ)u = the resultant values ofthe frequency histogram (after equation 8.1 was applied) for the quickflow component for time step i, and storm type
) ,

(FT)u=the resultant values of the frequency histogram values ( after equation 8,1 was applied) for the throughflow component for time step i, and
storm type)
(FBJu= the resultant values ofthe frequency histogram values (after equation 8.1 was applied) for the basetJow component for time step i, and storm
type)
i = 1,,,.,E
E = the number of time steps in the frequency histograms
) = storm type 1,2,3 or 4.

These values are illustrated in Table Cl.

Table Cl: Normalized values ofthe frequencies histograms, ofquiclif/ow, throughflow and baseflow, for each storm type.

Normalized frequencies
Storm Tvoes
High Intensity Low intensity Low intensity High intensity
Long duration Long duration Short duration Short duration

Time Storm type 1 Storm type 2 Storm tVDe 3 Storm type 4
Steps Quickflow Throullhflow Baseflow Quickfl Throughfl Baseflo Qulckflo Throughflo Baseflo Quickflo Throullhflow Baseflow
1 FQ .. FT .. FB I.. FQI•• FTI•• FB I•• FQI.. FT I.. FB I.. FQ .. FT .. FB lu

2 FQ I" FTI" FB FQI" FT,,, FBI" FQ,.. FT I.. FB I.. FQ I" FTI" FB
3 FQ I•• FTI.. FB,.. FQI.. FT I.. FB I.. FQI" FT I" FB I" FQ I.. FTI.. FB I..

4 FQ I.. FTI.. FB FQI., FT,., FB,., FQ,.. FT I•• FB I•• FQ FTI•• FB
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ." ... ...
E IIFQI. IFTI•. IIFBI•• IIFQI•• IFTI•• IIFBI., IFQI.. I IFTI•• IFBI. IIFQI. 1FT\. IFBI.
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Division of one unit of rainfall among the flow components in the travel time response functions

(FQ)y '" (pq)j = Qy
(FT)y '" (pt)j = Ty
(FB)y '" (Ph)j = By

where pq, = the fraction of flow allocated to quickflow, or the partitioning coefficient ofthe quickflow component
pt, =the fraction of flow allocated to throughflow, or the partitioning coefficient of the throughflow component
ph, = the fraction of flow allocated to baseflow, or the partitioning coefficient of the baseflow component
pq, +pt, +ph, = 1, for storm type i = 1, 2, 3 and 4
Qy =the flow rates in the quickflow component for time step i and storm type)
Ty =the flow rates in the throughflow component for time step i and storm type}
By =the flow rates in the baseflow component for time step i and storm type}.

....- --_. • ••_._ ..... __•• _ ...... r _ • _ •••• _.00 _•..• _.. ._.__•• _. _•••• _ .. __ ..• _ .. _•••_, _. __._.• _._. ___ • _.
Normalized flow rates: flow rates of unit excess rasponse functions

Time Storm TVDes
step High intensity Low intensity Low intensity High intensity

Long duration Long duration Short duration Short duration
Storm type 1 Storm type 2 Storm type 3 Storm type 4

Quickflow Throughfl Baseflow Quickflow Throuahfl Baseflow Quickflow Throughfl Baseflow Quickflow Throuahfl Baseflow
1 (FQI,,.(pql, (FT)l1'(pt), (FBll1'(pb), (FQI,,'(pq), (FTI,,'(pt), (FBI12'(pb), (FQI,,'(pq), (FTI,,'(pt), (FB),,'(pb), (FQ),/(pql. (FT),/(pt). (FBI,/(pbl.

-Q" -T.. -B.. -Q" -T•• "B" -Q13 -T" -B" -Q" -Tu -B..
2 (FQI31'(pq), (FT)31'(ptl, (FB)21'(pbl, (FQ),,'(pq), (FT),,'(pt), (FBI,,'(pb), (FQI,,'(pq), (FT),,'(pt), (FB),,'(pb), (FQI,/(pq). (FT),/(ptl. (FB),/(pbl.

-Q -T.. -B.. -Q.. -T22 "B.. -Q2. -T" -B" "Q" -T" -B..
3 (FQI31 '(pql, (FTI31 '(ptl, (FBI31 '(pbl, (FQ),,'(pq), (FT),,'(pt), (FB),,'(pb), (FQ),,'(pq), (FT),,'(pt), (FBh,'(pb), (FQ),/(pq). (FTl./(pt). (FB),/(pb).

-Q" -T" -B.. -Q.. -T.. "B.. -Q" -T.. -B.. -Q" -Tu -Bu
4 (FQ)."(pq), (FTI.,.(pt), (FB).,'(pbl, (FQ),/(pq), (FT)..'(ptl, (FB).,'(pb), (FQI.,'(pq), (FT).,'(pt), (FB).,'(pb), (FQI./(pq). (FT)./(ptl. (FB)./(pbl.

-Q.. -T.. -B -Qu -T" "B" -Q.. -T.. -B.. -Q.. -Tu -B..
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... '"

These calculations are illustrated in Table C2.
Ta
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Observed data
Observed data is the flow rates and rainfall measurements for each time step i, where
k= 1,....U '
U =the total amount oftime steps in the simulation
dk = the decimal day ofyear for time step k
qk =the measured flow rate for time step k
rk = the measured rainfall for time step k.

Table C3 illustrates the listing ofthe measured data.

Table C3: Observedj7aw rates (in mJ/hour) and rain (mm/hour), listed with the time steps ofthe simulation (decimal days ofthe year):

Observed data

Decimal Flow Rain
DOY rates
Hours mA 3/hour mm/hour
d Q, f,

d. Q. r.
d. q. r.
d. Q. r•
... ... •0'

d 0" f"
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Simulated response functions
Simulated response functions are calculated for each flow component, starting at each time step when positive rainfall is measured:

Quickflow simulations:
Qijk = rk *C *Qij

where
rk = the measured rainfall from time step k
C =the runoff coefficient
Qijk = the flow rate from rainfall that fell on time step k, for the quickflow unit response function on time step i in the response function,
flowing pass the outlet on time step (k+i-I), for storm type).

Throughflow simulations:
7'- *C*l'ijk- rk ij

where
7Uk =the flow rate from rainfall on time step k, for the throughflow unit response function on time step i in the response function, flowing
pass the outlet on time step (k+i-I), for storm type).

Baseflow simulations:
Bijk= rk *C *Bij

where
Bijk =the flow rate from rainfall on time step k, for the baseflow unit response function on time step f, in the response function, flowing pass
the outlet on time step (k+i-J), for storm typej.

Table C4 illustrates these calculations.
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Ta,_~_ ..... .. ..O'.__......_OT._r........... . _... ........._ ....._............ ..... _...._... • ...... _ ............._.".., ....._•• "..... ..... .. _ ....._....no._ ....._ .r. __ 'r .......................H ........... HI ••• _ .......~. __•

Time Flow due to rain occurrence Flow due to rainfall occurrence Flow due to rainfall occurrence Flow due to rainfall occurrence
steps on time ste' 1 on time stet 2 on time ste~ 3 on time stel 4

Quick Through Base Quick Through Base Quick Through Base Quick Through Base
flow flow flow flow flow flow flow flow flow flow flow flow

1 Q". T". B".
2 Q." T." B." Q", T". Bm
3 Q." T". B." Q". T". B". Q,.. T". B".
4 Q." T." B." Q". T". B". Q". T... B... Q". T". B".
S ... ... ... Q". T... B... Q". T". B". Q"• T". B".
a ... ... ... Q.,. T... B." Q". T"• B".
7 ... ... ... Q... T... B...
... ... ... ...
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Summation to estimate total flow from each flow component

All flow response from each flow component are summed for eachtime step, to simulatethe total
flow response from each flow component for each time step:

(TQh = the total amount ofquicktlow response, which occur on time step k, for all types
and for all rainfall occurrences,
(l1)k = the total amount of throughflow response, which occur on time step k, for all
types and for all rainfall occurrences, and
(IBA = the total amount ofbaseflow response, which occur on time step k, for all types
and for all rainfall occurrences.

The baseflow present in the river at the start ofthe simulations, continuously declines along the
entire simulation, or until the declining baseflow time series reaches values close to zero. This
baseflow declines at a constant rate ofDeclConst,
where

DeclConst = 0.995
for the Ntuze simulations, as illustrated in Table D5, column "Declining Baseflow."

(TotBA = (Declining basef1ow) + (IBA

Where
.(TotBA = the total simulated baseflow for time step k.

Total simulated flow in the river at the outflow ofthe catchment:

(FotA ~ (TQ)k + (l1)k + (TOtB)k

where
(TOt)k = the total simulated flow at the outflow ofthe catchment for time step k.

These calculations are illustrated in Table CS.

ch time stev ofthe simulation.
Total Total
simulate< Quickflow Throughflow Baseflow Declining simulated
flows baseflow baseflow
ITot) (TQ). ITT (TB) q. -,TotBI
(Toti (TQL. (TT~ (TB q.*DecIConstA 1 (TotB
(Totl ITQ ITT J. (TB q.*DecIConstA 2 ITotB
!Tot). (TQ). ITT). (Tm:- q.*DecIConstA 3 (TotB).
... ... .,. '" ... ...
IToll ITQ\. ITn.. -'TBI. -,; *DecIConstA IU-1) ITotBl..

Table C5: Calculation ofthe totalflow response (or flaw rates) from eachflaw componentfor
ea
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Calibration parameters:
Table C6 lists the calibration parameters of the GIS storm hydrograph model.

Table C6: List ofthe calibration parameters.

Description Acronym Limits ofvalues

Time scaling coefficient for quickflow TS(] No model limitations.

Time scaling coefficient for throughflow TST
Limitations on physical
meaning ofthe values.

Time scaling coefficient for baseflow Tsn

Runoffcoefficient C O<C<I

Declining baseflow constant DeclConst o;,; DeclConst ;,; 1

Partitioning coefficient ofquick:flow for (pq), o;,;(pq), ;,; 1 (pq), + (pt),
stormtypej + (pb), = I,

Partitioning coefficient ofthroughflow for (pt), 0;,; (pt),;,;1 for each
stormtypej storm typei

Partitioning coefficient ofbaseflow for (Pb), o ;,;(Pb),;,;1
storm typej

************************************
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AppendixD:

Graphical simulation results from the GIS storm
hydrograph model
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Graphs from simulated and observed flows

This section provides some graphic display of the simulated and observed flows, as well as

rainfall, from the simulation of a summer of rainfall stonns measured in the Ntuze research

catchments. The graphs only include the stonns listed in Table 10.1, for the catchments of

WIH017 and WIH031. Similar graphic display is printed in the main report (Chapter 9) for the

catchment ofWIHOI6.
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W1H017: simulated rain storms
1 Nov. 1992

Long duration, low Intensity

W1H017: simulated raln storms
12 Nov. 1992

Short duration, high Intensity
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W1H017: simulated rain storms
10 Jan. 1993

Short durallon, high Intensity

W1 H017: slmulallld rain storms
24 Jan. 1993

Long duration, low Inlllnslly
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W1 H031: simulated rain storms
22 Nov. 1003

Low Intensity, long duraUon
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W1H031: Ilmulated rain ltorml
10 Jan. 1994

High In!enllty, Ihort duration
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